
SRI VENKATESWARA NITHYA ANNADANAM TRUST
TIRUPATI

TTD ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING, K.XF4OAD, TIRUPATI (A.R)

REGD. NO. 18/94

Dear Donor
Ttmre is no gift worthier and nobler than Annadana. In our country, giving good to the needy and poor is not merely

a service, tart a hearty tradition practised since vedic times. It is said that one who offers food is placed among the
:

$ri Veftk^teswara Annactena, Trust, aimed at providing free and wholesome food to the persons visiting Tirumala

tthetied by the TT, Bevesthanams in 1985, has an over whelming response from philanthropists all over India.

0W THi SpHEME OPERATES:

*. P^y a sum of Rs . 5 lakhs of multiples thereof to this scheme by (a) an Individual (b) a Family not exceeding
|

; ; persons or <$} 3 grp^> of two companies or firms and avail the following privileges :

; vl; the fionoir% name wi be prominently cHsplayed in the Dining Hall.

;

; j

'& ^ nam%^t gottwam of the dcaior will be read in Srivarj Koluvu by rotation.

'V

;

3; TNe donor viil be ^ven free furnished accommodation at Tirumala for three days in a year.

4. Free parshan wfth BargJN for 5 members during break on the three days will be arranged in a year.

5, The ctonor wii be given a gold plated sBver memento embossed with the images of the Lord and

80 (G) of Income TaxAct

t contribute an equal amount towards matching investment and deposit I

on it will be used to feed 15,000 i

Income Tax Exemption I

on any naBonatised bank in favour of "Sri Venkateswara

JOIN THE NITHYA ANNADANA SCHEME AND HAVE THE PRIDE OF
PARTNERSHIP IN THIS SACRED SERVICE
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Bapu Reddy, the poet J. M. Girglam IAS (Rtd.)
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Parents Smt. Ramalakshmi and Sri Jankay Krishna Reddy

Rajeswari and Bapu Reddy as young couple

In-laws - Smt Chilakamma & Sri Pinninti Linga Reddy



J.Bapu Reddy with his parents and his youngest son Ba/aji.

Mr fleddy's father-in-law Sri RLinga Reddy

who has influenced him tremendously in his childhood.



J.Bapu fleddy lost in poetic thoughts somewhere in the mountains in California (USA) in 1989.
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D. "Literature is the artofimages and

every invasion of naked ideas or propaganda is

ga. always detrimental to a given work."

ga
vision

"
Perfected

Sensibiity" c55Pjto, ^jaS^ ^^V
"
Sensi"

bility eultivated by reading and experience"

ea^dfc. ^cS"ga aj-caSr-^JSbi. "thecele-^

brated absent mindedness of the poet" e><3^<&.

"the second
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Bapu Qeddy, The Poet

/. Bapu Reddy, the poet, is # skylark

who floats high above the clouds. He is a

swan who gracefully swims in the waters

of celestial lakes. He is Narada who jaunts

about from Planet to Planet. He is a

telescope that sees beyond the horizon. He
is the cuckoo that sings sweet melodies of

love to the spring. He is a philosopher

trying to unravel the mysteries of life,

death, time and space. He is a gardner
who weares beautiful flower garlands of

thoughts and words. He is a weaver who
weaves colourful patterns of emotions and

ecstasies. For, Bapu Reddy is a versatile

poet, steeped in poetry, in thought, word

and deed. His most mundane actions are

also couched in poetic grace. He writes

with equal force and felicity on death or

beautiful women and thzfr enticing charms

darting eyes and having breasts, on war

and peace, on Ugadi or family planning,
economics or the concept of time/ man or

morals, pleasure or pain. He writes in

traditional metre and blank verse, ancient

style and most modern style. Whatever

he writes, in whatever form, one thing is

certain: he is peerless. Rythem, meaning,

melody subime thought, all combine to

make his poetry a class by itself.

Until he had written his 'Longing For

Life
9 we thought Bapu Reddy could at

best translate his own beautiful Telugu

poems into English as he had done in In

'Quest of Harmony/ But in 'Longing
For Life, he astounded even his best friends
and admirers by his English Poetry writ-

ten directly in that language on powerful

J.M. Girglani, IAS (Rtd)

themes. He betrayed no problems with

English language. He proved that lan-

guage is no barrier to poetry and that

once you are a poet, language becomes-

your slave. Thereafter, his three more

books in glish established him as an

'English Poet' or whatever s the Bright

phrase for an Indian Poet writing English

Poetry better than Englishmen.

To his powerful and highly meaningful

poems, he adds the lustre of his effective

recitation that results in sheer delight for

the listners. His poetry has the'depth of a

seer, the passion of lover, and the beauty

of an Apsara. If much higher awards

than he has received have eluded him, it is

because his image as an administrator

seems to be a disadvantage in an ascrip-

tive society that judges quality of every-

thing, including poetry, by labels. An-

other disadvantage that a non-professional

poet suffers is that the 'literary arbitors' -

if I may use that phrase, do not allow

them to sell their poetry or sell themselves

as poets. I use the word sells in the

American sense of 'projecting getting

accepted.) Not that Bapu Reddy suffers

from undue modesty. But inspite of his

social charm and expansiveness, the

charmed circle of English intelectuals will

not easily accept poetry in English from a

non-academic or form those who are al-

ready in the literary limelight That is the

measure of their conditioning. But by
shere grit, I am sure, Bapu Reddy will

penetrate this charmed circle and charm

them out of their shells and their obdurity.
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Dr. V.yL.Narasimha Rao
Retd.Director, Education Dept.

C-4, HUDA Colony, Saroomagar,
HYDERABAD 500 660

PHONE: RESI:8785
V
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Style

"The Style means that personal idiosyn-

cracy of expression by which we recognize a

writer"
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'Every poet is but a

philosopher'
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Dn A. Srirama Reddy
Head of the Dept of Hindi

4-22-25, Saibaba Road, Chaitany^uri,

Chandraraoulipurain P.O.

Gufflur - 522 007.
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Receiving felicitations from Dr. M. Channa Reddy, Chief Minister

at a Poets' 'gathering in 1978



With Smt Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister of India

i - Bapu Reddy as District Collector.-Jn 1980
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Meeting Sri Charan Singh, Prime Minister of India in 1980.'



Dr. Sankardayal Sharrna, as Governor of A.I

at Ravridra Bharathi on the occasion of release of his book Srikara Sikharam, |

Sri M.K. Ramu of Rasamayi was also present



With Sri N. Janardhana Reddy, Chief Minister of A.P.

and with Pendekanti Venkata Subbaiah









Dr. J-





is "book
?

br7 Befewafla Gopal Reddy

artist.



9rt Yesudas.



Meeting Dr.P.V.Naroai/nha Rao, Prime Minister of India at

a Special Sethavadhanam function in Ravindra fiharati, Hyderabad.



Dr. J. Bapu Reddy being felicitated by Dr. P.V, Ranga Rao Minister for Education and
By Smt. Lakshmi Devi (Minister).
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With Sri Vasantha Sathe at Delhi.

Prof. Kdkarla Subba Rao, President International School,

Hyderabadfelicitating Bapu Reddy.



Bapu Reddy addressing a Literary meeting
ofBharatiya Bhasha Parishad at Calcutta

inthepresenceofBalashoivriReddy (Direc-
tor) and Dr. Kusum Khemani, Secretary.



Felicitating Dr. P. Susheela (eminentplay-
back singer) at a Function, organised by
M.K.Ramu& SmtAshaLatha ofRasamayee
Organization

Bapu Reddy and
Prof. G.V. Subramanyam at a book
releasingfunction in Ramayampet,

Medak District



Beingfelicitated by Dr. S. Rahamatullah and G. Hemachalam
on behalfofChaitanyaAndhra Shitee Samskriti Samthi at

Parlakhemundi, Orrissa.

Addressing a meeting of Viswa Sahiti in thepresence of
Dr. Pothukuchi Sambasiva Rao & Dr. VMalakonda Reddy.
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"Poetry is the language of imagination"

"Poetry is the rhythmic creation of

6Jb*eysoD, 6^S5SbLCO &&\ - beauty"

"Poetry is emotion recollected in

transquility"

"A greatbookgrows directly out of life"

"Poetry is the expression of life"

"Poetry turns all things to loveliness"

"Poetry exhalts the beauty ofthat which

is already beautiful and adds beauty to

3. "&5
that which is deformed"
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"Render to Caesar the things that are

Caesar's, and to God the things tht are God's"

b. "Render to politics the things that are

political, and topoetry the things thatare poetic."
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"Poetry turns all things to loveliness" -
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" No man is ever yet a great poet

without being, at the same the time a profound

philosopher"e*5 &>$&> &>3#d&>;D ^aSa^S
"Truth naked is philosophy, clothed is poetry"
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"creative artist represents the most conscious

point ofgeneration"
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Co

"Whether the impression

of novelty has been created to surprise or

shock as an end in itself, or whether it is the

product oftrue originality, ofthe genuinely

new or ofthe expression in fresh and arrest-

ing waysofpermanentanduniversal truths."
a^tfo. 'Marxist dialectical materialism is

the form of materialism which explains

social institutions and histoical changes in

terms ofmaterial forces that is, themode of

production which characterizes the

economic system ofa society'. (D.W. L.T.)
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land is pregnant

It has no time"

0^0,

"Souls do not have colour

But have love"

Sib

'Compe-

tition
1

3^35 spo&g

"Ifelt the movement ofmy body
Like a professional dancer,

Drunk with its own beauty,

Neglecting mind and soul.

Mind, always ignoring both,

Arrogant with knowledge

Flying in philosopher's heaven,

Left soul and body.

Soul, sadfor their conceit,

Longing for harmony,
Cried: 'IfI leave now,

Neither ofyou will exist,

I am Life, and you
Its shelter, Beauty matures

By moving together.
'

Competition was suddenly over

When the ego disappeared.
"
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"I am Life"
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(Esther Gress).3cp

eW
He would raise/ The man/ From a lower level,

ding of my heart" &t a*er#) &<StfOTP He would raise / The life/ To a higher level.

He would raise/ The world/And he losthimself

Now theworld/Mustraise/Him tohigher level."
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"The earth is holy, you are holy, create the holy
"

&

eJ&ocr

"Mother Earth is one. How she is

SERVED best, is the goal we run!

We make it so!"

"Round up the 175 nations

On the earth into re-birth.
"

Sfccb^efi

"Spirituality is dying
because churches are making

a business ofreligion.
"

"Women cannot say:
I want not your inspiration, Lord.
Women cannot refrainfrom:
I want to give you glory, Lord.

Women cannot refuse:

The sixth sense given them by God,
Women cannot restrian:

The poetry ofreverence in their heart.

Women cannot deny:
The magnificence ofall the earth.

Women cannot live this magnificence:
Without respectfor man.

Women cannot Love:

Without respectfrom man.
God made woman, yes,

God made woman

The complement ofman.
"
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Prof. S.V. Rama Rao

Dept ofTelugu

Osmania University

Hyderabad -500 007.
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Artist Smt.



Participating in a cultural programme in Kakinada oganised by Dr. Jagadeeswari.



Going round Industrial Exhibition at Vijayawada with Sri G. Rajendraprasad,
General Manager, DIG.







Being felicitated by Sri K, Lakshmana Rao of felugu Darbar,
/iiuru.



Felicitating a Japanese Delegation at Guritur tn 1983,



Dr.J.BapuReddy speaking on the occasion ofhis books releasing function at RavindraBharathl and

a section of audience.



Scenes from Dr. Bapu Reddy's Dan^ Ballet 'R1TU RAAGAM1

in 1992.



Speaking on the occsion of release of his book "Rakettu Rayabaram" at Visakhapatnam

Dr.J. Bapu Reddy with Gummadi Venkateswara Rao on the occasion of
lease of his book Bapu Reddy Geya Natikalu.

re-



Dr J Bapu Reddy dedicating his book Bapu Reddy Geyalu to Dr Boyi Bhimanna.



Dedicating his book "Bapu Reddy Geya Natikalu" to Sn Gummadi Venkateswara Rao

With Radio Annayya and Akkayya at Balandanda Sangham



With Prof Divakarla Venkatavadham and Sri Gunturu Seshendra Sharma
at Bhuvana Vijayam function In 1974



1977



Russian Cosmonauts
in 1962atVisakhapatnam

&tf*&r*-
>4^:?v^
$*V- ::Xi



At a function organised by Sri K. Obaiah, IAS then Dlst, Collector, Nalgonda to|

honour J. Bapu Reddy and Kuman Vasircddy Sffa l^"-
5 -l l-"ul c-u - A^i^m..

Awards, in 1972.



Visiting a remote village as an young officer in Visakhapatnam in 1962

With Sri K.S. Dutt in Visakhapatnam



at Potana Festival in Warangal in 1981. Sri Hayagreeva Chan,

Swami Ranganadhananda were present on the occassion.



at a Poets gathering
on the theme of





Inspecting the Acetic Acid Plant of APIDC along with Sri M. Venkataratnam, I.A.S.

Sri Medasani Mohan





19-79

1979-





*

Felicitating Shadow Play Artists from France as a special Officer

Sangeeta Nataka Academy.



ig a meeting in

Sarada Grandhalayam, Anakapalle
in the presence of Mahakavi

Rayaprolu Subbarao in 1963.

.Jayasudha at a function of the
ri Academy in Guntur.



^ 9*
lddy (Munister^ Dr Boy Bhimanna and Dr. Dasarathi felicitating DReddy on the occasion of his literary Silver Jubilee oroanised hu W.lf^organised by Vamsl Art Theatres in



U'a (Now in Japan).



Dr. J Bapu Reddy distributing utensils to children at Social Welfare Hostel along with

Dr Premeela David in Medak District.





Dr J Bapu Reddy with Sri Girish Karnad, Chairman of the Sangeetha Nataka Acad-

emy of India

Speaking at the release of his 1st book Chaitanya Rekhalu in 1960.



At a function in Ravnndra Bharathi (release of book Rangu Rangula Cheekatlu)

with Dr G.V. Subrahmanyam, Sri A.V.S. Raju, Prof C.H. Hanumantha Rao, Sri



*





Redd-v'

on V^di Oa> nt Ravinrira ft,imti.

CHnic.
'"e inauguration



Discussing with Shri N. Janardhana Reddy, Chief Minister of

Andhra Pradesh along with Industrie lists from U.K.

Receiving Kavi Ratna Neela Jangatah Sahitya Award in 1992.



Being felicitated by Dr.N.T.Rama Rao, Chief Minister m 1987
at Ravindra Bharati, Hyderabad.

Participating in "TANA" Conference in 1989 at Atlantic, L/.S.A.



Delivering Presidential address at Ph.D., book release function
of Dr.flavikanti Vasunandan in 1990.

Distributing clothes to Physically handicapped children.



/leddy presenting his book to Dr.P.V.Narasimha Rao,mme Mintoter of India at his residence in New Delhi, in 1991.



Being felicitated by the Lions Club at Kaktnada.

A scene from the popular dance ballet "Saagara Soudham
written by Dr.J.Bapu Reddy.





Being felicitated by Dr. Ravuri Bharadhwa/a.

Felicitating renowned Cine Artists Sri G.Krishna and Smt.Vi/aya

Nfrmala.



Vf*'/#.""^-
.'. .,:. > ::--'

nrBharRaviRao-
1995.

falicitatmp
Dr.Bharga







J.Bapu Reddy at his work in his office.



'" """""Otao" " ft. rock, of Tmga Bhadra
in 1977.



Celebrating "Vijaya Dasami" at A.PJ.ZXC.Office,



Receiving prestigeous "Vikasa Sree" Award from Justice Sardar
Alt Khan, at Hyderabad,

Being honoured by Dr. A. Padmflnafe:an-,M5, Chief Secretary

of Tcmilnadu. and Or, Krishna Srfnivas in Madras.
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Bapu Reddy with the Co-participants ofthe Institute ofSocial Studies,
The Hague, Netherlands (1967-68).



Bapu Reddy with late Sri. M. Narayana at a social gathering in Sangareddy.

Bapu Reddy beingfelicitated by Sri P. V. Narasimha Rao (then External Affairs
Minister) andJustice Hidayatulla, (Then Vice President ofIndia) in connec-

tion with Pothanafestival at Warangal



As a guest ofhonour at the switching on ceremony of Telugu Film "Chinctu"
Produced by Chandra Sekhar Ready atAnnapoorna Studio, Hyderabad.

Dr. J. Bapu Reddy presenting some of his works
to Dr. P.V. Narasimha Rao, Prime Minister of India (1991)



"No man was never yet a great . ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^J &
ef^oeSo/v, e^ao^oTT 5P3ov56oo5c3oS

poet without being, at the same time, a

profound philosopoher
11

esSj Coleridge
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SREE BHARATI TEERTHA
Snathakotsavam - 16-7-'88

ROUND MAHAL FORT, VIZIANAGARAM.

MANGALASASANAM '

I deem it a great privilege to invoke the blessings of Goddess Saraswati

on the auspicious occasion of 'Snathakothasavam'. Sri Bharati Teertha was

instituted by my guru Dr. Burra Seshagiri Rao in 1924 under the caption

'Andhra Research University
1

a few years before the inception of the Andhra

University. The unique feature of this institution is that it has thrown its

gates open to lovers of knowledge, serious thinkers and creative writers

irrespective of caste, creed, race, religion and sex.

It has been enjoying the patronage of the royal house of Vizianagaram
all along.

We are happy and fortunate that Dr. J. Bapu reddy a distinguished poet

and writer is delivering theconvocation Address and kindly accepted tobe with

us these two days' celebrations. I exhort my young friends to emulate his

creative poetry as the scholars and pandits in different subjects and artists.

The world has been passing through a crisis when man is losing himself in

the pursuit ofpower and the advancement and researches in science have only
been serving the causes and forces of destruction. At thisjuncture the spiritual

values are the only safe vaults.

Asato ma Sadgamaya
Tamaso ma Jyotir gamaya
Mrityor ma Amriatam gamaya

SARVEJANA SSUKHINO BHAVANTU
LOKA SSAMSTA SSUKHINO BHAVANTU

VASANTARAO VENKATA RAO
PROVOST.
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With a group of participants from various countries

in the Institute of Social Studies, Holland m 1967

At a meeting of Andhra Association, U.K. in London.



With Annie Bunschoten and Pop in the Hague (Holland)

v
'

-
'*" **

'

v

,with Utah at a party in Dr. Vleerakhan's House in Hollanc

Dr. J Bapu Reddy alongwith Sri. M. Namyana
Sri M.S. Murthy at Keukenhof in Holland.





of the delegation exploring

fa. industnal Development.



Sri D. Sreepadarao (Speaker) and Kumari Suhasini Film star felicitating Dr. J. Bapu Reddy
at a function organised by Yuvakala Vahini.



With Sri V.
Chandramouli, I.A.S. Prl. Secretary to Oovt. and a popular writer.





: With his son Mr.J.Bola/i in the Newyorfc Institute of Technology.



:

At the ancient monuments of Roman Empire.



Participating as Chief-guest in Andhra Kavi Sammelan in
London vith Sri J.P.L.Gwyn,IAS(Retd.) and other members
of Arthra Sangham U.K. & Sri Medasani Mohan (Sethavadhani).



With Dr. Balakrishna in Malaysia

With the participants at a symposium conducted by
Asian Productivity Organisation in Kaulalumpur in 1992



Dr. "J. Bapu Reddy relaxing at the World famous Pyramids in Egypt

With Sri J.P.L. Gwyn, ICS, Retired in London



With Sri K.P.S.MenonJFS, Indian Ambassador in China in

Beijing in 1985.

With DrJayachandra Reddy at Indian Exhibition in London
in 1983.

With A/so Zahlrovic of Yugoslavia at the World Congress
of Poets Istanbul* Turkey.



n .BapuReddy
at the world famous

HolSrdens,KEUKENHOP(HoUand)



pt.
J -

Dr. J. Bapu Reddy with Sri S. Abid Hussaln, Indian Ambassador USA
at NRI Meeting in Newyork (1991)



Dr. "J. Bapu Reddy relaxing at the World famous Pyramids In Egypt.

With Minister of Culture Mexico
at the World Congress of the Poets Istambul flukey) in 1991.

With Sri J.P.L. Gwyn, ICS, Retired in London



With Sri K.P.S.MenonJFS, Indian Ambassador in China in

Beijing m 1985.

With Dr.Jayachand.ro. Reddy at Indian Exhibition in London
in 1983.

With Ajsa Zahirovic of Yugoslavia at the World Congress
of Poets /stambul, Turkey.



-""" ^r ''- DaiJ~
-(Holland)

Bower Gardens
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V*.'

Dr. J. Bapu Reddy wlft Sri S Abid Hussain, In^an Ambassador USA
at NRI Meeting in Newyork (1991)



J.Bapu ReddyWo.l from right) participating in Annual N.C.C.

Camp, as a Nizam College student in 1 95 4 at Shameerpet.

youth at Prague in 1968.
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Vidwan C.S.R. AppaRao
English & Telugu Poet
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Novelist, Writer, Journalist

Achyuta Ramaiah Street,

Vijayawada - 520 003.
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Guntur (Dist.)

Narakodur-522 222
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Incidentally I happened to be #t my

home - last night from 7-30pm. and it was an

extremely delightful to hear you reading a mas-

ter piece in Kavi Sammelan. The language you
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understood & appreciated by all rural folk.
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Silver Medalist Ganaprapoorna
Winner of Hundred Awards

A.I.R. Artist, Author, Actor, Singer.

Tiruvuru, Krishna Dt. (A.P.)

7/11/84 k g^o&o&^7 $a*kx>'3o53c3Doa 3
Sji

M.S. Mch. (Paed. Surgery)

Civil surgeon

SeoSood ScwStfotfoSjotfoo $3 a* Gandhi Hospital Prof, of Surgery

Gandhi Medical College

I J-37, Irramanjil colony,

Hyderabad-500482.
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Executive Director

Trade Development Authority

Bank of Baroda Building,

16, Sansad Marg,

New Delhi- 1 10 001 (INDIA)
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Dr.J.Bapu Reddy honouring President of India. Sri R.Venkataraman in 1989 at Bhadrachallam



DrJ.Bapu Reddy receiving blessings in temples.



Dr.J.Bapu Reddy at "Macca Masjid" in Hyderabad in 1959.
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BIO-DATA|| itov

Metaphysical Vibrations - Profile of a world poet J. Bapu Reddy
- Dr. Krishna Srinivas 1

The Aesthetics of the Metaphysical
- The Poetic achievement of J. Bapu Reddy

- Dr. S.S. Prabhakar Rao 3

Bapu Reddy's Images of the Soul - Dr. Mrs. Prema Nanda Kumar 8

Truth through Verbal Rhythms ,

- Dr. B. Copal Rao 10

Love - A Poetic Penacea - Dr. Bhargavi P. Rao 1 1

Bapu : Creative Translator - Dr. CM. Sastry 14

J. Bapu Reddy, The Rebellious Poet of Unique Excellence

- Dr. Mrs Yasodhara Gopala Rao 17

A Man of Many Parts - Dr. Y. Venugopala Reddy IAS 21

Poet with Myriad Feelings
- Sri B.G.S. Rao 23

Lilting Lyricist
- Amarendra 27

A Robust Voice - 29

Poet Administrator par Excellence - Sri J.M. Girglani 30

A Poet of Advaitic Realisation - Sri Satchidananda Bharati Swami 31

Three -Fold Poetic Exploration : an Interview

- Prof. Dorthy J. Deering 33

Ethnolinguistic Reciprocity in the Poetry of Bapu Reddy

- Sri Katesha Mastan 38

BapuVPoem on Kandukuri - An Accolade From America 44

The Poetry of Bapu Reddy
- Dr. Siddiq Ali 45

[IPOETIC PAEANS
||

Celebrating Harmony
- Kenneth George 47

Amazing Creative Phenomenon - P.B. Srinivas 47

A Poet of Rocket Mediation - 1C Suryarao 48



Truth Without End - M.M.R. 49

A Travelogue in Poetry - Neeraja Chakravarthi 551

Poems that Capture the Lightning of Truth

- V. Venkata Rao 53

Poet of Lofty Aspirations & Visions - Dr. C.N. Sastry 54

Living and Loving - T.V. Reddy . 55

An International Poet - S. Krishna Swami 59

Attractive Ballet - C.S. 59

Amity, Freedom, Sex and all - Prof Chaganti Siva Subba Rao 60

Essays on Literature - V. Prakasam , 67

J.F. Glastra Van Loon Rector (The Hague)-68, Norma Lehman(Denmark)-68,
P.V.Narasimha Rao-68, Prof. K. Satchidananda Murthy-69, Rosemary C. Wilkinson

(U.S.A.)-69, V.K.Gokak-69, Jim Allan (Australia)-70, V.S. Desai-71, Dr.Sanjeeva

Dev-71, Dr. Amarendra-71, Dr. Knarig Boyadjian (U.S.A.)-72, C. Narasimham-73,
Mama Annie (Holland)-73, K. Vasudeva Rao-73, Ch. Hanumantha Rao-74, Raja
Radha Reddi-74, Panos D. Bardis (U.S.A>74, Prof. Syed Arrteeruddin-75, Prof.

G.N. Reddy-75, Dr. (Mrs.) S. Jagadeeswari-75, Dr. P. Shiv Kumar-76, Ved
Agnihotri-76, G. Atchuta Ramaraju-76, P.V. Satyanarayana Murthy-77,
S. Suryanarayana-77, Dr. Sanjoy Saksena-78, Siddulugari Rama Murthy-78,
G. Narasimha Rao-78, G.Narasimha Rao-79, Dr. Vinita Kaul-79, Sabita Islam

(Turkiye)-80, Mrs. J.W.(Terry) Hershey (Texas)-80, Braja Kumar Daslv81,
K. Suryanarayana Murthy-81, S.S.T.Sai-81, Dr. Knarig Boyadjian (U.S.A}-82,
Dr. S. Shyamala Rao^2, S.V. Ratnam-82, Dr. Hiranamay Chatterjeh83, Hiromu
Yamagnchi (TokyoJ^S, Dr. G. Vasudeva Chwya-83, Anne Bunschoten (The
Hague)^4, Toni Fratto (The HagueJ-SS, Norm* Lehman (Texas)^5



BIO-DATA OF Dr. J. BAPU REDDY,

1. N
2. Date&

Place of Birth

3. Permanent
Address

4. Profession

J. BAPU REDDY

21-07-1936, Sirikonda Vfflage

Karimnagar District, Andhra Pradesh, India.

"Ramachiluka" Plot No. 10, Road No.5,

Jubdee Hilk, Hyderabad - 500 033.

Indian Administrative Service (IAS), Retired in the rank of Secretary to Govern-

ment of Andhra Pradesh. Working as Member, A.P. Public Service Commision,

Hyderabad.

5. Mother Tongue: Telugu

6. Other Languages
Known

7. Educational

Qualifications

Hindu, Urdu and English

a) M.A. (Economics), Osmania University, Hyderabad, India.

b) . Diploma in "National Development" from the Institute of Social Studies,

The Hague, the Netherlands, 1968.

'

c) Certificate in Value Engineering and Analysis
- Institute of Business

. Management, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, USA, 1976.

d) Certificate in "Development Administration" from Lai Bahadur Shastry

Academy of Administration, Mussorie, India, 1977.

e) Certificate in "Management of Public Utilities" fromAdministrationTraining

Institute, Mysore, 1986.
,

f) Certificate in "Marketing of Tobacco by Auctions" from Zimbabwe, To-

bacco Marketing Board, Harare, 1982.

g) Certificate in "Management Concept and Decision Making" Faculty of

Management Studies, University of Delhi, 1986.

h) Certificate in "Cooperative Management" from Vaikunth Mehta National

Institute of Cooperative Management, Pune, 1986.

Certificate in "Industrial Policy Planning and Development", Institute of

Economic Growth, Dehi, 1991.

j) Certificate in 'Managenw^

Centre", Pune, 1990.

k) Certificate m financial Management" for IAS from the indfcm Institute of

Management, Bangalore, 1992.



L OFFICIAL CAREER
1. Some Important

Positions held : i) Revenue Divisional Officerand Sub-Divisional Magistrate, Vlsakta^

ti) Special Officer, Rehabilitation of Burma Repatriates, Visakhapatnam.

iii) General Manager, Acetic Acid Plant, A.P. Industrial Development Corpo-
ration, Hyderabad.

iv) Special Officer, A.P. Sangeetha Nataka Akademy,

v) Special Assistant to Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh,

vi) CoOector & District Magistrate, Medak and Warangal.

vfi) Executive Director, Tobacco Board of India, Ministry of Commerce, Govt
of India.

viii) Commissioner of Endowments, Government of A.P.

ix) Commissioner of Industries AP. in the rank of secretaiy to Government

x) Vice-chairman and Managing Director, A.P., Industrial Development
Corporation.

xi) Commissioner of Small Savings in the rank of Secretaiy to Government.

2. General :
i) Visited about 35 countries around the World including U.K. , U.SA.,

France, Russia, China, Egypt, Japan, Mexico.

Awarded gold medal by Red Cross Society in 1980

8 Published severalArtidesand papers inc^ding a paper on Indian Tobacco
Marketing, Presented atan International Conferenceon Tobacco atHONG
KONG in 1985 and a paper on Productivity in Civil Service at International

SeminaroiganisedbyAsianPtah^^
in 1992.

in) Participated in International Seminar on Coir Geo Textiles, organised by
Coir Board, India and International Trade Centre, Geneva.

v) Worked/Working as a Nominee Director in various Public Sector Corpo-
rations and Pubfic Limited Companies.

IL LITERARYAND CULTURAL FIELD

i cultural& literary organisation, Hyderabad.
Life Member, Poetry Society of India, Delhi.

Member, World Academy of Arts& Culture, USA.

Member, Regional Rfcn Censor Boards, Hyderabad.

Member, Lions dub of Hyderbad, East

Member, Governing Council, Society for Promotion of Art, Hyderabad.



vii) Pttron International Poets Academy (Madras)

viii) Member, World Tdugu Federation, Madias.

ix) Honorary President, 'Samaikya Bharathi
1

, Cultural Organisation Working

for National Integration through culture.

x) Life Member, "Yuva Bhaiathi\ Hyderabad.

xi) Life Member, International Association for the Future of Humanity,

Cuttack.

2. Past Experience:

3. Publications:

A) Creative Works

(Telugu)

i) Special Officer, A.P. Sangeetha Nataka Akademy, 1974-75.

ii) General Secretary, AH India Cultural Festival and AH India Children's

Festival, 1974.

iii) Secretary, First World Telugu Conference - 1975.

femberJBoard of Governors - International Telugu Institute,

v) Member, ArKlrra^

vi) Indian Editor of "Poet" an htematkm37ndntr4r.-

vfi) Member "nrumala Tirupathi Devesthanam Trust Board 1987-89

viii) President, Hyderabad Poetry Society.

i) Chaitanya Rekhaki (Collection of Poems- 1960)

ii) r^ettuRaayabaaram(CoHedionofPoeim-1964)

iii) Bapu RedctyGeyaki (Lyrical Poems -1968)

iv) Bapu ReddyGadya Kaavyahi (Free Verse -1971)

v) NaadaVedaalu (Lyrics -1981) Released in^
World Telugu Conference,

vi) Bapu Reddy Padya Kaavyahi (Poetry in meter - 1969, enbiged editions

1973 & 1986)

vtt) Bapu Reddy Geya Naatikahi (Lyrical Plays
- 1970, enlarged editions -

1973& 1986)

viii) Anantha Satyaahi (Free Verses - 1979) Released in Detroit, USA at the

Second TANA Conference (Revised Edition 1985)

ix) SrikaraSikharam (Lyrics^ ^

Conference in 1985 in Los Angles, USA

xi) Premaraamama-yrics-1986)

xii) ManachetunonayUndi(Free Verse - 1986)

m



B) Creative works:

(English)

xiii) Pancha Baana Sancha (Free Verse
- 1989 released in U.K.)

xiv) Pranaya Pranavam (Free Verse - 1989, released at the 7th TANA

Conference, Houston, U.S.A.)

xv) Rangu Rangula Cheekatlu (Free Verse
- 1990)

xvi) Manasuloni Maata (Essays
- 1991) released at the 8th North American

Telugu Conference at Atlanta Georgia. U.S.A.

xvii) Vadiponi Vasanthalu - 1992 (Poetry)

xvii) Kaalam Maayajaalam (Free Verse
- 1995)

i) lnQuestofHannony(^^

3rd Edition - 1986)

ii) Longing for Life (English Poetry
- 1986, released at the World Congress of

Poets, Madras)

iii) UmofLove^g^
at Bangkok,

iv) Loving is Living. Released at the World Congress of Poets, Istambul,

Turkyeeinl991)

Q Translations of his works into

other languages

4) Awards and

Honours

i) "Srikara Sikhar" by Dr. A. Sree Ram Reddy (This is a Hindi translation of

Bapu Reddy's Telugu Book of Lyrics "Srikara Sikharam")

ii) "Mas Alia Del Horizontal (Beyond the Horizon) Spanish translation of Dr.

J. Bapu Reddy
f

s selected English Poems by Dr. Sonya S. Gupta, Director

Department of Spanish, Central Institute of English and Foreign Lan-

guages, Hyderabad.

iu) Individual poems translated into other languages like German, Korean,

Tamil besides several poems translated into Hindi and published in various

journals all over the country.

i) Andhra Pradesh Sahitya Academy Award for Poetry in 1971 for "Bapu

Reddy Geyalu".

ii) Awarded the Degree of Doctor of Literature (D.Lit.) Honoris Causa by the

World Academy of Arts & Culture at the VII World Congress of Poets in

Morocco, 1984.

iii) Conferred "FeUow Membership" by International Poets Academy - 1986.

iv] Michael Madhusudan Award from Michael Madhusudhan Academy,
Calcutta -1986.

v) Telugu University Award for Manachelulloney Undi (Free Verse)

vi) Listed in WHO ISWHO in India, Reference Asia, Learned India, Mn of

Achievement (U.K.), Dfctionery of International Literature (U.SA), Indian

Writers "WHOisWHO" published by Central SahityaAcademy, faewDeW.

iv



vi) Interviewed by Radio Moscow on the Role of Literature in World Peace -

1984.

vii) Elected as ^ Fellow of Temple of Arts Academy International (U.S.A.) and

also Honorary Professor of Letters.

viii) Three Audio Cassettes of devotional songs Srikara Sikharam, Aaraadhana

Lahari, Sapthagiri Balaji are released. Two Video Cassettes of Dance

Ballette, Rituraagam and Saagara Sowdham besides an Audio Cassette on

Family Welfare "Sankshema Bharati" are also brought out.

ix) Received Vikas Shree Award from the Shiromani Institute and All India

Socio Economic Forum at Hyderabad on 30-11-1991.

x) Participated in the National Symposium of Poets organised by AH India

Radio at Varanasi - 1992.

xi) Received National UnityAward- 1993at Hyderabadfrom All India National

Unity Conference.

xii) Participated in 'Kavitha 93' festival of Indian Poetry jointly organised by
India International Centre, Department of Culture, Govt. of India at Delhi

from 28th to 30th December - 1993.

xiii) ParticipatedinXVWorldCongressofPoetsheldinTaiwaninAugust-1994.

xiv) Received Kosaraju LiteraryAward - 1996 from "Rasamayi" a leading literary

and cultural organisation at its silver jubilee celebrations.

xv) Received National Integration Award - 1996 from the organisation for

National Integrity, Hyderabad
- 1996.

xvi) Received "Jashuva Literary Award - 1996" Instituted by Dr. B.R. Ambedkar
National Youth Cultural Federation, Vijayawada.

xvii) Best Lyric Writer Award in Tely Film "Rutu Ragam" under Nandi Awards
for Tely Films -1994.

xviii) Author of Lyrics forthe Popular Ballet "MollaRamaynam" aunique creation

of Dr. Sindhuri, Madras - 1996.

4. General : i) Smt. Susheela of Central University, Hyderabad obtained M. Phil Degree
for thesis on Dr. Bapu Reddy's Writings in 1982.

ii) Sri C.H. Mallikarjuna Chary has been awarded Ph.D. for his thesis on "Bapu
Reddy Kavitha Drukpatham by Osmania University.

iii) Shri A. Gajendar Reddy is doing research on the topic of "Bapu Reddy's
Poetic Theme" from Kakatiya University, Warangal.

iv) Bapu Reddy Geya Natikalu is prescribed as Text Book for Mysore
University,

v) Participated in the 1st Convention of the European Tehigu Association

(June, 95) as Special Guest and addressed the inaugural session of the

convention at Birmingham, U.K.

vi) Telecast his Dance Ballets, Bhavi Jeevulu, Sagara Sowdham and Rutu

Ragam on Doordarshan, Hyderabad.



METAPHYSICAL VIBRATIONS

Profile of A World Poet

J. Bapu Reddy

Dr. Bapu Reddy has emerged as

one of the distinguished and most

popular poets writing in the field of

World Poetry today.

Very sensitive, highly reflective,

widely acclaimed in India and abroad,

he is strikingly different in his creative

concepts and he is deeply rooted in

the ancient Indian ethos. One can find

in his poetry a happy combination of

Indian classical values with the exu-

berant new Indian consciousness. He

speaks in terms of provocative and

forceful metaphors. He is highly

philosophical, metaphysical and mys-

teriously mystical in his poems.

Poetic expression comes to Bapu

Reddy quite naturally "as birds fly and

as leaves to the trees." His excellent

handling of verses shows his superb

mastery over his poetic craftsmanship.

His thought is multidimensional.

He is Aurobindonian in his meta-

physical and cosmic concepts, He is

Tagore
- like in his subtle suggestivity,

sensitive imagery and lyrical grandeur,

He has all the reverberating qualities
- of Khaleel Gibran and Omar Khayam

- Dr. Krishna Srinivas

President - World Poetry Society

Madras, INDIA

- in his delving deep into the human

emotions and intricate passions of life.

Bapu Reddy touches the poetic pin-

nacles of T.S. Eliot and W.B. Yeats

- in his vibrating verses of "Social

Concern" and trivial Everydayness,
-

and also in his soul-searching technique
of presenting the spiritual crisis of

humanity in terms of "Time" and

"Timelessness" -
"Ephemeral" and

Eternal". - with his unique exposition

of powerful symbols and vivid imag-

ery.

As sage, sitting on the shores of

Time and watching the film of Ages,

from primordial times, Bapu Reddy
sees the caravan of galaxies and

firmaments moving into unknown

Beyond and the stars governing the

march of times.

The universe to him is pantomime
where history enacts orgies of ages,

the twists and twirls of civilisations

multitudinous and the future promising

unenacted epochs.

His sharp mind questions the sorry

scheme of things, questions the rigma-

role of dismantled creations, questions



the vagaries of mysteries, questions the

writs of destiny.

He pants. He fumes. He cries. He

rages. He teases into growling the

kenneled thoughts and laughs at the

flashes of their fiery chains.

Caught up in this great turmoil

of unrest, his philosophising comes

to his rescue. In some verses, he crosses

the frontiers of syllabled silences. In

others, he grows serene and pours out

mellow lines like Tagore.

Penetrating the frontiers of fos-

silized stagas, the poet cries :

I shall divinise man
and humanise god

dissolving the dubious distinctions

in the Cosmic Democracy

Soul-Body Socialism,

moulding the clay

into miniature Reality.

Bapu is in search of the God who
created side by side sacrifice and

selfishness, mind and matter, birth and

death, pain and pleasure.

And most severely he observes:

Thought transcending thought
-

intuitively

Matter transcending matter -

indestructibly

Man transcending man -

invincibly

Bapu's poetry is like a diamond

prism. Reflecting many rays, it opens

expanded moments-an affinity with

nature, its darkness and mystery and

serene solemnity. Invisible, magical

realities beyond our senses float out

of the unconscious when the bound-

aries between self and world are

crossed. He surprises us with a new
kind of poetry combining vitality and

unexpected images.

***



The Aesthetics of the Metaphysical

The Poetic Achievement of J. Bapu Reddy.

The poet is essentially a seeker
-
ever, in quest of eternal truths and

of harmony with himself, with the
world and among the disparate forces

operating out there. Should the quest
lead to conquest, the seeker would
become a seer. In poetic odyssey , what
is of significance isn't the ultimate

trumph, but the honest, yet agonising,
process of exploration.

The poetic credo of Dr J. Bapu
Reddy, who has been enriching the

Telugu literary world and the Indo-

Anglian stream with continuous and
commendable poetic creativity for de-

cades, may be epitomised by the title

of one of his works, 'In Quest of

Harmony'.

Poetry in Andhra Pradesh has
been bedevilled by a poltical extrem-

ism, which insists that a poet ought
to be committed to a political creed,
even armed activism - and an aesethetic

achievement of creative poetic activity
has been suspect. It is a truism which
bears repetition that a poet ought to

be committed to poetry, simultansonsly
aware of agonising social reality,

maintaining what I should prefer to

call 'optimum aesthetic distance', The

poet must not embody in his poetic
construct ephemeral crude reality but

transform it into abiding poetic truth.

Dr. S.S. PRABHAKAR RAO
Professor of English

JNT University,

And to achieve this, he needs what
the Telugu poet, Balagangadhara Tilak
called 'alchemy

1

, possessed in varying
measure by Kalidasa, Peddana, Krishna

Sastry and Sri Sri, The alchemy was
possessed in ample measure by Tilak
himself. To that illustrious constel-

lation, I have pleasure in adding the

name of Bapu Reddy.

Bapu Reddy, like any young
man, started out in the romantic vein
and composed some of the fascinating
verses resplendent with fine imagery,
rich imagination and melodious phrase.

Bapu, it is interesting to note, com-
posed competently several poems in

classical prosodic metre collected as

"Bapu Reddy Padyakavyalu". Bapu
did not, however, believe in a romantic

escape from reality; he was intensely
aware of the creased visage of exploit-
ative society and he expressed his

sympathy for the underdog, But he did
not adopt the posture of 'negativism

1

which pulls down one to uplift the
other. He preferred instead ameleoristic

approach. The temporal perse did
not engage his attention for long. He
started his quest of the abiding truths
behind temporal facts and metaphysi-
cal verities beyond physical actualities.

This metaphysical quest endowed his

poetry with a robust optimism and
rescued it from fashionable, facile



nihilism, characteristic of some

pseudomoderns.

The publication of 'Antassatyalu
1

('Immanent Verities', 1979) about mid-

point in his poetic career is a landmark

in Bapu's poetic development. At this

point, he realized that mere awareness

of the physical wasn't enough; he must
chart out to explore the vast and

tantalising metaphysical. But the

characterstic of Bapu relates to his

recognition that the physical and the

metaphysical are not contradictory, but

complementary, visions of truth. The

poetic vision must discover the truth

behind facts and evoke it in poetic
artefact. In multilayered truth, Bapu
Reddy discovered physical truth, ex-

periential truth, emotional truth and

imaginative truth, He declared:

/ shall unravel

the experiential truth

behind the facts visible.

To an imaginative observer like

Bapu, the rose can reveal a variety of
verities - the loving heart ofthe beloved
and the flaming hunger of the starving
mendicant. Like Steinbeck, the Ameri-
can Nobel laureate, Bapu could com-
bine the vision of the cess pool
(physical) and of the stars (metaphysi-
cal).

F J

He wrote:

the flights of my imagination
are along the starry staircase

'Anatasatyalu"

But there is yet another positive
dimension. Most metaphysical (mys-
tical) poetry

-
especially, by pseudo

Aurobindonians - tends to be lost in

imprecision of expression and lacks

aesthetics of poetic creativity.
Aurobindo, the great mystic/visionary,
was simultaneously a great lyrical and

imaginative poet, with superb sense of

beauty. Bapu retains, in his metaphysi-
cal explorative poetry, his innate aes-

theticism and attains transparency of

articulation, rather unusual in such

poetic exercises. To Bapu, even a
social evening can unravel the secret

of life, as

The Dark Night's might surrendered
To the Divinising Human light.

- Loving is Living

Roihantic evocation of reality,
too, is ever elevated in Bapu's poetry
by a spiritual probing, as is amply
evident in his suggestively titled

'Pranava Pranayam' (Divinising Ro-
mance, 1986). The physical associa-
tion of the lovers is presented as an

integral and inclusive experience ofthe

metaphysical. The verses included in
the collection are the articulations by
turns of the male and the female of
human existence. To the man, the
beloved appears like 'the lofty Hima-
layan peak, the iridiscent thought
beyond the rocks of language

1

. To the

lady, he is 'the embodiment of Divine
Hunter

1

. Physical relationship is ex-
alted as 'Rasa Tapassu

1

(Romantic
Meditation), suffused with a sublime
spiritual dimension:

/ installed the idol of self
On the tantalising shoreofyourwaist
which mingle the being and. the

noribeing!



Dear disire-filled damsel,
shake the Rishikesh ofmy crown
with your arms of sanctified grace!

To the lady, the lover looks like

the divine conqueror who has won the

flowers of Parijata from Indra loka and

together they wish to lose themselves
in celestially rapturous and primordial

loveplay.

As an experienced administrator

living amidst the din and bustle of

reality, Bapu Reddy has been intensely
aware of inequity and the imperative-
ness and urgency of social progress.

Bapu's social awarness is vibrantly
orchestrated in theAnthology ofverses,
'Naa Desam Navvuthondi' (My Coun-

try Smiles, 1986). Bapu espoused the

Veda of progress, not lost in the dreary
desert of argument. In his new mood,
he declares

For the song stale ofthe nightingale

I have no wish whatever,

I wish instead to listen

rapturously to the triumph

of humanity

reverberating in the voice

of progress!
- The Song of the Nightingale

After establishing himself as a

preeminentpoet in Telugu, Bapu Reddy
made his foray into the wider, inter-

national arena of poetry in English
-

first, through competent and creative

translation into English of his own

orginal Telugu poems under the title,

In Quest of Harmony (1973).

Eventually, he blossomed into a

fullfledged Indian poet in English, in

the offering of three Anthologies of

poetiy in English
- Longing for Life

(1986), Urn oflove (1986) and Loving
is Living (1991).

In In Quest of Harmony Bapu
sought to present, through the English

language, some of the poems written

during the sixties, ecstaticallycapsulling
both his experience and awareness of

a large global reality. The variegated
manifestations of nature -in the coun-

tries he visited provide mere base

metal, which Bapu transforms into the

gold of memorable poetic ulterance as

'Aurora at Athens'; 'Paris the Peacock',

Waterloo in Tears'; Switzerland, the

Darling of darknes et al. As a poet,

vibrant with each sense, Bapu Reddy
conducts an 'Anatomy ofEcstasy' sings

joyously of

snow fall snow fall

the music of winter,

the clouds are night clubs

chanting carols offalling snow
- The Song of Snow Falls

Bapu's quest took him to newer

soils and newer climes where he could

discover the essential harmony of

humanity. The lovely Rhine, never-

theless, appeared to the poet an un-

fortunate witness of

how much of man's blood

has been sucked by man;
how often humanity is torn

in the name of empty creeds.

As a tireless pacifist, aware of

the holocaust of wars, he declared

An atom bomb is not nobler than

a matchstick to set fire to the globe.



Bapu Reddy has never been an

insular poet. The amazing expansive-

ness of his vision has eventually

evolved into universalism and a cel-

ebration of all living, recalling

Steinbeck, who declared 'All that is

living is holy.' 'Longing for Life' is

indeed a glorious affirmation of life

by the poet. Although life appears

to him like

a string of life

suspended by time

betwixt birth and death

-'Life'

and a 'dazed witness in the docks

of doubts 'Bapu's penchant for oriental

mystical ethos, does not blind him to

the scintillating smiles in nature. He
can present lovely

frolic of the sprouting

mango bough
the liquescent lips

of the thawing spring
- PaintingNature

Urn of Love is a collection of

poerns didicated reverentially to the

sacred memory of the late Krishna

Reddy, father of the poet , who had

'gathered eighty six years of untamed

Time.
1 The title poem is a feelingful

declaration of filial affection and de-

votion as 'a dream framed in fragrant

memories'. Besides poems occasioned

by the visits of the poet to places like

Bangkok ('Buddha in Bangkok') and

'the earthly abode/disguised as a Time-

packed stone' at Tirupati, the poems
largely explore the quintessential truths

of human existence, as in Who is

Who? 1

where the poet presents the

spiritual dictotomy of body and soul,

light and shadow and discovers 'fusion

in confusion/ confusion in fusion
1

and

decides,

That is why
Let'em live together

I and My.

The collection is replete with

"Thawing Thoughts" and "Dark Se-

crets" and leads up after intial not

this (Nethi) ambivalence to the 're-

alization
1

that

When you reach that

you shall be that

and realize

all this is but that.

The third volume of poems is

a declaration of faith by Bapu Reddy,

which is essentially the love-bond

uniting Man, God and Universe. The

volume was published in 1991, de-

clared as the International Yunus Emre

Year of Love, in reverential honour

of the 13th century mystic poet of

Turkiye who chanted

/ am not here on earth for strife

Love is the mission of my life.

The uncanny in -
'sight

1

of Bapu
can discover 'amazing maze of images

1

in cabilistic emptiness,

as the emptiness

emptied of emptiness
remains eternally filled

with empthiness.

history of Eternity
1



Bapu Reddy's recent poetry
included in

!

Rangu Rangula cheekati'

(Many - Splendoured Darkness, 1990)

reveals his ability to draw out many
- hued radiance from out of the heart

of darkness, which shines out in white,

red and multicolored shimmer and

pirouettes gracefully on the world-

stage.

Despite his awarness ofthe tragic

demension in human existence, Bapu
retains a robust optimism, which is

abundantly conspicuous in the very title

ofhispublication, 'Vadiponi Vasantalu
1

(The Unfading Springs, 1992). He
announces joyously in Trident of

Awakening
1

:

From the graves of vacant slumber

the stars shall wake up;

united, equitable India

shall reach the lovely

Lumminious Shores:

In his most recent anthology of

free verse,KaalamMaayajalam (Time,

the Mystic Web, 1995), Bapu Reddy
carries on his incisive investigation into

the teasing mystic web ofTime,
f

which

changes all, but remains ever change-

less
1

. He expatiates :

Eyeless time

figures out figureless figures;

the unhearing time

hears the unheard melodies!

The poet realizes that the sky,

the silence and all circumamulate in

the circles drawn by Time. Recalling

Eliot's profound exploration of Time

past, Time present and Time future,

Bapu Reddy evokes

Time present

sans

Time past and Time future

and is amazed at the Mount of

Time immeasurable by minutes, days,

weeks, months, years and the like.

Incidentally, the poet
f

s pained

awareness ofperverted present appears

occasionally in this collection, colouring

the poet's world-view with a streak of

transient pessimism at the pervasive

moral and social degeneration. Bapu

Reddy is also acutely aware of the

victims of time and the present turning

into awearisome wasteland - a grievous

graveyard- when Truth is destined to

decimation. He bemoans

The independence that raised

the banners of light

is caught up
in the cage of darkness.

Although he doubts initially the

feasibility of the protection of the

virtuous and the punishment of the

wicked, he however hopes it they may
be delayed but not wholly denied.

The optimistic dimension and

the yoking of the physical and the

metaphysical in an aesthetically ful-

filling poetic ouvre, lend to the poetic

output of Dr. J. Bapu Reddy a durable

and a lustrous quality, which would

entitle the devout Votary of Muse to

still higher honours and more exalted

niche in the Palace of Poesy.



Bapu Reddy
1

s Images of the Soul

Armed with the Bapureddian

approach to translation, the author has

sought to present in English garb his

Telugu lyrics written over a period of

thirty years. Bapu Reddy is a poet with

a difference and does not fight shy

of projecting his particular 'ism
1

. The

'Bhava Bouthika Vadam' of Bapu

Reddy is "a concept that physical

conditions materialise out of creative

thoughts. It is the human ideas that

lend name, form and content to the

material phenomena around us
11

.

However, it must be pointed out here

that this is not all that new. Our elders

have already spoken out: 'yad bhavam

tad bhavati.
1

Indeed, thoughts are things.

If only man would learn to think noble

thoughts all the time, life on earth

would become a life divine.

, ,Jhis is 3. very commendable start-

iijg .point, fo^^^app Reddy's lyric

> qf^flarmony is

PStVaspirations

.for a brave pew world. The presentm f

it not

w waits

- Dr. Mrs. Prenta Nandakumar

Even in the graveyard ^

there is hope for life

at the sight of life's shore

I am overtaken by this song'
1

As the heart rises in hope, the

emotions spill bitterness at the folly

ofman who misuses the gifts ofMother

Nature. Will he ever learn fromhistory?

"How much of man's blood

has been sucked by man
how often humanity torn

in the name of empty creeds

how many times

shapes of national maps
have changed

an unfortunate witness,

the lovely Rhine

makes my heart a poetic stream.
"

This collection of 39 lyrics is

markedby an easy grace. The recurring

image of the sea, the roaring leap erf

the Niagara, the risen gaint Africa.

Bapu Reddy has always something

significant to say, a push towards la

better world tomorrow. 'Oh! Computer
1

is a fine representative :

"Dear computer,

I beseech you to stop working

for the man

;'? t

Destruction



and instead

compose a poem for me;

a poem which pierces

the immense blue

encircles the Beginning

and the End
in loving embrace,

ensnares the elusive God
and enshrines him

in every human heart".

In all this nothing but the idle

aspirations of a day-dreamer? Not so,

says Urn of Love in its introductory

essay, 'Physical Life of the Spiritual

Light
1 How to make the body remember

God, how make the gross matter

manifest the subtle soul? Bapu Reddy
feels that the task on hand is only to

reveal what is already within. This

should not be too difficult a task. The

one is as real as the other. They are

but different sides of the same coin.

The senses are no enemy to spiritual

living. Bapu Reddy rejectsmaya vaada.
This world is very real. The material

works should be used as a revelatory

image for the soul;

"Spiritualism therefore becomes

relevant in materialistic advancement

and physical development but the

instinct of exploition and egoistic

selfishness in the realm of wealth

distribution may cause avoidable

unhappiness which in turn would

militate against the very purpose of

the embodied spirit. The spiritual light

on one hand and the physical might

on the other should be blended in

everyday life for generating maximum

perennial bliss for all human beings.

The negatives in the mundane oppo-

sites would then tend to yield place

to the positives pushing the life con-

stantly on the tract of its natural

disposition, namely, composite happi-

ness and undisturbed peace".

An intelligent telling makes the

poems in Urn of Love, Bapu Reddy's

latest collection. 'Clarion Call,
1

'Peace

of my Birthplace' and 'Aurobindo's

Ascending Foot Steps' wear the mantle

of sincerity but I would unhestatingly

vote for 'Whatever it is
1

as the best

in this volume :

"Search is blissful

whether you find or not;

aspiring is life

whether fulfilled or not;

perhaps,

seeking itself is attainment

yearning itself is fulfillment".

This is the spirit of poetry that

moved Lord Tennyson to write : 'To

strive, to seek, find, and not to yield.

(Courtesy - New Swatantra Times

March, 1989)

***
9



Truth through Verbal Rhythms

The noble and profound applica-

tion of ideas to life is the most essential

part of poetic greatness This quality

of poetic grandeur and greatness is

certainly manifest in the poetry of Dr.

J. Bapu Reddy's works. As a modernist

poet, he is aman ofhigh calibre, vision,

wisdom and is known for his unshak-

able integrity of mind. One gets the

impression after reading his poems that

poetry is a speaking picture, with this

end, to teach and delight. There is a

gentle philosophy in all his poems,
which leads on and guides us by the

hand to action with a ravishing delight

and incredible sweetness. Whatever

professes to benefit by pleasing, must

please at once. Therefore in Dr. J.

Bapu Reddy
f

s poems the predominant

poetic concept is: poetry is at bottom

a criticism of life and that the greatness

of a poet lies in his powerful and

beautiful application of ideas to life

to the question : How to live? Hispoems
have the capacity of rendering deepest

- Dr. B. Gopal Rao

Professor of English-

Osmania University

& Principal, Nizam College

and most abiding satisfaction and

pleasure in poetry which unite natural

magic of words and moral profundity.

In the course of our continuous

long history, there have been kings who
have been poets. In the present demo-

cratic set-up, the mantle has fallen on

the I.A.S. personnel. So we can say

that he is a successor to a long line

of Royal Poets which stretches back

to the pre-historic times.

His works are distinguished by
rare perception and creative impulse.

He presents truth of his experience

through verbal rhythms that tick the

movement of his consciousness. He

attempts an affirmation of life as Walt

Whitman calls "By recreating the

splendor and wonder of God's cre-

ation". In his poems, there is enormous

wit, clarity, poise and emotional range.

I very heartily wish him success in

his future poetic endeavors.

***
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Love - A Poetic Panacea

"Poets are the unackowledged

legislators of the World" said Shelley

but here is a poet who is an acknowl-

edged administrator, or should I say
- here is an acknowledged poet who

is an administrator. I think the latter

one sounds better because I know him

more as a poet and a friend who shared

my enthusiasm towards poetry and

literature than as an administrator.

When I read his poems first, like many
others, I too wondered whether he

writes them himself or has any 'ghost'

writer. A few meetings were enough
to convince me that he had the mettle,

energy and enthusiasm to be a 'ghost'

writer for many others. It is amazing
how he can quote so many Telugu and

English poems with ease and elan. He
can even compose a poem in the midst

of a speech from a literary platform

spontaneously.

Dr. Bapu Reddy has been writing

for more than three decades. Basically,

his thoughts are more on the lyrical

stance; hence his creativity has to take

shape either as a poem or a song. 1

mean to say that they may not fit into

a short story or any other form ofprose.
None of the expressions is prosaic

because he chooses his images and

symbols carefully from the arena of

music.

- Dr. Bhargavi P. Rao

Osmania University

This noted Telugu poet has started

worshipping the English muse for the

reasons best known to himself. Bapu

Reddy has four anthologies to his

credit. (1) Longing for Life (2) Loving

is Living (3) In Quest of Harmony and

(4) Urn of Love. These poems cover

a wide spectrum reflecting his expe-

rience in various fields. As we allknow,

it is the experience which provides raw

material for the poet. But experience

shouldbe carved, chiselled and adorned

with imagination and expression, and

Bapu Reddy has mastered the art and

sculptured into many poetic master-

pieces.

No poet can ignore love as an

emotion which pervades all our lives

in different forms* Love is not merely

a poetic theme but a strong social

philosophy. Bapu Reddy has captured

this in his title itself as 'Loving is

Living
1

. Bapu Reddy's concept of love

wavers and stretches itself between

romantic sensibility and sublime ech-

oes. He desires that love should hunt

him even when it is violent.

". ....../ am a deer

hunt me like a tiger

Strike me like a spear.

Tear my flesh
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draw my flaming blood,

paint your brave breast

lambent effervescent red."

He does not ask for any mate-

rialistic gain for this
^sacrifice.

The

reward he seeks is a clear vision of

love and a life without fear. And

suddenly he becomes soft and sober,

shedding the violent imagery. He looks

upon his grand child as a 'sweet symbol'

and feels secure in his company.

Bapu Reddy's poems, many of

them are full of philosophical ques-

tions. "Do I live to die or Do I die

to live?" He asks himself in one of

his poems. 'Does death covet life? Does

life seek death?" -After a series of

questions, he resolves to say
~ "Why

ask a question to which the answer

is but a question?" But this spirit of

enquiry has given him maturity to

withstand the
'

solitude
1

and the 'fear
1

which he dreads. "My life, tied to fear/

migrates from here/groaning garroted" .

He seeks shelter under powerful 'isms'

and profound theories and in the end

declares that fear is like a fiend the

and real liberation for the man comes

only when he can break the shackles

of fear. It is strange that Bapu Reddy
does not enjoy solitude. For poets,

solitude is a blessing where they can

recollect their emotions in tranquility.

Here in solitude that quavers, the poet

traverses between the twin banks of

solitude and silence, thinking about

entity and exit.

Probably, I have discussed a few

poems which are quite subjective and

the person could be the poet. Bapu
Reddy has recorded his reactions to

historical events. No poet can escape
or ignore the political developments
of his country. His 'Elegy to Rajive

1

evokes images from Indian myth where

he compares our late Prime Minister

Rajiv Gandhi to dauntless Abhimanyu.
He describes how a beastly human

bomb had butchered the 'peace-dove

white'. The tone of elegy has both

anguish and resignation to the Fate.

He emotionally cries out "a pernicious

phalanx of fiendish wolves
11

which

reduces the hopes of masses into ashes

and immediately the.tone changes into

one of consolation and reminds the

nation about its goal
- to march towards

the "victorious goal of his dreams'.

Bapu Reddy has another poem on

Jayalalitha, the Puratchi ThalaivLHe

admires her courage and her

'terspichorean talents'. The poeticprofile

pays a befitting homage to the cou-

rageous lady, admiring her attainments

in every field. What is good about the

poem is the economy of expression

which makes the piece quite conrio-

tative. Most of his poems exhibit this

rare quality in abundance.

Transmuting Might' is one of the

best poems in the anthology. Here the

theme is the challenge ofTime which

snatches away the youth replacing it

with old age. It is not the physical

12



change but the emotional transfigura-

tion. He says
-

"My mountainous muscles

were pounded into flour paste;

My roaring ego - Lion

transfigured as meek mute cow.
"

The poem concludes on an op-

timistic note that he will fight to guard
the 'right spirit

1

and carry on the

perennial journey.

'Longing for Life
1

is another

anthology which I have read and re-

read carefully. This has been dedicated

to Knarig Boyadjian of Los Angles in

1987. Prof. Venkatachari, my teacher,

also admires the thematic unity which

runs through all these poems andmakes

a pattern emphasising oneness of life.

These poems also reflect Bapu Reddy's

widely travelled, well-read personal-

ity.

Life is assessed from the Time's

angle in the poem 'Life'. He looks upon
the mystery of birth and death and

records -

Blind time with deaf pen
writes down on dumb paper

'every word of silence

in the letters of tears.

This anthology has poems ranging

from musings on mosquitoes, music

lessons to homage to Mahatma Gandhi.

To quote Dr. Satyanarayain Singh, "He

brings to bear a freshness of perception

and a touch of modernity to perennial

themes like God and Man, joy and

sorrow, beauty and love, body and soul,

life and death/
1

Bapu Reddy is a recipient ofmany
coveted honours including the Andhra

Pradesh Sahitya Akademi award. His

poetry has influence of eclectic ethos

in abundance. I too wish to join

Prof.C.Subba Rao and wish that he

shouldkeep up his adoration ofEnglish

muse with unquenched thirst for pris-

tine truths.

***,



Bapu : Creative Translator

Dr. Bapu Reddy translated into

Telugu thirty two poems of the cel-

ebrated poetess, Dr. Knarig Boyadjian

collected in the volume entitled "There

is no Time".

Translating poetry from one lan-

guage to another is an uphill task which

needs an equal mastery over two

languages and a creative sensibility

which can grasp and recreate in a

different language the first fine rapture

which had inspired the original poem.
Sometimes the translation will be just

a paraphrase devoid of the verbal

melody and grace of the original, just

like the jasmine scent without the

tender charm of the flower. But Dr.

Bapu Reddy being a poet of repute

has made a creditable attempt to

translate the English poems in such

a manner that nothing of the original

has faded but "Suffered a sea-change

into something rich and strange". With

ample justification, it may be said that

this is not merely a translation but

transcreation.

Though the poets is an American

citizen, she is of Armenian-Assyrian

heritage, born in Beirut, imbibing

poetic mysticism from her gifted

ancestors. Poet Krishna Srinivas has

rightly characterisedherwork as "over-

head poetry in meridian". But it is

- Dr. C.N. Sastry

refreshingly free from dull abstractions

ofover-head poetry. She does not scorn

the Earthand wander invague inanities.

Like true mystic poets she is true to

the kindred points ofheaven and home.

It seems to be her poetic ambition to

span earth and heaven with a rain-bow

bridge of integrating vision.

In the title piece "There is no

Time" she affirms, "Souls do not have

colour, But have love" and a dds, "It

is the pain that cries". The cleansing

power of pain and the baptism of tears

are finely suggested in pulsating syl-

lables. The image ofa crystal butterfly

and the rainbow that clothes her inner

garment has a charm which goes

beyond words.

In the poem, "My Song", the

poetess declares her creative urge

which plays different roles and articu-

lates diverse moods." I will sing when

the world sings the song ofpeace. She

is the voice of "love In world of Love

I give Love And inhale its essence as

I go."

"God is governing everywhere",

affirms the poetess with a profound

conviction in the cosmic signtificanee

of love. Like Robert Browing she

seems to have built her faith on the

basis that god is love and all is right

with the world. Like Shelley she seems
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to regard love as the web of our being

woven ceaselessly.

The poem entitled "The Mirror"

has a startling conclusion: "I found

myself in the shadow of my mother".

We find a mirror in others wherein

we behold our reflection at different

phases of our existence.

The restless spirit of the poetess

longs for unbounded freedom and she

exclaims "Shaking off-the heaviness

of this dust, we breathe eternity/prison

is to roam only in our bodies" The

bird fretting at the bars of the cage

yearns to take flight towards the

unlimited world and circle the pool.

This passage expresses the same urge
that Tagore described as the restless

flight ofhomesick cranes to their abode

in the mountains.

The image of the horse as the

majestic rider kindles a desire for self-

mastery "to restrain and ride with

confidence", that the running miles of

this world be my conquered land". The

epigrammatic line "obedience is the

funeral of ego" emphasizes the need

to efface one's ego in order to attain

the goal. Intuitively the poetess grasps

that true beauty lies in a synthesis of

body, mind and soul, giving each its

due place in the process of self-

realisation, cryptically stated in the

line. "Obedience is the funeral of the

ego".

What we miss generally in meta-

physical verse, we come in many

passages which pulsate with tender and

delicate feelings. "Today my heart/

caresses your rose/caresses your rose".

You bore the findings

of your presence,

Incorruptible light,

when as a piligrim,

you tapped on the door

of my heart's cottage

With the simplest of

words and stingent economy, the

poetess makes us listen to the gentle

knock at her heart.

The passage in "The Traveller of

My Life "renders an intense moment

made eternal through a sensuous yet

restrained image, "Till my lips/Touch

your lips/"

Where love's silk worm nets the

silk of our unity, It is a kiss that is

soft as silk, that is human as well as

divine.

Enfolding each other,

We were swimming,
As the lonely lovers

of universe.

That is the fancy of all lovers

which deems that their experience is

unique.

As poems of love and life, these

pieces reveal profundity of thought,

economy ofcompact expression, origi-

nal imagery blending of cerebration

and imagination andwarmth ofdelicate
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feeling. The free-verse is not arbitrary

cutting out into varying line-lenghts,

but reflect & "fluctuations of feeling

and periodicity of thought" which

justify the artistic arrangement of lines

revealing intrinsic symmetry.

Dr. Bapu Reddy deserves kudos

for having successfully brought out in

his Telugu rendering all the subtlety,

all the nuances, cadences and shades,

keeping close to the original while

retaining the natural poetic idiom of

telugu. It is a commendable literary

achievement which enriches Telugu

poetry through translation of these

Thirty two poems of Dr. Knarig

Boyadjian, which have a universal

appeal because of the variety of theme

and technique. The laudable aspiration

of the poetess is to "Be high/And bring

others higher". The poetess is a superb

artist who seeks to bring beauty out

of the veiled face of a rock.
"
Her

poems enable us to discover beauties

on the dusty wayside of dreary life.

- Indian Express

***
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J.BAPU REDDY, THE REBELLIOUS
POET OF UNIQUE EXCELLENCE

- Dr. Ms. Yeskodhara Gopala Rao

72, 'Vijayashree'

5th Temple Road, 15th Cross

Mallesharam, Bangalore-3.

There are numerous reasons that

make one a poet. One main reason

could be one's blood which bears the

roots of poetry, big or small, in its

circulation with fire and flames ofgreat

thought, feeling and spirit which never

burn life but enrich it with more

presence of light in the time that circles

the life-span of the poet. The poet

being nurtured from birth with special

texture of taste and sensibility, spon-

taneity of feelings, intense understand-

ing, introspective questions and quest,

illuminating wisdom with remarkable

affinity for truth, order and harmony
ofuniverse is someone who commands
admiration and reverence. The more

powerful are one's creative elements

in poetry, the more constructive is the

lasting peace, inexpressible trust and

cheer in harmony and love of

humanity....

This is the poet in J. Bapu Reddy.
His poems pulsate with sparkles of

deep wisdom infused with introspec-

tive genius. In the twist and turn of

magnificent words and feelings, his

poems become harmonious as dancer

and the dance, full of volumes of his

presence with the beating heart of the

universe itself as in his poem poem
'Life' from his book 'Longing forLife

1

:

'Life

A string of light

Suspended by Time

betwixt birth and death;

Birth...

an alluring secret

death... an awful mystery

One can almost touch his burning

fury, blissful peace, restless volleys of

questions at the mysterious order of

creation. His poems at times are so

full of eloquence and brilliant solilo-

quies that they remind one of Hamlet

and Lear of Shakespeare.

As in his poem 'Limping Boat'.

'Scaling

up the rising tides

ofmy thoughts;

slipping into the whirlpools

ofmyfeelings,

the drifting boat

clings to the devouring

laps ofspace....

Why am I scared
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ofjumping out

of this limping boat

and swim

to the ends oftime

spreading like a beam of light

leaving behind illusions and

dreams'

- Longing for Life

One cannot rule out the element

of suffering and pain in the poetry of

Bapu. But each pain and suffering of

his is obviously linked with universal

emotion and essence of sensibility.

There is a strange kind of introspective

pain crucifying the poet reminding
Jesus who went through such suffering

that never was to burn him but to raise

him to the great status of divinity with

the spiritual birth of goodness rising

above injustice, pain, suffering and

darkness of humanity.

It is gratifying to note that poets

do go through excruciating depths of

pain as much as, through exhilarating

joy of heightened truths of realisation.

Bapu's vision is almost overlooking the

pebbles of common life and questing

for each pearl of truth and conviction

to reach the greatest answer to the

greatest question in universe.... Bapu
Reddy never settles for a flimsy fact

or foul complacence which is what the

common ones need to survive and drift

out unto death. He is in fury with

life or any life which builds itself on

bare greed, selfishness, cheap desires

and exploitations, materialistic goals;

he rather pities such generations of

decadence... his tears at the decadent

life-slices could be touched in his

poem;"/2zOT from the Graves"

"Theydespise thepeace ofthegrave
and longfor the din of life

They prayedfor peaceful life

butwerepushed into lifelesspeace.

They demanded deathless life

butwere silencedinto lifelessdeath

Some of Bapu's poems are dra-

matic and enigmatic with excellence

of baffling intellect reminding one of

the great poets like Browning andW.B .

Yeats. One is equally amazed at his

vast intuition into the positives and

negatives of life in such sharpness that

carries us forward and forward into

the scientific interpretations as well...

yes, he is almost a thinker and re-

searcher in the field of all that is called

life. At times, he is a lofty philosopher

like H.G. Wells and a scoffing genius

like Barnard Shaw atmany an absurdity

of life.

Bapu is a typical poet with ad-

mirable wisdom, humility, and lofti-

ness OTI his brows. His great pride

at soul but warm and affectionate

understanding could be felt in his

scintillating presence. He is a friend

of humanity commanding reverential

love. In his person, he carries volumes

of beautiful attitudes; his talk and

expression alike his silence are of great

wisdom and his poems bear the imprint

of a loving person and poet.
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In the books 'Longing for Life
1

and 'Urn of Love' one reads his

experiences with a compelling admi-

ration and reverence for Bapu. The

poems are not just read but carried into

the soul as blessing of a great morning
or the shining rain-drops pouring on

earth to rise crops of life after life.

Like Aldous Huxley and W.H.

Auden, Bapu develops a high intuition

on existence, creation and humanity,
often condemning the helpless state of

humans without a perfection of vision

or conviction of Truth. At times, he

exposes the absurdities of human trails

and tortured travels for a reach into

the perfection of a fact that reveals

the way and where of creation.

Bapu's pen of poetry can dip into

the essence of life with great dedica-

tion, and with humility and wisdom,
He is personally sad with humans

groping in greed for all that spreads

cruelity, injustice, chaos, violence,

blood-shed and wars, .... And Bapu
abhhors the thorny islands of selfish-

ness whose freezing indifference, in

selfishness unaware of its very sickly

attitude* seeks to shatter the spring-

times of other lives to fatten its very

sickness.

In the poem 'Clarion Call'

'Air polluting hatred

earth scorching violence

castfmightymaniniendish mould

A nuclear catastrophe

writes the unborn history

A polutoniam planet
leads the constellation.

His poetic rhythm could well carry

the throes of his intellectual struggle

which sustains all his poems in pul-

sating sensitiveness. One can almost

touch his tears of human helplessness

and mark the orphaned human devoid

of the authenticity of a perfect con-

viction through factual intuition lead-

ing to a scientific conclusion. Here

is a pathos in Bapu's poetry, a pathos
of a human child with a wild cry for

the identity of parents, lost in a desert

of puzzling unknowing.

At times, one is amazed at the

high seriousness ofBapu's struggle and

his pain at soul, at his limited scope
in the ultimate meaning and making
of creation. Here Bapu as almost a

weeping BUDDHA before he reached

his salvation and truth. Or JESUS

undergoing the Karma of human

suffering before he rises up on the

crucifix for the salvation as a saviour

God.

Almost all his poems are vibrating

with the spirit of a Seeker and Seer.

Yes, he is unique in his seeking itself.

At in some contexts of poems he

reminds us of the questions of 'Arjuna'

raising hundreds of question on Justice

to Lord Krishna who advises him that

faith should be with him and should

do his duty without too much eye on

the end. Means have more meaning
than ends - advises KrishnaofBhagavat
Geetha. The 'Arjuna

1

in Bapu's poems
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is in its significant travels and travails

too seeks the answers of Krishna, Here

the stretch of his questions expands

along a great wisdom which signifies

that the answers are everywhere, they

have to be grasped spirit of experiences
where hidden is Lord Krishna's advice

on great Faith. The great poet T.S.

Eliot's Timelessness and faith that

revolves round his concept is parallel

to Bapu's questing intelligence for a

conviction ofpsycheofuniverse. Bapu's

poems have the voice and vision of

a saint and a great poet of saints,

because his path ways are so full of

fruits of wisdom seeking further and

further for a salvation like Sri

Shankaracharya who traversed round.

Indian soil for the great urn ofsalvation.

Bapu Reddy's travels of intellect

with sublime poetic vision contain in

their midst the great stretch of fresh

mornings, as well the twisted and

tortuous wild forests, the bland deserts

of hearted sands, the musical, benevo-

lent oceans, as well as, the peace of

shores and turbulent waters, and the

infinite stretch of sky. Bapu Reddy
shines out as one of the great seers,

seekers and poets of our land.

Bapu's poems are more inclined

towards intellectual world of emotions

with glaring quests and questions on
Universe. They are in themselves like

many facets of a diamond which sheds

brilliance at each turn. Religion and
faith seem to be dormant which in their

best of shape and truth/after thousands

of struggles of the seeker or saint or

poet. Buddha emerged only after

merging with the painful quests and

struggles. He touched corrosive false-

hoods before reaching realms of truth;

his faith growing more fierce, ulti-

mately he reaches solution. Any truth

or conviction rises as a divine expe-

rience, not as a naked fact of Science

Like love salvation is through unique

experience. The truth of love ifworded

is almost like a false smile but when

experienced it is the depth of smile,

more than real smile. Here the faith

itself could go further on, through

greater experiences of love which is

what the universe centres round. The
conviction of perfection could only be

reached by spirit of experience. That

is how the great seers wished humanity
to know.

Love, the great throb of the uni-

verse, cannot be measured, accounted,

seen or analysed or worded; love

cannot be fetched by force or com-

mand, rule or scientific computer or

chemistry or by asking or researching.

It is the pulse of creation to be felt

and experienced even blessed perhaps

(as great music's birth) and at its best

merges great souls of Buddha, Jesus

and Allah, who have spread their

experience of love to share with

humanity spread on. Poets of high

concept and great genius with their

unique intuition of experience as our

Bapu Reddy who has exposed the

brilliance of his struggles in emotions,

feelings and intellect reach spiritual

salvation.

***
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A Man of Many Parts

I have known Dr. Bapu Reddy
since 1965, and what started as a

professional relationship in '65 soon

blossomed into a peronal and an

affectionate relationship when we were

together in Netherlands. We continue

to have a very warm and affectionate

personal relationship.

Our stay in Holland during 1967-

68 as course participants in the Institute

of Social Studies (the Hague) on the

Government ofNetherlands fellowship

along with our common friend Shri

J.M. Girglani, left behind many remi-

niscences of our first encounter with

international community and diverse

culture. Prof. P. Meerkhan, a great

genetics scientist working in the Leiden

University and Shri D.R. Raju, an

officer in the Indian Embassy, Holland,

treated us like "triplets" from their

Homeland and we all joined to fill the

chill Dutch weather with the warmth

of Indian ethos. Bapu used to socialise

the evenings and sensitise our dull

moods with his exhilarating instant

poetry.

Often Bapu Reddy would recite

his beautiful Telugu poetry to the

mixed international audience at the

Hague at the Institute of Social Studies

hostel. His melodius recitation would

- Dr. Y. Venugopala Reddy IAS,

Deputy Governor, Reserve Bank of India

receive applauses pecially as he gave
instant translation into English lan-

guage. Being in his company was

always enthralling not only to us from

India but also to the other friends.

Back in India, we had many
occasions to enjoy Bapu's hospitality

and poetry mixed with cheer and his

characteristic good humour. He is an

accomplished conversationalistandcan

make friends with his very first hand-

shake.

Dr. Bapu Reddy has distinguished

himself as a Poet of high-standing in

Telugu language. He has also estab-

lished a name for himself in English

poetry. For a successful and busy

administrator, the offering of several

books of creative English poetry and

many more creative poetic works in

Telugu, is indeed an enviable achieve-

ment.

Mr. Reddy
f

s recitation and pre-

sentation of poetry, both in Telugu and

English, is as beautiful as the poetry

he writes.

Mr. L Bapu Reddy held some of

the most important positions in the

State Government. He is avery capable

organiser who has contributed a great

deal to various literary and other social

organisations.
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. As a very widely travelled person,

Bapu Reddy has admires and friends

all over the world and his charming

personality and genial nature attract

men and women, children and old

persons across the continents.
o

Bapu's youthful personality has

not changed with age. He is a living

example ofthe good that an active mind

and intense life can do for one's health

ande personality. He is also a living

example of somebody who can create,

transmit and even disseminate happi-

ness in whichever company he is, and

whatever be the occasion or

organisation. It is my good fortune

to have a friend like Bapu.

***
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Poet with Myriad Feeling

B.G.S. Rao

All India Radio

Bapu Reddy is one of the few

Telugu Writers who can render poetry

in Telugu as well as in English. But

unlike some poets who bring out

biligual editions of their poetry i.e.,

in Telugu as well as English, Bapu

Reddy writes in either of the languages,

depending on his mood. Having ex-

tensively travelled in the world (he has

visited nearly thirty-five countries

including Turkey, United States, Brit-

ain, France, Japan, Italy, Malaysia,

Zimbabwe etc.), his poetry and other

works are naturally influenced by his

interaction with the literary personali-

ties in these countries. As Professor

Vennelakanti Prakasam, a man of

letters, has put it, "his English poetry

has a Telugu touch. His Telugu poetry

has got an English touch".

A post-graduate in Economics

from Osmania University, Dr. Bapu

Reddy has held many important po-

sitions in the government. He was the

Special Officer, of Andhra Pradesh

Sangeet Natak Academy, General

Secretary ofAll India Cultural Festival,

Commissioner of State Endowments,
District Collector of Medak and

Warangal Districts, Member, Board of

Governors of the International Telugu
Institute and needless to say, he made

an indelible impression everywhere.
He has carved out a niche for himself

in Telugu and English literature, with

a distinct style of his own. Some of

the more important awards won by him
are AP Sahitya Academy award for

poetry in 1971 for "Bapu Reddy

Geyalu" the degree of doctor of lit-

erature (Litt D) at the Seventh World

Congress of Poets in Morocco, 1984,

and Michael Madhu Sudan Award for

poetry in 1988. It's indeed a wonder

as to how he finds time to do such

diverse things
- on the one hand, he

does full justice to his official assign-

ments and on the other hand, he exceeds

as a man of letters, having connections

with a number of literary and cultural

organisations. In fact, as many people

say, he is virtually doing
"Ashtavadhanam".

Incidentally, "Ashtavadhanam
1 '

is

a literary feat peculiar to Telugu.

Various cultural organisations vie with

each other in arranging this
11

Ashtavadhanam" for the benefit of the

audience. But is it possible to have

similar "Ashtavadhanam" programmes
in other languages? Dr. Bapu Reddy

says "generally speaking, entire

"Ashtavadhanam" is based on the

structure of the poem and on rules

governing the prosody for the poetry.
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In this program considered unique to

Telugu, the "Ashtavadhani" must have

a prodigious memory and concentra-

tion. It's expected of the Avadhani

to conceive a thought, express it

immediately and recall it as and when

required. Eight quizzers ("Pruchhakulu"

in Telugu) are required for this purpose.

Thus, Ashtavadhanam has an element

of quiz in it. With slight modifications,

this can be and rather should be

attempted in other languages. Not only

Ashtavadhanam, even formats like

Harikatha and BurraKatha are almost

peculiar to Telugu.We should certainly

explore the possibility of performing
these art forms in other languages, after

all the necessary modifications and

refinements are carried out.
11

"Letme also tell you aboutBharata

Natyam and Kuchipudi and otherforms

of dance. Actually, they are only

techniques. But unfortunately, they are

identified with content. But we must

explore the possibility of using these

traditional arts for the propagation of

themes with a social purpose like

communal harmony, family planning
etc. But we must take care and ensure

that the sanctity of the arts is not

affected adversely."

"You are writing in Telugu as well

as English, can you tell me in which

language do you feel more comfort-

able?
1 '

(The Doctor paused for a while

and said "nothing like the mother-

tongue. As you know, any idea has

to be conceived in a language and if

you know more than two or three

languages, there is a tendency to jump
from one language into another lan-

guage. In so far as English is con-

cerned, it has no geographical or

religious limitation. In fact, I feel that

there is a case for recognising English

as an Indian language and giving it

a place in the eighth schedule of the

Constitution of our country."

"What about translations? Do you
think that the translator should have

command over both the languages?"

"Yes. The translator must have com-

mand over both the languages".

"Then, what do you think about

Rabindranath Tagore? Khushwant

Singh has gone on record to say that

Rabindranath Tagore did not have as

much command over English as is

expected of a translator and so

Rabindranath Tagore's translations were

not up to the mark."

"Well - Kushwant Singh is a

respected individual in literary circles.

He's entitled to have his views. In so

far as I am concerned, I am of the

opinion that Rabindranath Tagore was
a competent translator. Let me stress

once more that English has no geo-

graphical barriers. When I was in

Turkey, I met a Professor speaking
flawless English and equally good in

Turkish. I have dedicated one of my
books, "Loving is Living ", to Professor
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Dr. Osman Turkey. 56 years old Poet.

Dr. Bapu Reddy has dedicated In

Quest of Harmony, to Prime Minister

Indira Gandhi. The third edition of this

book was released at the 10th World

Congress of poets held at the Thai

Capital. Bangkok in November, 1988.

If, in Longing for Life, Bapu Reddy

explored the possibility of striking a

perfect equation between man and god.

In In Quest ofHarmony, we can easily

notice the gradual unfolding of a young

spirit in search of harmony and un-

derstanding in the midst of turmoil and

tribulations of a developing society.

And in the words of JM Griglani,

a retired officer of the IAS, Bapu Reddy
has established himself as a poet

prepared to probe into the realms of

secrets and if necessary to prick the

sanctimonious bubbles of baffling

philosophies.

And now about Urn of Love.

Released at the X World Congress of

Poets at Bangkok. This volume was

dedicated to the sacred memory of his

father. Regarding his publications in

Telugu, special mention must be made
ofBapuReddy Geya Natikalu (musical

plays ) Srikara Sikharam (lyrics 1985)

released at the 5th North American

Telugu conference in 1985 in Los

Angles, USA. Incidentally, Srikara

Sikharam has been translated into

Hindi by Dr. A. Sri Ram Reddy.

Manasuloni Mata, a collection of

esays, was released in 1991 in the

United States of America.

Reacting to the point raised about

the very purpose of literature in general

and ofpoetry in particular, the Sirikonda

born poet, Dr.BapuReddy says "Poetry

is essentially intended to change

perception of truth. A man essentially

sees things as they are. But there are

some visions and perceptions which

are not visible to the naked eye. The

poet is expected to discern the inner

and deeper truths andbring out as many
new aspects as possible, of the same

physical reality. Essentially, a poet's

an interpreter of different situations or

events. If the poet succeeds in showing

new perception of things, the reader

will slowly change his beliefs, which

will result in change of values per-

taining to life."

The first Telugu poet to receive

the prestigious Michael Madhusudan

award in the year 1987, Dr. J. Bapu

Reddy is an ardent admirer of

Kandukoori Veeresalingam, the irre-

pressible social reformer. In his book

Mana chetulonne undi, one of his

collections of poems, he pays a tribute

to the late kandukoori Veeresalingam

Pantulu, who has done a lot for the

emancipation of the fair gender. But

what is the use?We have several miles

to go. The mission is incomplete.
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To quote Dr. Bapu Reddy:

"Swetchha Kavalannavu

Neevu Streeki.

Ichessamu boledanta

swetchha aameku.

Emitaa swetchha antunnava

swetchha ledu ani cheppe
swetchha.

Swetchha Kavalani

SwetchhagaAriche Swetchha.
"

(You said that the woman should

be free. Yes, we have given her away
a lot of freedom. Would you like to

know what's that freedom : it's the

freedom to say that there's no freedom.

The .freedom to cry for freedom in a

free manner). In all probability Dr.

Bapu Reddy will be completing his

innings as an administrator in a couple

of years. He should then be free to

devote himself to literary activity

completely and explore the possibility

of writing fiction-novels and short

stories also. After all, he has written

in every other format including lyrical

ballets like Ritu Ragam, and Sagara

Soudham, being shown at a number

of places to the audience.

(Courtesy
- NEWSTIME)

***
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Lilting Lyricist
Amarendra

In this latest collection of his

poems, Dr. J. Bapu Reddy has sought
to give expression to profound feelings
of devotion with intensity of feeling
and clarity of vision. Emotional

integrity is the half mark of devotional

poetry and we have its unmistakable

ring in all his poems, which display

lyrical grace andcharmofvividimagery.

Many of the lyrics are addressed

to Lord Venkateswara, the favourite

God of the poet. In varying moods
of supplication, quest, enquiry, elation

and ecstasy the poet offers tender

flowers of devotion at the Lord's feet.

"My head is Tirumala

And you are its Lord

You are its refuge" he exclaims

and implores Him to come down from
the din and bustle of the seven hills

and reside in the silent sanctuary of

his heart. He identifies Lord
Venkateswara with the Truth and Love
that transcend birth and death and

establishes with it an intimate bond
of kinship which snaps never.

In an interesting poem he de-

scribes himself as the darling child of

three mothers and fervently invokes

the gracious benedictions of Wisdom,
Truth and Prosperity.

In anotherPoem addressed toLord
Narasimha of Simhachalam, the poet

portrays him as the light of wisdom

splitting and emerging from the pet-

rified pillar of ignorance. When the

ray of illumination flashes forth all

shades of darkness flee and when the

Sun questions where darkness is, the

poet searches for it in vain, a symbolic

lyric addressed to the Sun.

The lyric "Song of Light" affirms

the poet's faith in .the divinity of

humanity and the humanity of divinity .

He is convinced of the presence of an

onlooker who is behind the world of

the eye and the ear.

Anew creative orientation is given
to ancient myths to fortify the com-
municative force of aesthetic experi-

ence.

My fancies are copies,

In the pool of light

They entreat in nakedness,

The enchanting smile,

of the ravisher of souls

He says in the opening song.

Invoking the grace of Rama of

Bhadrachala, the poet movingly re-

marks, "Your abode is on the bank
of the Godavari of my agonies

11 and

prays to the Lord to ferry him across.

In a lyric on Ranganatha, the poet

portrays the immanent nature of di-

vinity peeping through the painted veil

of life. He feels the presence in every
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blossoming flower, swaying wave,

fanning breeze.

Though the poet addresses many
of his lyrics to the deities of the Hindu

Pantheon, there is no narrow sectrarian

feeling in his poetry. He celebrates

the universal aspects of truth, love and

beauty, which strike aresponsive chord

in all hearts. The absolute and all

pervasive aspects of God are stressed

in some lyrics in this collection which

embodies the vision and wisdomwhich

seeks to blend monism and dualism.

The spiritual Quest is linked with the

creative urge of the poet who dreams

ofarticulating his aspiration and dreams

as long as he breathes. For him poetry,

in the words of Ezra pound, is a

ceaseless voyage from half-covered

blindness to naked light. He asserts

paradoxically that we gain when we
set out to seek, that we taste fulfillment

when we begin to yearn for an ideal.

With an almost Socratic ring, the poet
exclaims "I know only one thing That

I know not of one thing", reminding
us of Omar Khayyam who uttered in

dismay : "There is a door for which

I foundno key/there is a veil past which
I could not see".

This collection of poems mani-

fests the spiritual aspect of Dr. J. Bapu
Reddy who hitherto made a mark as

apoet oflove and progressive ideology.
With commendable courage of con-

viction the poetboldly declares his faith

in god in these days of rampant

skepticism and fashionable rational-

ism. There is freshness, warmth and

in his feeling-tone which is very rarely

found in philosophical verse that tends

to be vague and dull. As aptly remarked

by John Keats "Axioms of philosophy
must be proved upon our pulse". Poet

Bapu Reddy has streered clear of dull

abstractions which mar spiritual po-

etry. With intensity and integrity he

has animated his lines. There are

passages that provide proof of his

maturity. The questing spirit of the

poet does not let him rest on his oars.

He is ever on the move seeking "fresh

woods and pastures new". It is really

surprising and landuable that a very

busy Administrative Officer, J.Bapu

Reddy, finds time to remain an un-

wearied votary at the shrine oftheMuse
and regards poetry not as a pleasant

pastime but an avenue of fulfilment

for life's sublime aspirations and in-

visible yearnings. The lyrics col-

lected in this volume hold forth a bright

promise of a higher achievement in

the realm of spiritual poetry pioneered

by Annamacharya and enriched by
Tyagaraja. Bapu Reddy is endowed
with imagination, intuition and intro-

spection along with the art that can
transform the heat of passion into the

light of illumination that can "convert

a point into a line."

***
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A Robust Voice

Born on 7 July 1936 at Sirikonda

(Dist. Karimnagar, Andhra Pradesh)
J. Bapu Reddy belonged to an agri-
cultural family. He had his early
education in Karimnagar. Did his

graduation in 1957 andPost-graduation
in 1959 in Economics from Osmania

University. He is a senior member
of Indian Administrative Service.

Poetry, for Reddy, is a passion.
From the very tender age he became
interested in poetry. Reddy believes

that True poetry is the artistic expres-
sion of unending truths experienced

through intuition and interpretation. It

is the responsibility of the creative

mind to enlarge the meaning of life

through a definite and distinctive quest.

Poetry must serve as an elixir amid
man's materialistic advancement and

technological accomplishments.

Regarding his writing habitsReddy
writes :

I can write both under pressure
and without. Central themes of poems
come to me in flashes and they do
not allow me to rest till I give

expression to a self-contained thought,

experience or vision.

He follows a poetic tradition; he
calls it, "Bhava Bhowthika Vada" in

which creative ideas influence our

experience and perception of the

physical world. Reddy believes that

our perception of the world without

can be effected and changed through
creative thoughts. It is the human ideas

that give name, form and content to

the phenomenal existence. Literature

should aspire to create such ideas as

will help transform society so that the

world becomes a state of bliss and

happiness.

Reddy's poetry comprehends a

great variety of themes from love to

politics, from self-introspection to the

study of the place he is designed to

live in. Reddy tries to discover the

unifying pattern of life's infinite va-

riety. Life is a miracle, more precious
than death:

Life
a string of light

suspended by Time
betwixt birth and death;

birth-

an alluring secret

death-

an awful mystery.

(Longing for Life 1)

Reddy is everready to immortalize

the songs of life. He, therefore, offers

his prayer honestly;

Make me, Divine Mother,
a string upon your harp
that I might sing,

touched by the magic of your

fingers.
the eternal song of life (27)

He is not afriad of death. Even
in the graveyard, he perceives the light

of life:

Even in the graveyard
there is hope for life

at the sight of life's shore

I am overtaken by this song.

(In Quest of Harmony 3)

Eliot, Whitman, Sri Aurobindo

and Tagore are Reddy's favourites.

Reddy won Andhra Pradesh Sahitya

Akademi Award in 1971.

(Courtesy
- Voices' Indian Poetry in

English)

***
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Poet Administrator Par Excellence

ItwasWaltWitman,theAmerican

poet, who successfully popularized the

free-verse. His influence on Indian

poets is very strong even to this day.

Indian poetry, which was

inescapably yoked to the metre and

rhyme of classical poetry, found a new
theme and form in verse-libte.

Telugu poetry, too, is not an

exception to this. Sri Sri and a host

ofTelugu poets adopted this new poetic
form and thereby gave new life to

Telugu poetry.

J. Bapu Reddy, an IAS Officer

of 1972 batch, has made a very

significantcontributiontoTelugu poetry
of the 20th century. Belonging to the

Telangana region of Andhra Pradesh,
which is known for its peasants' revolt

in the past and the Naxalite problem
at present, Bapu Reddy's poetry is a

combination of the aesthetic intensity
of Sri Sri and the sustaining rural

melody of Gaddar. The Italian of the

East moves mellifluously in his hands.

But Bapu Reddy's later

collections, especially the 'Anantha

Satyalu
1

, is essentially a poet's

philosophical approach to life. He tries

to find answers to the unanswered

questions. "My attempt", he says,
"would be to discuss and unfold such

truths about things and life as would

impart a vision of harmony and

happiness which are otherwise missing
in the daily experience."

So far, he has released 1 5 original
works in Telugu. His latest collection

J.M Girglai IAS (Rtd.)

is "Rangu Rangula Cheekatlu."

Bapu Reddy has also written

English poems.

In 1973, he released "IN QUEST
OF HARMONY" and his "LONGING
FOR LIFE" was released at the

Conference ofWorld Poets, at Madras,
in 1986. His "URN OF LOVE" a very
sublime creative work, was released

at the World Congress of Poets, at

Bangkok, in 1988. His poems are now

being translated into Hindi.

The Andhra Pradesh Sahitya

Academy has awarded him in 1971.

The World Congress of Poets awarded
him a Doctorate in Literature in 1984.

He has also received the Michael

Madhusudan Dutt Award.

On23.08.1990,Ihadaninterview
with him. He gave a poetic touch to

the meeting. But filled as he is with

the administrative spirit, he first asked
me about the issue of Fish Card. Only
after I had answered, did the topic shift

to poetic sensibility and responsibility.

"A poet", according to Bapu
Reddy, "should be able to project the

unity and divinity as a source of lasting

happiness in life."

To conclude, Bapu Reddy
reminds one of Geoffrey Chaucer, the

Englishman, who was a great poet and
a very seasoned administrator of his

times.

(Courtesy - NEWSLETTER IAS

officersAssociationAP- Branch -Hyderabad
-
Aug-sept 90 Issue)
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A Poet of Advaitic Realisation
- Sri Satchidananda Bharati Swamy

Sri Siddheswari Peethadhipathi

Courtallam-627 802

I have had the pleasure of going

through Sri J. Bapu Reddy's book of

poems in English, entitled "Longing
For Life."

At the outset, I desire to say a

word of praise about his great modesty
in not having indicated in the book

his official status as a member of the

I.A.S., the top most service in India.

His merit as a poet in English language,

of course, far outweighs the merit of

belonging to the I.A.S., as the activities

of the I.A.S. are merely prosaic. Even

so, vanity will demand the indication

ofthe appellation, I.A.S. after the name.

That Sri J. Bapu Reddy has not

succumbed to the vanity is really

laudable. This shows that he himself

considers the merit of a poet to be more

valuable than that of the ephemeral
status in service.

I desire to refer to some concepts

enshrined in the poems.

His poem "Ocean of Love" has

brought out in a striking manner the

most important concept of universal

love. The poem speaks tellingly :

"the glories of the waters

that embrace

the Earth in endless passion;

kissing alike all the lands

fragmented by man
in the name of

race, religion, language
"

It is a concept most worthy of

acceptance by the present day world.

As a votary of Advaith

Pholosophy, I am taken in greatly by
Sri Reddy's poem "God in Man". The

whole poem effectively portrays the

Advaithic truth. In particular, stanzas

1 and 2 give a delightfully simple

expression to the truth :

"Aham Brahamsmi - 1 am God

Tathvamasi - You are God

Tvamevaham -You are I

Anando Brahma- Bliss is God

proclaims non-duality,

Luminous thought of human mind.

Then why should

God exploit God,

God suppress God

Why should you and I fight like

fiends?

My caste, my creed, my colour;

Your caste, your creed, your colour;

Yours and mine?"
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Another aspect which attracts me
is the poet's artistry in the employment
of terminology. For example, thepoem
titled "Life

11

"Life

a dazed witness

in the docks of doubts

attempting to answer

the eternal questions

of birth and death;

it knows not the truth

and speaks not the untruth,

blind time

with deaf pen

writes down

on dumb paper

every word of silence

in letters of tears;
"

The poem entitled : "Truth and

Falsehood"

"The truth

is ignorant of falsehood

but falsehood

is conversant with truth

I am courting trouble

by disclosing

the truth about falsehood

and falsehood about truth;

But I am bent on

telling the truth about truth

and thefalsehood offalsehood.
"

and the poem called "Logic of Life."

"I etch my time

in silent explosion

and explosive silence."

I sincerely wish him more and

more success in his efforts.

***
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Three - Fold Poetic Exploration
- An Interview by Prof. Dorothy J. Deering(USA)

(We present below excerptsfrom an interview with the poet by Prof. Dorothy Deering,

Fullbright Faculty Fellow Devpartment ofEnglish, PURDUE University W. LAFAYEITE,

IN. 4796 USA. They reflect the quintessence of Bapu's poetic credo - Editor)

DD: In what languages do you write

poetry?

BR: Telugu and English

Poetry comes more spontaneously

to me in Telugu which is my
mother tongue. I can express any

creative ideas and complex

experiences very effectively in

Telugu whereas there is an implicit

effort to organise the thought

process first in Telugu and then

transport the same into English.

However, I can conceive and

present ideas straightaway in

English also and feel my creative

joy transcending language barrier.

While there is very little difficulty

in finding appropriate words for

writing poetry inmy mothertongue,

a feeling of inadequate vocabulary

overtakes me in composing poems
in English.

DD:What poetic movements have had

an important influence on your

poetry?

BR: Progressive school orientedtowards

Marxism, romantic school

committed to aesthetic beauty and

subjective experience as well as

the mystic/spiritualistic movement
- all the three streams have

influenced my poetic sensibility.

I believe in the inevitability of

harmonious blending/co-existence

of these three dominant interests

and concerns for making life fuller

and more meaningful. Hence my
poetry is not dominated by any

particularnationalorregionalpoetic

movement. I rely on my own

intimations and intuition in

expressing my self vision or world

vision.

DD: Do you consider your poetry as

part of a national poetic movement

or a regional movement?

BR: My impression is that each poetic

movement is a result of a narrow

and a compartmental approach to

poetry, which is as comprehensive

as life itself. However, Ideveloped

a feeling that broadly human

relations have three dimensions

and that they are not contradictory

to each other, but complementary.

First every person is related to

fellow human beings concerning

social and economic matters. The

second relationship is that of man
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and woman, which has bearing on

sexual marital status. The third

relationship is with the unknown

and covers the beliefs regarding

the existence ofGod, metaphysical

questions, religious andmoral value

systems etc. I have written poetry

touching these three strains of

thought and tried to present life

as a harmonious blend of these

three relationships. The socio-

economic values, the sex-related

values as well as spiritualistic

contemplation need not vitiate

against each other but need to be

reconciled as inevitable concerns

for making life meaningful and

worth living. Hence I consider

myself as belonging to an open

school of thought and as a seeker

of truth for finding unity in a

situation of apparent diversity of

interests.

DD:What foreign literatures, if any,

have influenced your thinking or

your way of writing poetry?

BR: English has influenced nay writings

both directly and indirectly.

DD: Could you mention any specific

writers?

BR: Shakspeare, Keats, Wordsworth,

Walt Whitman, Khalil Gibran,

T.S.Eliot, Yeats.

DD:How would you compare them?

BR: I can not really compare, but I

found them comparable by way of

responding in my own poetic

language.

DD: How precisely did they influence

your writing?

BR: I was influenced by their creativity,

clarity of vision and positive view

of life.

DD: Have any specific genres offoreign

literature influenced your writing?

BR: Free Verse.

DD: Have you attempted creating any

form to suit your poetic needs?

BR: I have created new but comparable

from inmyown language. Imitation

is against my nature. I have

brought out five books offree verse

which represent creative blending

of tradition and experiment and

include such diverse poems as

Love Economics (Economics

Sundari) and free verse play

interview with a Banian tree

(Pillalamarrito interview).

DD: Which specific foreign writers

havemost influenced your thinking
about poetry and your writing?

BR: I sincerely feel that Iam an inspired

poetand not an affected or imitative

poet.

DD: What Indian literary traditions, or

classical poetry of India have

influenced your work?
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BR: In the initial period I was influenced

like many others by clasical,

romantic and the so-called

progressive/reformist schools of

poetry.

I also believe in assimilation which

helps in creativity and

reinterpretation of life through

one's own independent vision.

There are infinite possibilities for

the seeker of truth.

DD: Would you think that the old forms

and techniques have a relevance

to modern poetic experience and

expression?

BR: Some of the old forms and

techniques can be adopted for

presenting even the new thought

and experience. Some of the basic

values of life advocated through

traditional poetic vision can be

reinforced through new images and

symbols which could ensure

continuity along withadvancement

of material as well as spiritual

happiness in life. My awareness

of tradition is not to disown it but

to make such new additions/

modifications which could create

new traditions eliminating those

which are detrimental to gaining

higher consciousness. I consider

that dynamics of life demand each

generation to make its own
contribution to human growth

through Culture based on the ideals

of divine equality.

DD: Which Indian writers had the

greatest influence on your poetry?

Could you specify?

BR: Valmiki, Kalidas, Pothana,

Vemana, Aurobindo, Rabindranath

Tagore, Sri Sri, Narayana Reddy,
BoyiBheemanna, Krishna Srinivas.

They have strengthened my self-

confidence in the inexhaustible

potential for creativity and

adventure as opposed to the

temptation for imitation and

obstinate conservatism.

DD: What Indian poetic genres or

forms have the greatest influence

on your poetry?

BR: Lyrics, meterical forms.

DD: Has any other Indian literary

language had an influence on your

writing?

BR: Sanskrit.

DD: Has colloquial language,

conversational language, or even

street language had a role in your

poetry?

BR: Yes.

DD: How would you characterize the

"voice" of your poetry?

BR: Divinising theexperience ofhuman

life.

Range of voices not inconsistent

with one another but oriented

towards the same goal of

perpetuating human happiness and

universal brotherhood.
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DD: What is your career, occupation,

or profession apart from poetry?

BR: Government Service - Indian

Administrative Service.

DD: Do you think your occupation acts

as a barrier to your poetic activity?

BR: Not really ! Poetic vision transcends

occupational barriers. However,

my work situation also sometimes

provides inspiration for writing/

reflecting on certain themes.

DD: Have you been able to overcome

the in-built contradictory pulls of

your career and poetic activity?

BR: I deal with both independently and

even simultaneously.

DD: Howwouldyou rate theimportance
of each achivity?

BR: Each is equally important in its

own way.

DD: Do you consider yourself a part

of a network of writers or an

association of poets?

BR: No I admire all creative and genuine

poets and poetry.

DD: What influence has your academic

background had on your poetry?

BR: Being an Economist, some of my
poems are inspired by Economic

concepts and Development
Programmes.

DD: Other means?

Folk tradition - interaction with

people particularly in Rural areas,

family life, parental love, Religious

beliefs and practices, philosophical

concepts etc.

DD: Which periodicals or print media

havebeen most important in getting

your work to the public?

BR: Weeklies, Literary Journals and

Special issues
- Publication ofbooks.

DD: Whom do you consider your avid

admirers?

BR: They aremostly youth, intellectuals,

students and women, I receive a

large number of letters/enquiries

on my poems appeared in the press

and also on my books.

DD:Do you participate in poetry

readings? Could you mention afew

memorable occasions?

BR: Yes, I very often participate in

poetry readings both in India and

abroad.

Poetry recitation at Telugu
Association of North America

Convention andtheWorldCongress
of Poets, Monterry, Mexico.

Recited poems on Moon Landing,

Devotional themes and human

values.

DD: How exactly do you benefit from

such interactions?

BR: Pleasure of sharing my thoughts

and experience with the audience
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and receiving reactions/feedback

from them.

DD: How does your poetry relate to

other creative or critcal work that

you do?

BR: In my prose writing I try to explain/

enunciate my poetic philosophy

and the significance of creative

literature/art in life.

DDrWhat do you consider is the

relevance of poetry to the modern

mind?

BR: Poetry survives all technological

advances and scientific discoveries.

Poetry in its true sense is ever

modern and appeals to the

sensibility of the modern mind

through its emotional and intuitive

perception of truth and beauty.

Poetry has the same relevance to

modern mind as the relevance of

food to modern appetite/stomach.

DD: Do you think the role of poetry

has taken a new direction in public

culture in the last ten years or so?

BR: Yes, in a way. It is being used

increasingly for commercial and

political purpose.

DD: How would you assess the current

role of poetry in public culture?

BR: It is oriented more towards

intellectual exercise rather than as

spiritual enlightenment; it is more

informative than intuitive. It's

concern is overwhelmingly with

the obvious rather than exploration

of the unknown and the invisible,

the ultimate truth or reality;

revelling more in obscurity of

ignorance than revealing the

profundity of knowledge.

DD: What would you like non-Indian

readers of your poetry to know

about it?

BR: I address basic questions of life

and try to identify those aspects

of reality which make transcient

life meaningful and enjoyable.

DD:What would you most like

American readers to read of your

poems?

BR: As integrated intuitive verities

infinitely unfolding the ever

enriching human experience,

thereby making life ever green and

exciting. The best way to material

happiness is through spiritual

awareness and that a poet

superimposes spiritual/inner

experienceonthematerial/physical

objects for greater and lasting

human happiness, through

defamilarisationoffamiliar objects.

***
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Ethnolinguistic Reciprocity in the

Poetry of Bapu Reddy
From a dissertation for a Research Project at CIEFL,

Hyderabad
By:

- Kalesha Mastan

Supervisor :

Dr. V. Prdkasam

Professor, Central Institute of

English & Foreign Languages

Indeed, he has served as a cultural

Ambassador of the Telugu people

helping in keeping the light of Telugu
letters shining in several foreign coun-

tries. Bapu Reddy's poetry proclaims

his existential involvement and records

the anomalies, paradoxes and ironies

that "life, a string of light suspended

by time, betwixt birth and death"

abounds in. He does not write within

any poetic tradition which may prove
restrictive rather than helpful. He has

no concern with historical continuity

but is interested in presenting the truth

of his experience.

Bapu Reddy's poetry attempts an

affirmation of life intended to defuse

the power of what W.B. Yeats calls

"desolateness of reality" of which he

seems to be acutely conscious. Ac-

cording to Prof. K. Venkatachari "Dr.

Bapu Reddy's poems are for the most

part concerned with an attempt to

apprehend the underlying reality ex-

pressedthrough anidiomthatisuniquely

his own."

Only a few indeed have been able

to distinguish themselves in more than

one field of human endeavour because

it calls for a combination of gifts and

talents rarely achieved by individuals.

They are multi-splendoured personali-

ties among whom J. Bapu Reddy has

an honoured place.

Recipient of the Andhra Pradesh

Sahitya Academy Award for poetry in

1971 for his collection, "Bapu Reddy

Geyalu (Songs of Bapu Reddy). Mr.

Bapu Reddy was awardedtheHonorary
Degree of Doctor of Literature by the

World Academy of Arts and Culture

at the VH World Congress of Poets

in Morocco in 1984. During the

intervening years he was Special

Officer, Andhra Pradesh Sangeetha
Nataka Academy (1973 to 1975);

Secretary, First World Telugu Confer-

ence (1975) and Member of the Board

of Governors, International Telugu
Institute.
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With this brief introduction, I shall

now attempt an analysis of the poem
"Ocean of Love

1 '

to show how the

theme of the poem is conveyed through

its prominent linguistic features.

OCEAN OF LOVE

On the Long Beach

of Los Angeles

the Pacific waved to me

with unfathomed love;

applauded

my bearing the soaring heights

of Himalayas
to the kindled heavens

of California.

I sang in ecstasy

the glories of the waters

that embrace

the Earth in endless passion;

kissing alike all the lands

fragmented by man

in the name of

race, religion, language

How I wish

chunks of soil, big and small,

sank their ugly boundaries

in the oceanic spirit of oneness

letting mankin live

in lasting liberty

akin to

primordial waves of the seas

and jocund swings of the winds.

I know

the mighty rivers of the world

cry out in anguish

my yearning as they meet the

bounteous oceans

defying the barriers

of countries and continents.

I know

the clouds sang out

from the bosom of the blue seas

carry the same message

to the battered lands

smouldering

with prejudice and pettiness.

LEXIS :

The major lexical sets include the

words referring to,

1) Action verbs : waved, sang,

embrace, kissing, fragmented, wish,

live, cry out, meet, know, carry, ap-

plauded.

2) Adjectives : unfathomed,

kindled, endless, ugly, loving, lasting,

primordial, jocund, mighty, battered.

3) Place : California, Pacific.

4) Collocations : unfathomed

love, soaring heights, kindled heaven

endless passion, ugly boundaries, last-

ing liberty, loving fraternity,bounteous

oceans, battered lands.

Grammatical Features : The

poem is written in the active voice and

the. tense scheme is not maintained

throughout in the present. The narrator

takes trips to the past and the future.

Phonology : The poem shows a

preponderance of poly-syllabic words.
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Devices of alliteration are not used to

enhance the strength of collocations

and metaphors. There is no regular

rhyme scheme.

The first stanza creates a dreamy,
fantastic situation and verbs (denoting

actions), which cannot be associated

with certain things, are used to create

the desired effect. The ocean is waving
and applauding. The poet is bearing

the heights of Himalayas on his shoul-

ders. Though these verbs are used

figuratively and have only connotative

implications, they demonstrate thepoint
mentioned in the first paragraph, "The

mighty ocean which is capable of any
kind of destruction only waves and

applauds the poet". The poet, a mere

individual, is shown as bearing the

great weight of the Himalayas. The

poet here entrusts himself with a strong

belief and the individual with an

awesome task.

"To obtain love" means "to bear

pain"

In the first stanza, we also have

a number of proper nouns being used

'Los Angeles', Pacific
1

, 'Himalayas'

and 'California
1

all referring to one

natural detail or the other : oceans,

mountains, cities and states. What we
can understand from this is that the

poet is trying to construct geographi-
. cally a bridge to bring the people of

the world together. The places
mentioned are abstracted spots on the

map of the world. In a way, there

is an urge for unification.

In the second stanza, the poet

expresses his attitude in" the glories

of the waters that embrace" and their

everlasting function of touching all the

lands alike and how these are frag-

mented by man in the name of religion,

race and language. Here is a contrast

in the attitude between "glories of

water" and "man". The glories ofwater

kiss all the lands unlike men who

fragment their lands in the name of

religion, race and language. Here

again, we can see the constrast between

the everlasting and the existence of

human beings.

In the third stanza, the poet wishes

for "unfragented lands" in the oceanic

spirit of oneness so that human beings

can live in lasting liberty and loving

fraternity. Here 'primordial waves of

the seas
1

indicate the original creation

which precedes the division of human

beings in the name of religion, race

and language.

In the fourth stanza, the poet

expresses his desire that the rivers

should meet the oceans and in the fifth

stanza the poet identifies his song in

ecstasy with the song of the clouds.

Both have the same message (let

mankind live in lasting liberty and

loving fraternity)
- one is from the heart

of the poet and the other is form the

bosom of the clouds.
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SELF-ADDRESSED COVER
She sent me
a self-addressed envelope

for an early reply;

I answered;

I shall not use yours

till I shed all my covers

under which I lie buried.

I may need your cover

when the world needs me no more,

I shall place myself

in your protective cover

to fall into hands

that need no cover

Yet

cover all the nakedness

of the over-clad world.

LEXIS :

The major lexical sets include the

words referring to,

1) Action Verbs : sent, answered,

use, shed, buried, need, place, cover.

2) Collocations : self-addressed

envelope, early reply, protective cover,

over-clad world.

3) Nouns : envelope, cover

Grammatical Features : The

poem is written in the active voice and

the tense scheme is not maintained

throughout in the present. The narrator

takes trips to the past and the future.

Syntax : The first stanza is made

up of two sentences and second stanza

is made up of three sentences. The

poet uses simple sentences.

Phonology : The poem shows

both mono-syllabic and poloysyllabic

words.

Interpretation : Lexical items

give us a clue not only to the main

theme of the poem but also to the

attitude and the mental structure of the

poet. First of all, the poem is a play

with word 'cover
1

. It is used as a noun

and a verb to isolate the person being

mentioned in the poem, we get T and

'she
1

(Masculine and Femine genders).

Either the cover has got special quality

or the lady has got the special quality

- a self-reflecting self-sympathetic

attitude. The cover is acting as a bridge

between the poet and the lady. It is

interestingtonotethatthepoet mentions

only 'she
1

. Perhaps, the poet's emotions

are limited or are restricted to find

solace in the arms of a lady. Extending

this notion, one could say that Bapu

Reddy's attitude to pleasure and pain

of love is utterly romantic. The verb

pattern can be traced out like this. The

poem is reflective of two kinds of

behaviour, one that of the poet and

the other, that of the world. The poet

is buried under the covers and the state

which is a kind of a nemonstration by

the poet with himself and with the

world. What he actually seeks is a

state of perfection.

sWe can assuoie tfoai Bapu Reddy

in th$ fedo-AagUaa dialect. In

his choice ofdiction and imagery Bapu
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Reddy reveals a distinct Indian Mind.

There is no metre, but in some of his

poems there is a rhyme scheme. This

is suitable for realistic description of

situation. Like other modern poets,

Bapu Reddy manipulates his sounds

to impress the sensibility of the reader

rather than to convey the logical

meaning always. He does not limit

himself to the rules of poetical lan-

guage.

He makes use of certain proper

nouns, verbs, particular cultural anthro-

pological details that are peculair to

India in his English poetry. What we

notice here is that he has transferred

his knowledge of India (culturally and

sociologically) to his English poetry.

The poet's mind cannot escape the

essential situation in which his whole

mind, his intellect has been groomed.
This is one ofth features that constitutes

the ethnolinguistic reciprocity ofBapu
Reddy's poetry. As a second feature,

we can find the spectrum of themes

and ideas and other undercurrents that

run in his poetry in telugu and English.

Let us now illustrate the idea of

ethnolinguistic reciprocity by taking
some of his poems for illustration. In

the poem 'Painting Nature
1

the poet
mentions mango and Gulmohar which
are native to India. This is one kind

of technique which I would like to cal

transfering of details. But wind which
is other constituent of nature is called

not wind but zephyr,

"drive bashful zephyr"
- a word

which comes principlly from English

Poetry,

In the poem 'Ocean of Love', we
see the nouns 'Himalayas' 'Pacific

1

, 'Los

Angels', 'California' etc. being men-

tioned. This may be called an attempt

towards pointing the dimensions of the

universe.

Ethnolinguistic reciprocity inBapu
Reddy's poetry can be highlighted in

the way in which he pays his reverence

to some of the eminent figures of India.

Here in the poem 'Mahatma Gandhi
1

,

we find numerous references to the

'Father of Nation
1

and his simple,

austere life.

"Hare Ram
Hare Ram
The devout words"

"The sacred bones

enshrined in the sacrificial soil

on the Yamuna bank"

The words underlined here reflect

a belief essentially Indian.

In the poem "How I wish", ^ve

see another principally Indian belief

echoing through the structure of the

poem. The concept ofnature as mother,

"O mother Nature

you play upon the world"
"Make me Divine Mother"

Bapu Reddy's poetry is also em-
bodied in a strong espousal of Indian
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philosophy. The Indian spirit as it is

casually called comes through the

amazing force and vigour To quote,

his conception of God;

"God

the invisible spirit

of enigmatic matter

Infinity

an elusive body"

is strongly Indian.

His attitude towards life which is

revealed in the poem "Polemics
11

is

again very Indian,

"Quest itself is discovery

Longing itself fulfilment
1 '

The poem "God in Man" high-

lights the Vedic Indian tradition and

the philosophy it has handed down.

"AHAM BRAHAMSMI - 1 am God.

TATHVAMASI - You are God

TVAMEVAHAM - You aie I

ANANDO BRAHMA - Bliss is God.

In this poem, we again see the

myths that have been in circulation in

the cultural and anthropologkal world

of Indian 'Seven seas
1

.

The water of the world as Seven

Seas could be called even a literal

translation of the compound, 'sapta

samudralu' in Telugu, This again is

a good example of the influence of

Telugu expericence on his English

expression.

For the poet writing in two dif-

ferent languages
- one regional and one

international - there is bound to be a

cross cultural exchange of ideas and

thoughts. Bapu Reddy's Telugu Poetry

shews itmaitaWe awaneness of the

nuances of English poetry, its rtiythm

and its imagery. His English poetry

also shows a tremendous influence of

his being an Indian. To conclude I

would like to quote Prof. C. Narayana

Reddy ami say that "Bapu Reddy's

poetry in English maintains the same

heights and flights of thought and

imagery as his Telugu poetry/

***



Bapu's Poem on Kandukuri

An Accolade From America

The following is a geyam on Sri

Kandukuri Viresalingam. This was

borrowed from Dr. Bapu Reddy 's book,

"Manachetullone undi", published in

1974. Bapu Reddy's "Manachetullone

undi
11

is a collection of poems on

various subjects which are of very high

intellectual quality. For that matter

Dr. Bapu Reddy is rated as one of the

greatest modern Telugu writers and

poets.

Dr. Bapu Reddy wasbom in 1936

in Sirikonda Karimnagar, A.P. He
received his Master's degree (MA) in

Economics from the Osmania

University. Above all, he is a

responsible IAS officer. He travelled

the entire world and is respected for

his intellectual stature. He received

several honours. In 1974 he received

the AP Sahitya Academy Award for

Modern Telugu Poetry. In 1984 he

was awarded the honorary doctorate

by the prapanca kala' samskrutula

academy. Other books written by Dr.

Bapu Reddy are "Srikara Sikharam",

"Premaramam", and "Na Desam
Navvutoondi".

In his book ''Manachetullone

undi", the poem on Kandukuri gives

the reader the entire picture of

Kanduduri's life, philosophy,

reformism, and patriotism. This book

should be read by every Telugu. The

stylistic elegance of Bapu Reddy's

language can be enjoyed without a

break. Another Sri Sri is visualized

in Bapu Reddy's poetry. What a literary

treasure is this genius, Dr. Bapu Reddy
who carved Sri Kandukuri with his pen.

......PALANA

Andarilo Kandukoori
- by Bapu Reddy

Sa'ydha viplava'lalo Sa'dhincaleni

Sanga Samskarananu

Sa'hitii souraba'lalo

Sa'dhincina kiirti Srungam
Kandukoori Viresalingam!

Anduko ma' joha'rulu

Goda'varii sarittula'ga

Gundenu ponginca'vu

A'darsa'la, a'carana tiira'lu

A'varinci pravahinca'vu

Sva'rdhala moorkatva'la

Sanga jiivita saikata'lalo
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The Poetry of Bapu Reddy

During the last quarter of this

century an increasing number of Indian

poets have used English Language as

a medium of expression for their

thoughts and feelings. Among them

Bapu Reddy holds a high rank. Be-

tween the first collection of his poems,
In Quest of Harmony (1973) and the

most recent one Loving is Living ( 1 99 1 )

his work has registered such a rapid

improvement in its intrinsic quality that

his poetry has won wide acclaim

equally at home and abroad. Bapu

Reddy started writing poetry in English

after earning a very high reputation

as a Telugu poet, In his urge to

communicate his thoughts and feelings

to a wider audience he began trans-

lating his poems from Telugu to

English. Very soon he found English

language too as felicitous a medium

as Telugu to express his ideas.

Bapu Reddy's poetry is a record

of his varied experiences in life and

his creative response to them. His four

anthologies of poems in English,

published so far, are a testimony to

his intense and deeply felt desire for

love, harmony and peace in life,A mene

glance at the titles of his poems give

us an ample idea about the wide range

of his concerns. What is appealing
in

- Dr. Siddiq Alt

Professor of English -

Osmania University

his poetry is the freshness of approach
to some of the traditional themes of

poetry. Of particular interest is the

fusion of paradoxical elements in his

poetry. The conciliation of opposites

like birth and death, body and soul

is an important feature of his poetry,

By the power of his poetic imagination

he unites ideas or concepts commonly
considered contradictory to each other,

thereby giving a new meaning to them.

Synthesis can be said to be the most

distinguishing feature of his poetiy. In

his emphasis on giving equal impor-

tance to the physical and spiritual

experience of life, one can notice the

echos of Whitman, One is also re-

minded of Whitman while reading

poems like 'Ocean of Love
1

where the

poet describes the ocean breaking all

barriers of time and space connecting

man to man.

The mystical dimensions of Bapu

Reddy's poetiy can be seen in poems

in which he e*pk*es the relationship

God mA Man, which is a

tm theme of his poetry. In his

ww^tfM
from the converttonid vie* of God as

of 'divinising man
4

***)

(Sod
1

.
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However, it is the theme of love

which permeates all his poetry. The

title of his most recent collection

Loving is Living, epitomises his phi-

losophy of life. His vision of the world

based on love forms the core of his

thought. What is impressive about

Bapu Reddy's poetry is his advocacy
of the bond of love between man and

man and man and God, discarding of

all the barriers between human beings

and freedom from all kinds of preju-

dices. In his quest for reality he follows

the cardinal principle of love.

It is difficult to place Bapu Reddy
in any specific poetic tradition in

matters of technique and style since

he has experimented with different

poetic forms. However, his main

concern has
|>een

to evolve a literary

idiom which 'is identifiable with his

own cultural background. An imme-

diate presence of a land, a people and

a way of life is discernible behind his

poems. Though rooted in the Indian

soil/he has not shut himself off from

other Oriental and Occidental influ-

ences. This is evidenced from the cross-

cultural influences in the imagery he

uses.

Reading Bapu Reddy's poetry is

an aesthetically satisfying experience

since it is the product of a highly

imaginative mind and sensitive soul.

***
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POETIC PfTEfiNS

Celebrating Harmony

Miles and minutes left behind,
In an unending quest of harmony,
A poet flew, beyond the horizon

through dusk and dawn,

Scattering the pearls of his thoughts,
For those who would gather them up
and string them together,
To adorn themselves!

But the Quest continues,
Now in many more minds,
As searching eyes open and

Survey all around,
To recognize the pretty pictures
Drawn on the petals of roses,

carved out of the waves of the Sea,

Shaped out of vibrations of the lute.

Kenneth George
2nd Aug. 1975

This is just an insignificant bouquet
To a significant work of art,

Froman evenmore insignificantperson
To the author of the "Quest".

May there be more such pearls,

Emeralds and Sapphires of thought

To decorate the golden crown

Of knowledge and wisdom.

This is just a shower of petals,

To celebrate the glory

Of the hand that held the pen,

And the heart that imparted cadence,

By its own rythmic beat, to the 'Quest'.

All success, and glory, to this flight

On the wings of imagination, and
Laurels to the Author.

Amazing Creative Phenomenon
- Composed and presented by P.B. Sreenivos,

Madras, April 20, 1989.

Dear Peerless Poet! You are an amazing & creative phenomenon!
Really, you are a "Magnanimous Genius", equalled by none!/

Justice you are doing to your fertile & unique imagination!

Brain and heart you are combining to cre$$e poetic Sensation!!

Achievements are in love with you, to fetch you many more victories & glories/

Philanthoropists like you, certainly Promote Universal Peace/!

"Urn of Love", "Longing for l$e**t You gave me, "In Quest of Harmony"!
Remarkably, in each auditorium, you are playing enchanting symphony!!
Excellent rapport you are having, with your very dynamic and prolific pen!
Due respect has to be paid to your tretnendaw orarf d&ctemus acumen!!

Depth of thought, height of imagina&m and vast experience are your enviable assets!

You are the Monarch of a magnificent poetic n?o&n of your vwn> where the Sun never sets!!
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A Poet of Rocket Meditation
- K. Suryarao

Vizianagaram

Long live our poet Sri Bapu Reddy,

He is young, energetic, and ruddy,

Has come offrom high blood and subtle race,

And always presents a soft smiling face.

If one depicts him in his exact tint,

Marks him out at once without much instinct,

A prodigy, at th' early age of ten,

When young, in poetic realm moved his pen

The gorgeousness of the description,

Exceptional vigour in narration,

Shrewdness and acuteness of reasoning,

Are popularly seen in his versifying.

His talent for wide organisation,

His decided distaste for corruption,

Love to develop his literary mind,

Are the innatefeatures in him wefind.

Equanimity in sudden danger,

Quickjudgments in any mix-up matter,

Resourcefulness amid difficulties,

Are his remarkable abilities.

A lamb at home, and a lion in th
'

chase,

A handsome youth with a poetic grace;

He is a master of four languages,

And yet,for letters more price assesses.

His free charity is simply ceaseless,

And his respectfor elders is boundless;

Neitherforce norfraud turn his steps aside,

Or worldly worries couldhim override.

His work styled as 'Rocket-Mediation
1

,

Won every man's boundless admiration;

May God shower more poetical rain,

On Sri Bapu Reddy 's Brilliant brain.
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REVIEWS

Truth without end
- MMR

ANANTA SATYALU by J.

Bapu Reddy.

While rest of the world unfail-

ingly attempts to negotiate with world

tensions and crises by not reading
curious meanings into every relation-

ship and screwup, those relentless

purveyors of human thought, poets,

germinate by doingjust that. Articulate

to justify their proclainatoiy location,

they juggle round variations of

emotional selfabuse, and pass them on
to readers as semantic thearapy.

At 43, J. Bapu Reddy, a district

collector -
cum-poet, can claim to be

one of the genre's ardent proponents.
He has already published a number of

playlets, songs and poems. He also

received a Sahitya Akademi award for

his 'Bapu Reddy Geyalu.'

Critics have often pointed out

that Telugu literature has failed to

present abalanced and adequate picture
of the two extremes of the classicists

1

mystical metaphysics and the hew Sri

Sri cult's revolt against anything that

can be called "poetry in fetters/
1

Released in America, Bapu

Reddy's 136-page "Anaata Saiyalu"

(eternal truths) is an anthology of a

49

sensitive and aesthetically balanced

blend of the two.

For years the rule has been that

poetic cults flourish only when mean-

ingless metaphysics and philosophical

abstractions are exercised. Sri Sri's

cultexisted at the comfortofthe victims

ofunhappy sociological sequences and

ruthless moral flabbiness of life. But

Reddy is a chiliasm drama of the

beginning when poetry is no more

considered as an art of political phi-

losophies. Though democratised, his

visions are bathed in frequent mysti-

cism shadowed by a frew glimpses of

abstraction. But Sri Sri is not certainly

his leader, though he too has images

of poverty and the downtrodden.

"I am not a slave to politicalisms.

I have a world and dominion of my
own. the easy way to escape from

all perils is to touch, experience and

enjoy absolute truths,
11

he suggests and

trimphantly comes back to give his

readers a green signal to "march into

eternity/
1

For a common reader it can be

a puzJe. He feels as though he has

come nearer to the truth yet misses

it

But undaunted, he goes ahead to

"move hearts to love and not to hate



even hatred." He says "he who doesn't

question and scourge himself is not

fit to be a man, but compromises on

"why, how and when man was born"

and gets lost.

"I will show tangible truths and

happiness behind every visible reality

and invisible eternity
" " God is

the limit of knowledge and eternity is

the last layer of the external ken.. ..and

these are absolute truths."

Irrespective of the style and

genre, there is no doubt about Reddy's

poetic talent. He portrays a few tinsel

extremes as if he is seeing them in

a concave mirror while they are trying

to assume a definite proportion. But

he is certainly not barking up a wrong
tree.

"Birth is to punish death Death

is to punish birth" "Life is the chief

justice who undergoes both the pun-

ishments. The Rhine, the Ganges,

oceans and mountains are symbols of

equality and fraternity." That is his

philosophy.

Nevertheless, in the most lucid

language all along the lines Ananta

Satyalu will make a thoughtful gift for

those who are in love with poetry, and

even for those who are out of it.

The Sunday Standard.

Sept'2, 1979

***
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A travelogue in poetry
- Neerqja Chakravarthi

Panchabana Sancha, Ananta

Satyalu and Bapu Reddy

Padyakaavyalu: All by J. Bapu Reddy.

Dr. J. Bapu Reddy is out and

out a poet. He travelled the world

from the east to west and north to south,

officially and unofficially. He ob-

served with the poetic eye everything

he saw in those travels. With this,

whatever he says becomes poetry.

Panchabana Sancha may be

called atravalogue in poetry. Wherever

he travelled and whatever he saw, the

natural beauty of those sights thrilled

him and made him thoughtful. He

strolled on the banks of the Thames

and the beauty of the Thames en-

chanted him. He visited Holland,

Scandinavian countries, Slavoc coun-

tries and many places in New York.

The natural beauty of those places,

beauty of the people, beauty of their

minds and beauty of their behaviour

fascinated him. That astonishment and

that enchantmentbecame thecollection

of those poetry pieces as Panchabana

Sancha. Panchabana Sancha means

Cupid's arrow chest.

Snowfall snowfall

Snowfall everywhere

In between sails winter music

Myjoy pouring like a waterfall

Pervades Holland's heart

Then a song full ofemotion

Sproutsfrom my throat

Seeing and observing the layers of

the cream on the water,

Waves ofmoonlight in gardens

Bits ofsnow which resemble

Petals ofjasmins on the roads

1 enjoyed and enjoyed and enjoyed.

Thus describes the poet, in apiece

'Blooming Flowers of Holland
1

.

Panchabana Sancha symbolises the

beauty of nature and beauty of the sex

which is not illegal for people living in

western countries. Almost allthe pieces

in this collection are with the same run,

rhyme and rhythm.

AnantaSatyalu is acollection of

52 poetic pieces. In some pieces, the

words of the poet are fearful to the lazy

and they open the eyes of the modern

man who poses as omnicient and make

him think. The poet journeys through

the cosmic kingdoms of life's secrets

and enters the twilight ofhis final ideal:

Truth is a dream

and dream is a truth

truth and dreams mingle

become eternal lives,

In Bapu Reddy's works, we often

come across poetry which stops our

heart-beats. We se$ many stars, but he

sees them beautifully. He says about

them:
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See those stars which explore the

void and hollow;

They are like eyes ofthe universe,

like gems on the innumerable hoods of

time-serpent.

See those stars one cannot reach

themforcroresandcrores oflightyears.

See those images of lustre

which wash away the clouds

crowding in our eyes

They are like splendour columns

ofgolden palaces

Hanging in the blue sky joining

divinity and eternity-

Thus lyrical genius can be clearly

seen inBapu Reddy's poetic style and in

his artistry of words.

Padyakavyalu is the collection

of pieces written in classical style and

metre. In this 47 pieces are presented.

In the preface of this book, Bapu

Reddy says the old Telugu metre is

strongly rooted and eternal. Nomodern

style of blank verse or prose verse can

shake it. So, all the poetry pieces are in

various old metres.

As J.M. Girglani says he has suc-

ceeded in presenting rationality in po-

etic form and has also been able to

present some of life's most mundane

matters as interesting and attractive by

projecting their novel and appealing

angles.

Further, Girglani concludes: take

forexample, Bapu'spoemon the 'Moon'

when man landed on the moon and

found that it was nothing but crates and

mounds and that its photographs showed

it as one of the ugliest sights in the

universe Bapu Reddy's poem sets right

the perspective on the beauty of the

moon.

Indian Express.

Dec'19, 1989

***
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Poems that capture the Lightning of Truth

The adage "The poet sees what
the sun fails to see" is quite true. A
poet has infinite imagination and dis-

crimination. His vision soars to the

dizzy heights of space and penetrates
the depths of inscrutable time. In a

sense, he is Brahma, the creator. But
there is a difference; what Brahma
creates is bound to be trampled by the

ravages of time, while the poet's
creation defies both time and space.
Stars may perish and black holes may
vanish but the prophetic words of the

poet ring in the air as long as the earth

survives. Hence it is said that a poet
is born, not made.

Such a poet is Dr. Bapu Reddy.
The felicity with which he wields the

pen in both Telugu and English is an

indication of his inborn faculties. And

Longing For Life amply reflects his

skill as a poet.

It is the poet who is a seer and

visionary that identifies himself with

everything he sees. This universality

is reflected in All in One. Then,

Gyration sets on really gyratingas one

goes on from one stanza to ifee next

In fact, we are blissfully ignorant of

space and time. In A Puppet I <m
we come across the experiences of i"

realised souL Growing knowldge

- V. Venkata Rao

always reveals the smallnes and

meanness of man. Cosmic Play is

highly philosophical. It is an expres-

sion of the grand vision of the poet
in which he broods overspace and time,

both of which are eluding the human

intelligence. In The Stars the poet says:

"They (stars) welcome smile and phil-

anthropic grace, to the ever expanding
realms of happiness, sans distinction

sans discrimination/* These couldhave

been said by a rishi or an Einstein.

Oh Computer is another most human-

istic appeal to a gadget that is likely

to help the destroyer. Poet depicts

the inner strength and the breadth of

vision of a poet.

Roving in the realm of fantasy,

the poet catches the lightning of truth

in a manner that is all his own and

conveys it without thunder. Life is

to be Jived and longing is the essential

part of i& Thia teth has been most

clearly e^psessed by Dr. Bapu Reddy
in a evincing

FOR LIFE, by J.

Bapn Rfedciy, poblished by Poets Press

jlfa&as; pages 60; Rs. 20A.

Sunday Chronicle.

Dec 1

10, 1989

***
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Poet of Lofty Aspirations & Visions
- Dr. CN.Sastry

Bapu Reddy (b-1936) is a mem-
ber of the Indian Administrative Ser-

vices who has distinguished himself as

a poet. His published works include

Chaitanya Rekhalu. Bapu Reddy
Geyalu, Rocket Rayabaram (Message

through theR.ocket\BapuReddyPadya

Kavyalu, and Praja Vijayam. He re-

ceivedthe award forpoetryfromAndhra

Pradesh Sahitya Akademi in 1971 for

his collection of poems Bapu Reddy
Geyalu. He translatedinto English some
ofhis poems under the caption In Quest

ofHarmony. He is equally at home in

handling traditional verse with as much
ease and grace as he writes free verse

and modern style of poetry.

In his poetry we find a deep con-

cern for the plight of the common man,
love for nature and abiding faith in the

perfection ofhuman nature. He regards

poetry not only as a means of self-

expression and exploration of self but

also which ennobles and exalts life. He
wrote some poems which commended
the plans and projects formulated for

the improvement of the people. Some
of his poems express lofty aspirations
and visions which have aesthetic as

I well as spiritual flavour.

His poetry has simplicity and di-

rectness of appeal. He refrains from

indulging in superfluous ornamentation.

He admires the best in the past and at the

same time he is aware of the contempo-

rary predicament, appreciative of the

achievements of science and technol-

ogy and anticipates a new order based

on equality and fraternity. This pro-

gressive outlook is based upon a strong

faith in democratic socialism which

ushers in a new world without violence

and bloodshed. He admires heroes in

various walks of life who have left their

foot-prints on the sands of time. With-

out standing in isolation, Bapu Reddy
shares thejoys and sorrows of the com-

mon people and believes in harnessing

poetry to the dynamic struggle of the

masses against ignorance and poverty.

He continues to write poetry

which bears the stamp of all the diver-

gent trends found in moedern Telugu

Literature.

(FromEncyclopaedia ofIndian Lit-

erature, Published by Sahitya Akademi,

New Delhi.)

***
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Living & Loving

Longing For Life by J. Bapu
Ready (Madras, Poets Press, 1986).

Urn of Love by J. Bapu Reddy
(Madras, International PoetsAcademy,
1988).

"Longing forLife",BapuReddy's
collection of poems, is a great con-

tribution to English poetry with its wide

range of themes from the peerless

pyramids to the rockets and computer,
from the philosophical musings on life,

Divinity and Infinity to the stars and

the graves. Each poem is the essence

culled from the fruits of lived expe-
rience.

'Life', the first poem in the

collection, is a remarkable poetic

analysis of the dialectics of life's awful

mystreries. The poet, absorbed in

philosophical reflection, expresses in

a unique and inimitable way-

blind time

with deaf pen
writes down

on dumb paper

every word of silence

in letters of tears

Thepoem succeeds in presenting

the unravelled riddles of life in poetic

-Review by Dr. T.V. Reddy
Lecturer in English,

Govt Degree Colege,

Puttur (A.P)

terms and dramatizes the monotony of

infinitude. "Birthday of Birthdays'

probes deep into the fundamentals of

creation. Everything in this world-

man, bird, beast, stone, doll ormachine,

has a date of birth and prescribed span

of life. Now the poet puts the basic

question that baffles the brain of every

thinking man- "What is the date ofbirth

of time/of Space/of the earth and the

sky/of the stars and the planets/of the

light and darkness?"

'Mahatma Gandhi' is an appeal-

ingpoem capable of transforming even

the diabolicmind to follow themessage
of 'the toothless mouth/of a truthful

human. The poem The Peerless

Pyramid
1

re-creates the towering glory

of tumultuous history of an ancient

civilization, 'lingering on the dunes of

Time/across the bank ofthe Nile'. 'God

in man' is an illuminating poem that

blends Indian philosophy and

ratioicjnative ability and it presents the

Vedfcbackground and the Upanishadic

knowledge of the scholarly poet.

Thus tbepoetic collection, 'Long-

ing for Life*, presents the poetic po-

tentiality of tbe writer by depicting the

poet's intense imagination, his rich

lyrical faculty and his spiritual preoc-
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cupation, and his poems throb with

human concern. The poems, in un-

equivocal terms, are an affirmation of

the human being's Longing for Life.

Urn ofLove, his recent collection

ofpoems, is indeed, apoetic monument

which testifies to the steady progress

of Bapu Reddy as an eminent poet of

unique poetic stature. These poems
reveal him as a devout spiritual poet

who is capable of soaring to philo-

sophical heights.

The title poem reveals the dis-

tinctiveness of the poet among Indian

. poets in English and superbly weaves

subjectivism and human conscious-

ness. The poem, 'Earth, I Love You*

is a prolongation of the metaphysical

themtTof the former poem, an eluci-

dation of the dialectics of conscious-

ness and an affirmation of his love of

this life.

'The Lord of the Seven Hills' is

undoubtedly a marvellous piece of

spiritual poetry which reveals the poet's

gift for properphrasing and picturesque

description. Thepoem is a happy blend

of delightful geographical description

and religious significance.

Atop the Seven Hills

lies the heaven brought to earth

reverberating with primordial voice

of the blissful souls

with life liberating music

of time's titanic wheels

These compel comparision with

the immortal Saint poets in Telugu-

Thyagaraja and Annamacharya. This

collection ends with aremarkablepoem
'Buddha in Bangkok

1

,
which sings of

glory of the land of Thailand and the

Buddhist path.

Poetcrit

January, 1992

***
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An International Poet
' 5. Krishnaswamy

It gives us pleasure to record the

richness of Dr. Bapu Reddy's person-
ality which makes it possible for him
to be an efficient and clear-thinking
bureaucrat as well as a poet of inter-

national standard. Dr. Bapu Reddy's
clarity of thinking and the urge to go
beyond surfaces harmonise these two

apparently incompatible spheres. This
is evident in the collection of Dr. Bapu
Reddy's poems, which, he has gra-

ciously presented to the Association

through me, duly autographed, on 28th

June last. I take, therefore, extreme

pleasure in reviewing only the English
Poems here in this bulletin, although he

was good enough to present some of

his Telugu Poems also.

The unique feature of Indian

Philosphy is that it never separates
man's material worldly life from his

spiritual quest. The Gita was spoken

by the Lord to Arjun, the Warrior, on

the battle field urging him to actively

engage in his worldly duties. In this

light, it is perhaps not surprising that

Dr. Bapu Reddy, who is a bureaucrat,

is a poet too on a quest for the profound
in human life and the Universe.

In fact "Poetry is a breath and

finer spirit of all knowledge, it is the

impassioned expression which has the

countenanceofscience", asWordsworth

observed in his preface to the Second

Edition of LYRICAL BAJXADS.
Wordsworth continues "I had said that

poetry is a spontaneous overflow of

powerful feelings; it takes origin from

emotion recollected in tranquility : the

emotion contemplated till, by* a spe-

cious reaction, the tranquility gradually

disappears, and an emotion hindered to

that which was before the subject of

contemplation, is gradually produced
and thus itself actually exists in the

mind". It was Leo Tolstoy who meant

the same thing when he observed in his

characteristic brevity, "Poetry, like

music, is the shorthand of emotion.
1 *

%

Dr. Bapu Reddy's poetry

emphasises the idea that spiritualism is

a metaphysical aid to achieve material

well being, not cross materialism. The

dichotomy of the material and the

spiritual is expressed in the poem,
"Who is Who", as a tension between

body and soul. The resolution is, they

are "bound together". It is this vision

of harmony, among seemingly discor-

dant dimensions of existence, that

characterises his poetry. His identifi-

cation with nature and his celeberation

of love in aU.forras are all part of his

transcendant love and sense ofoneness

with the whole Universe. Even the

frightening profttndity and vastaess of

Thbo, Space and Creation (Cosmos)
can be overcome by love, which is a

trust

Itiraugb tbe variety of subjects

manifest in his poenjs, isms the com-

mon clprd pf the guest for harmony,
fo tt^ .collection

ffla Quest for Har-

BM^y^ ppe ty& <#$y to go through his

contents* page to realise this fact.
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It is a fortunate fact that Shri

Reddy's spiritual inclination does not

hinder his enjoyment ofhuman experi-
ences. His zest for life is implicit in all

his poetry.

Even coming down to earth after

pricking the sanctimonious bubbles of

lofty philosophy in Shri Reddy's poems
(for poetry is always a mathematical or

a philosophical puzzle) I feel it is apt to

recollect the words of JOHN
OLDHAM,a 17thcentury EnglishPoet,

(Satirist?) :

Universal love is the cordial ofa

travailed breast

The softer remedy that griefcanfind

The gentle spell that charms our care

to rest

And calms the ruffledpassions ofour

mind!

Guilty conscience needs to con-

fess : true poetry is a confession.

Let us be clear. No great intellec-

tual thing even Milton's Paradise Lost

was ever done by effort : A great thing
can be done only by a great man and he
'does it without effort. Nature blooms
flowers with perfect case,

In fact instead of myself making
effort to portray the philosophical

greatness of Shri Reddy's poems, I sim-

ply should have allowedCOLERIDGE
to talk about such poetical outpourings.
In his Biographia Literaria -

Chapter
XIV (1817), COLERIDGE observes :

"The poet, described in ideal per-

fection, brings the whole soul of a man
into activity, with the subordination of

its faculties to each other, according to

their relative worth and dignity. He
diffuses a tone and spirit of unity, that

blends, and (as it were) fuses, each into

each, by that synthetic and magical

power, to which we have exclusively

appropriated the name of imagination.
This power, first put in action by the

will and understanding, and retained

under their irremissive, though gentle

and unnoticed control (laxis effertur

habenis) reveals itself in the balance or

reconciliation of opposite or discordant

qualities : of sameness with difference;

of the general with the concrete; the

idea with the image, the individual with

the representative; the sense of novelty
and freshness, with old and familiar

objects; a more than usual state ofemo-

tion with more than usual order; judg-
ment ever awake and steady self-pos-

session, with enthusiasm and feeling

profound or vehement; and while it

blends and harmonizes the natural and

the artificial, still subordinates art to

nature; the manner to the matter, and

our admiration for the poet to our sym-

pathy with the poetry."

Shri Bapu Reddy comes in the

true tradition of Indian Poetry which

has, by itself, through centuries, being
informed by the great and glorious In-

dian Philosophy.

Poets like Shri Bapu Reddy are

unacknowledged legislators of the

world, to use the epithet of P.B.

SHELLY, a great English Poet of the

past.

(Published in the Bulletin of the

Chemical Industries Association, Madras,

No. 2/90-91. Dated 27.8.90)

**
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Attractive Ballet
- as.

A dance ballet titled

'RUTURANGAM', written by J. Bapu
Reddy, was presented at the Bharatiya

VidyaBhavavan's Rajaji hall last week.
This was staged on the occasion of
an award giving function held by the

Yuva kala Vauhini; four awards in the

name of the late distinguished film

personalities were given to talented

artistes and technicians. The awards

were : K.V. Reddi award to Director

T. Kranthi Kumar for his directorial

achievement of "Sitaramayya Gari

Manavaralu"; S.V. Ranga Rao award
to actor Dasari Narayana Rao for his

performance in "Mamagaru"; Sanjeev
Kumar Award to actor Rajasekhar for

his role in 'Agraham' and Nargis award

to actress Jayasudha for her portrayal

in 'Kalikalam
1

. ProducerD.Ramanaidu
could not attend the function to receive

the fifth award in the name of

Chakrapani forhis film "PremaKhaidi".

The Speaker of the State Assembly Mr.

D. Sripada Rao, the Vice-Chancellor,

telugu University Dr. Narayana Reddy
and Mr. D. Murali Krishna, gave away
the awards.

the seasons of th year considers itself

as the greatest deprecating the rest as

not worthy of respect. This imaginary

dispute is settled by the
!

Kalapurusha'

(the God oftime) by telling the seasons

that each one of them has its own

greatness and none is greater or lesser

than the other and that the entire cycle

of seasons is intended to serve man-

kind, Varsha rutu by Swathi, Sarad

rutu by Karuna, Hemantrutu by Gayatri,

Sisira rutu by Sarvani, Vasanta rutu

by Anjani and Greeshma rutu by

Pushpacombinedthe dramtisation with

nice bits of dance. All the songs were

well written by Bapu Reddi with a

dance orientation in mind.

Good dances apart, the show was

notable for stage effects like rain,

lightning, snowfall, flowering and so

on. The ballet was directed impres-

sively by T- Ravinder who also played

the role of 'Kalapurusha
1

. Bapu Reddy
was felicitated on the occasion by Mr.

D. Sripada Rao.

The Hindu.

Junel2, 1992

Raagam' was about how each ope of

***



Amity, freedom, sex and all

Prof. Chaganti Siva Subba Rao
Re-views Bapu Reddy

IN QUEST OF HARMONY :

This is a collection of 37 poems

originally written in Telugu by Dr. J.

Bapu Reddy and translated into English
by himself under the title "In Quest
of Harmony

11

. Dr. J. Bapu Reddy

happened to spend sometime in the

international company of people from

50 different countries at the Institute

of Social Studies, The Hague, during

1968 while participating in a 10-month

course in National Development. He
often found small groups of apprecia-

tive audience to listen to the reciation

of his Telugu poems and he had to

give an extempore English translation

of each poem.

The title of the book 'InQuest

of Harmony' is derived from the

international situation which promotes

unity and universal brotherhood. This

is a very useful attempt to introduce

Telugu poetry to the non~Telugu read-

ers. The translations are of Telugu

poems selected at random and will

make a significant contribution to Indo-

English literature. These poems
popularise a new philosophy of poetry
called "Bhava Bhoutika Vada" which
aims at transforming society and the

world into an ideal and happy state

for human existence, imparting new
vision and perception of life for the

realisation of which the oth^r branches

of knowledge are but means.

Most of his poems interpret the

Advaitha Vada and Upanishadic phi-

losophy. In "Perspicacity" he com-

ments on inner and outer nature. In

his poem on 'Love Economies' we find

the application of economics to love,

when he transmutes hard economic

laws into melting love experiences.

In 'Freedom Fight', he comments

on the futility of college education: 'of

course I have, to what avail? I can't

even read the thoughts thatpass through
the mind of the girl smiling in my face.

1

No more fraud and no more deceit with

misleading definitions of human free-

dom. I have no freedom except the

freedom to cry out that I have no

freedom. In "Men and Moon", he

describes the soul stirring, aestheticjoy

from the onslaught of agonising tech-

nological advancement and

dehumanising materialistic greed. In

this, the anatomy of beautiful and

vivacious damsel has not deterred him

from longing for it.

In the poem "Oneness", he says

"God cr&ated man, man created God,

where man and god meet there earth

turns into heaven." In "Five Steps by
five Steps", he emphasises hard work

and sacrifice. He reveals his personal
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experience in foreign countries under

the title 'Beyond Horizon'. 'Aurora at

Ethens
1

, 'Flower-filled Holland', 'Scan-

dinavianMermaids', 'London theLamp,
Paris the Peacock', 'Waterloo in Tears',

'Incredible Germany', 'Czechoslovakia

of Sweat and Sweetnes' are some of

the inspired poetic creations of unseen

truth and untouched beauty. Writing

about the Scandinavian Mermaids, he

says "sex is not mire but gold there,

used freely like an umbrella against

rain, a soothing shade against scorching

sun. They screen it in cinema halls,

they exhibit it on museum walls, they

sell it neat in open stalls, thus protect

it from disease and decay. Using

healthy contraceptives, they obviate

unhealthy abortions,"

His comments on public leaders

and the dead are quite interesting. "If

there existed no opportunity for po-

sition and power, the number of public

leaders may be very much lower.-.

religion proclaims suicide a sin, law

too forbids it, I find no way to attain

death, no do I see the means to live.

The poblem of life and dealh cm be

solved by death or life, pr Jpd^ed,

by life after death." In 'Garden of

thoughts', he describes thdlreedom of

free verse if barren trs<fit!dfed p^ody
forbids the rhyme of frtendstS^^be-

tween you and me, *! shall ctne in

a comouflage ofmodem ftee varse and

join you at

mirror reflecting vividly his thoughts

andfeelings. Ifa catis drunk, itbehaves

like a tiger and attempts to hunt

elephants too, a monkey on brandy

-wouldset the houses ablaze, ifa cuckoo

sips whisky, I am sure it would sing

in winter as well; drink is a tonicfor

those with qualities, yet alcohol to a

fribble is like an ocean to a nonswim-

mer. Beer leaves a coward cold but

kindles the spirit of a warrior, wine

melts no stones but stimulates the

amorous. When, why and who needs

drinks is to be decided, each for

himself."

We have seen the places of

interest in Europe, but our experience

did not involve poetry as it happened

in the case of Bapu Reddy. The

Christmas ofLondon, TrafalgarSquare,

Nelson's Column, Westminster Abbey

and the Thames were mentioned by

the author,

'

cf mysterious treasures;

it is destiny's institution oflearn-

ing

where modern Duryodhanas

could learn a lesson.

L& $& 5b&? Streets of sex and

* $& mgktchibs sizzling withftm

ei

the impudent dancers and strip-

"the mind ofa drmkmmm
jtt'cftwt to see, but once seen

n0# &> &e $e&n till again you see.



Like the skin ofa banana or loose

layers of an onion

the audacious girls take offtheir

robes in flash and dance naked;

the elephant is an illusion, the

striptease is an illusion, our witnessing

it an illusion,

no harm, ifwe return home taking

the path of Maya philosophy,

the doubts and debate whether

all that is good do not arise.
11

These poems, indeed, emphasize

the philosophy that "birth as one side,

death is the other of the leaf of human

life" and bring home a true feeling of

happiness to those who are
f

ln Quest

of Harmony in Life'. Viewing from

the constraints involved in translation

of poetry, Bapu Reddy has given a

fairly readable translation of his own

poems and succeeded in introducing

modern Telugu poetry to non-Telugus

which by itself is laudable.

Indian Express.

* * *

LONGING FOR LIFE :

This is a very important collec-

tion of 39 pieces of poetry on different

titles of every day interest by Dr. J.

Bapu Reddy. As these poems were

first written directly in English by him,

unlike his previous English poems
which were translations, these poems

are responses of the author to nature,

physical phenomena, events or social

trends, coming directly from the heart

of the poet finding expression of his

feelings. Whatever may be the theme

he chooses, he writes in a distinct style

of his own with an intuitive vision and

interpretative wisdom. These are not

structured in any traditional meter

which proves restrictive. Every poem

presents a truth in his expression

through verbal culture relating to life

around, making the title "Longing for

Life" meaningful.

Though the poems are on a wide-

ranging topics in respect of their subject

matter --
philosophy, life, nature and

science they all suggest an emerging

design or pattern emphasising oneness

of life.

There is an underlying message

in each poem besides the instant

refreshing entertainment derived from

their reading, especially the poetry on

mosquitoes. In his "Musings" he says

sarcastically "Vocal Mosquitoes" prac-

tise their music lesons on the strings

of the poor men's veins.

The author's capacity for obser-

vation of nature, coupled with imagi-

nation, is clear from his poetry on

PaintingNature, TurbulentTears. How
I wish and The Stars. He says that

the date of birth is also born along

with the person. In the poem "Ocean

of Life" written on his visit to Long
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Beach of Los Angles, he reveals his

global out-look and love for fraternity.

There are many pieces on time and

space, infinity, divinity, reality, 'All in

one', 'Gyration
1

, 'A puppet I am',

Cosmic Play
1

, 'Logic of Life
1

, 'God in

Man', 'Rising from the Graves, 'De-

spoiled Light' etc., which give the

philosophic thinking ofthe author. His

patriotic mind and love of man are also

revealed in the poems on 'Mahatma

Gandhi', 'Rockets Break Brackets
1

etc.

He makes an interesting presentation

of How Truth and Falsehood are used

in everyday life in his poems on Truth

and Falsehood
1

and 'Naked Truth'. In

the poem on 'Automatic Clock
1

,
he

draws acomparison between thehuman
heart and the clock.

He hugs and kisses "The peerless

pyramids" standing on the banks of

the Nile with as much pasion as he

could sing in ecstasy the glories of the

oceans, strolling on the Long Beach

of Los Angeles. His concern for man

and social consciousness blends equally

with his concept of God and cosmic

consciousness. His images could

transcend time. He beseeches the

computer to compose a poem which

"pierces the immense blue, encircles

the beginning and the end in loving

embrace, enshrineshim in everyhuman

heart."

Dr. Reddy's poems are

characterisedbyprofound thoughts and
-

lucid expressions which make them

highly readable and enjoyable. He
dedicated the book to Dn Knerig

Boydajian, a noted American poetess,

in his true spirit of being a cultural

ambassador.

Indian Express

Feb'6, 1990

* * *

URN OF LOVE:

Each One of the 35 poems in

the book is a radiant star beaming with

new truths heralding deeper and proper

understanding of the reality playing in

the magic hands of infinite space and

eternal time. The title poem, "Urn of

Love" is inspired by the death of poet's

86 year old father, and is easily one

of the most outstanding contributions

to the world's literature of elegies.

Remembering his loving father,

whose body he cremated in his burning

thoughts, he says- "a dream framed

in fragrant memories his image hangs
on the external wall ofmy conscience."

Some of the titles of the poems like

-
'Eluding Code1

, Loving is Living
1

,

'Anatomy of Thanatology
1

,

fMoon

Magic*, 'Aurobindo's Ascending Foot-

prints'. Dress of Bliss
1

and Buddha

in Bangkok
1

are suggestive of the

soaring heigltfs an4 diving depths of

the author's creative thoughts and

symbols.

& theppam "Bartfe, ILove You,"

he wonders why God created con-
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tradicting phenomena and feels that the

earth can be made for our heavenly

existence. In an interesting poem

'Receding Tomorrow
1

the Sun asks the

author some burning questions. "What

is physical? What is spiritual? Who
makes the distinction?" The author,

unable to answer them, confuses the

_ Sun by asking "are you physical or

spiritual, an illusion or reality? Which

world do you belong, which world do

you long for?". The Sun was baffled

by these questions. The Sunescapes

to answer saying 'Let me think - 1 may
tell you tomorrow

1

he retires and never

comes that tomorrow, ever tormenting

remains the suspense.

In the poem 'Act of Androgyny',
he draws an analogy between the

human body and an auditorium. In

the poems on "Something of Nothing"
he defines nothing, something etc. as

"Nothing" is a thing not known to you,

"Some thing" is a thing hilf known
to you, "The thing" is a thing that you
cannot know. The best, perhaps, you
can ever know is but Something ofNo-

thing.
" He explained the concept of

the God in the poem 'Three Zealots'.

"Those, who think He exists, have not

seen Him, those who denyHis existence

cannot prove it, for those He may or

may not be there is nothing to question.

Whether one affirms, denies or doubts

His existence; if there, He will go
nowhere; if not, He will come from
nowhere.

"

Undoubtedly, the book merits

serious reading by those who are

looking for a new generation of Indian

poets who could show the promise of

ofering something reminiscent of the

immortal masters like Rabindranath

Tagore, Sri Aurobindo, Kahlil Gibran.

Bapu Reddy, who is a noted Telugu

poet, should keep up his adoration of

English must with unquenched thrist

for the pristine truths.

Indian Express.

Feb'27, 1990

* * *

LOVING IS LIVING :

This collection of 35 lyrics by
Dr. J. Bapu Reddy, I.A.S., is based

on love and life. This has been

dedicated to Dr. Osman Turkay and

the first copy was presented to Mr.

Namik Kemal Zeybek, Minister of

Culture, Government of Turkey at the

XII World Congress of Poets, Istanbul,

in September 1991.

All over the world, sincere efforts

have to be directed towards the propa-

gation ofcherished ideals, love of man,

love ofGod and love ofuniverse. They
are the foundation for a happy life.

In his poem, 'Protean Darkness
1

Bapu Reddy mentions that the "pea-

cock is our national bird, lotus is our

national flower". He also admits that

"deception is our national character,

darkness is our national colour". In

knowing the Question he exclaims,
JI
J

am aware I shall die - But when, where

and why? None can tell, everyone
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queries, Do the questions know where

the answers lie!!"

In 'Chanting of Children
1

he says,

"Religions and languages are but a

bridge between Man and his God;
1 we

sing this song of eternal Truth", He
defines death as only a connecting link

in the cycle of births. In 'Discrimi-

nation and Recrimination
1

he analyses

the role of women in terms of eco-

nomics thus; "We pity the women who

sell their flesh, do we like them to

buy the flesh! How come, a man could

only buy and not sell sex; women only

sell and not buy. Is that sex has a

price which only male and not female

could afford? She is supply, he is

demand, in the extra marital market,

Carnal market forces confuse all theo-

ries, upset all value systems"

The poems are interesting, as

they give insights into contemporary
life and also convey messages.

Indian Express.

15-12-1991

* * *

PAIKIETTALT (Telugu translation of

'Raise
1

in English, Esther Gress, trans-

lated by Dr. J. Bapii Reddy.)

Either Gress is a creative writer

who came to grips with the rapidly

changing post-war world. By the time

she wrote poetry, the world moved

away from a murderous world war and

things settled to relative tranquility out-

wardly, though stresses ofan onrushing

material progress were disturbing

"people inwardly. Her poetry shows

a well-ordered mind, awareness, up-

rightness, integrity and love. The lines

in her poetry are simple and short

pregnant with deep insight. Delicate

thoughts are expressed gently and

simply.

It is 'difficult to translate the idom

from one language to another, and

especially it is doubly difficult to

translate the subtle ideas in poetry.

Bapu Reddy, himself being a poet in

both languages, has done a fine job

of translation. He has good experience

in translating poetry from Enligsh to

Telugu and his own Telugu poems into

English, which helped in retaining the

original flavour capturing the thought

process peculiar to Esther Gress. If

we are nottold thatthese short28 pieces

are translations, we may easily take

them as original work in Telugu. The

translation is the third generation

product as the authress first wrote these

poems in the Danish language and

translated into Enlglish herself.

In the title poem "Raise" the

authoress describes the state of man
as 'he would raise the man from a lower
level. He would raise the life to a

higher level. He would raise the world

and be lost himself. Now the world

must raise him to a higher Ivel."

The authoress describes the love-

hate relationship of man in some

poems, "To love is to give oneself to

another. To love is growing to become

another. To love is to give life to

each other
11 The three levels of love
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are described as "It might be easy to

crucify the man you do not love. It

might be more difficult to love the man

you do not crucify. It must be most

difficult to love the man you do

crucify.
11

Ifman turns round and adopts
the path of revenge, "sweet revenge
turns its sword with its edge sharply

upon yourself, and if you cut with the

sword of revenge you cut yourself.
11

The authoress advocates the

Sumati Satakam formula of helping

enemies, instead of adopting a path
of revenge, "Give your hand to your
foe and grow high. Go beyond your
own worth and grow higher. Give your
hand through-out the world and do

grow."

Shelaments atthemurderoftruth

thus:"The hand lifted for the savage
shows how truth shall be cut in flesh

and blood. The blood pulsing in the

heavy flesh truth shall flow into dirty

sand. The hand lifted at the dirty deed
hours of truth shall flow to blood."

About death she presents the dilemma;
"if you follow the words of the

prophets, you might be hanged on
the cross. If you deny the laws of

prophets we might all die for ever. Do
you want to live hanged or do you
want to die for ever?" The answer to

this comes in anotherpoem. "A Little"

- "If you bend you will die a little.

If you don't you might die for ever.

To live you'll have to die a little".

Thus the poetry of Esther Gress

first produced in Danish and translated

into English by her, is brought to us

into Telugu by Bapu Reddy. It is a

valuable contribution to enrich thought

in Indian poetry.

Indian Express.

January 23, 1990

* * *

DIALOGUE WITH BALAJI:

Bapu Reddy identifies three as-

pects of the same awareness showing

up as love, progress and spirit, and

literature portraying the bliss of life

emanating from the integration of the

same truth. The unseen God and the

man, who is seen, are reflections of

each other and, in fact, are one. So

there is no point in building walls not

only between God and man, but also

between man and man.

This idea is suggested in thi&

collection of 84 free verses penned by

Bapu Reddy turned to music by the

famous music director S. Rajeswara
Rao forthe cassette which was released

along with this book at the Vth North

America Telugu Conference and dedi-

cated to Lord Venkateswara of Pitts-

burgh, U.S.A.

He wonders how Lord

Venkateswara lives on the noisy seven

hills and requests him to come and

live peacefully in his heart He meets

Lord in the dream and had a mutual

discussion abouttheir difficulties. They

extol each other as great and also

condemn each other on some points.

The author says nothing is per-

manent in this world except the eternal
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truth of bliss through the worship of

formless Brahman through form and

we need not get into frivolous discus-

sions about the virtue of sin, illusion

or existence.

There are many poems devoted

to Lord Venkateswara and Ramadasa

of Bhadrachalam.

Indian Express.

July 17, 1990

* * *

RANGU RANGULA CHEEKATLU:

(Multi-coloured Darkness)

This is a collection of 34 verses

wherein the author wonders in how

many colours darkness pervades this

universe. When you identify one

colour, soon it changes into another.

Darkness is an indication of wicked

elements. One can recognise it in its

real colour, but when it assumes the

garb of goodness, it will be difficult

to recognise the bad, These verses

^ ^

Essays on

MANASULONI MATA : by J.

Bapu Reddy.

Manasuloni Mata is different

from all of Bapu Reddy's other works.

This is a collection of 15 essays in

Telugu in which he shows a
panoramic

view of literature and life, discussing

the role of poetry, free verse and poetic

prose, the poets Tikkana, Vemana,

Tyagaraja, C.R. Reddy, Sri Sri,

try to alert man about the colourable

dark designs and manoeuvres of man.

Materialism, which cannot com-

bine love and spirit and give them

rightful place in society, is a mere

slogan. Selfishness, deceit, exploita-

tion, narrow-mindedness and igno-

rance hinder the quality of full life

resulting in revolutionary, political and

economic changes for the reconstruc-

tion of a balanced society. There is

a great need to identify such tricky

forces to change a demon into a man

and man into a divine. The poet feels

that his poetry 'Multi-coloured dark-

ness
1

will fulfil this need.

The author says our national bird

is peacock, our national flower is lotus,

but our national character is deceit. It

will be fine if we declare that our

national colour is darkness. Then only

may we be enlightened and freedom

may flourish.

Irutian Express, April 4, 1990

*
literature

- V. Prakasam

Kundurti, Boyi Bheemanna and C
Narayana Reddy.

Bapu Reddy hands out a maxim

for assessing poets; "It is important

to 'see how useful fee creation of a

poet is; no need to see whether he is

better than someone or worse than

someone/
1

Indian Express.

Jan* 19, 1992
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LETTERS

J.F. GLASTRA VAN LOON
Rector Institute of social Studies,

27 Molen Street, The Hague.

July 11, 1968

Dear Mr. Reddy,

I am terribly sorry that we missed

each other before your departure from The

Hague. The last week of the Academic Year

is always an especially busy one and, ofcourse,

your time was also very much occupied by
the many things thathad to be dealt with before

breaking up camp.

I have very much enjoyed our en-

counters both inside and outside courses. I

think of you warmly for your poems and for

the books which you presented to me. They
will be a very nice reminder of your pleasant

personality.

Hoping to meet you again in the near

future, I send you all good wishes and greetings,

Sincerely yours

SdA

J.F. Glastra Van Loon Rector

NORMA LEHMAN
Henery Hyzbole

Hering
Denmark.

Dear Bapu,

Thank you for your letter and beau-

tiful poems withmy good luck charm attached.

Your poems have brought me much pleasure.

So far the good luck charm hasn't brought
me any good luck as I fell down a flight of

stairs last week, and I will not be at my school

from April 18th to 20. (I must travel to

chanchua to present my results ofmy research

study)

Perhaps the good luck charm need

a little more time to work. As it looks now,

I will be able to go to the Hague the 4th of

May. Would that time be O.K. for you? If

luck is with me, I will be aMe to see you
and your school at that time.

There are so many things I want to

write about, but our school is leaving for own

Czechoslovakia tuy in 1 tour I better finish

my packing.

Your friend

Sd/-

Norma

P.V. NARASEVIHA RAO
Minister for External Affairs

India

20-5-1992

New Delhi

Dear Sri Bapu Reddy,

I am receipt of your letter dated 5th

May. Your sudden transfer to the Tobacco

Board has left behind several projects at

Warangal in which we were all expecting your

personal and intensive cooperation. However,

I hope the task begun by you will be completed

by your successor in cooperation with the

leaders of the District. I would like to convey

to you my appreciation for the important role

you played in creating a wholesome cultural

profile for Warangal during the short time you

were there. I wish you all the best in your

future career.

Thanking you,

Yours sincerely

Sd-

P.V. Narasimha Rao
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PROFESSORK. SATCHTOANANDA MURTY
Vice Chairman

University Grants Commission

Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg,

New Delhi-110 002

24-1 M987

Dear Sri Bapu Reddy garu,

Today I have seen your 'Ananta Satyalu
1

and other literary works. Thank you.

I congratulate you on successfully

combining a career in the coveted civil service

with a brilliant literary achievement, which

could evoke envy in whole-time literary

persons.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

SdA

K. Satchidananda Murty

ROSEMARY C. WILKINSON
Sec. General

World Academy of Arts and Culture

Governing Body of World Congress of Poets

U.S.A.

30-11-1993

Dear Dr. Reddy,

I am enclosing what Mr. Sasar of

Xurkiye who attended the XIIWCP in Istanbul

wrote about you in his literary magazine SIZE

when attending XIV WCP. And congratu-

lations for your publicity!

We have to thank the Heavens for all

our blessings continuing into 21st Century for

we poets represent the soul or spirit of each

lation through our labor of love.

13-6-1994

Dear Dr. Reddy,

For the first time since you presented
me with SACRED IN NATURE at XIV WCP
in Mexico I have just now had time to read

it.

The FOREWORD by Dr. Krishna is

very touching indeed. And I am honoured

too that Dr. Ameeruddin wrote his Preface.

Likewise Optimistic Poetic Vision by D.

Bhargavi P. Rao. Then your Translation: A
Creative Experience was most commendable.

After all these months I found quite some time

to truly appreciate deeply from my heart all

thehardworkyou labored overfor its existence.

The colour of cover sari is most

beautiful to me. I will take some to Peru

Poets' meeting end of July and also some to

Taipei WCP so that others will come to know
of you too. I can give them as gifts and this

is a most treasured gift for me to give which

comes from my heart to their heart, I just

finished putting away Christmas Crib and it

snowed in late May here in mountains so I

guess I wasn't too late and finished filing a

9-month stack of correspondence for the

Academy. I go in a week in advance to help

in Taipei and I look forward to your presence

there too. Until then, I wish you continued

success in all of your literary endeavours.

Sincerely,

&J/-

Rosemary C. Wilkinson

Secretary General

VINAYAK KRISHNA GOKAK
Meera Cottage, Bangalore

3-2-1989

Dear Dr. Bapu Reddy,
!

I have read your book ofpoem$. There

is a certain nucleus of intuitive perception in

many of the poems....
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Your "Urn of Love" caught my serious

attention an F spent quite a few hours on it.

Sincerely,

Sd/-

Vinayak Krishna Gokak

JIM ALLAN
9, Maitland Avenue,

Kunjsford, NSW 2032,

Australia.

Dear Dr. Reddy.

Please think of me with kindness after

this long delay, lam slow and poorly organised

work-wise (I am a housewife since my wife

works)... and further away from my free time.

I have read your poems with new surprise

and deep appreciation. I set out with the idea

of writing you a comprehensive account of

the corpus of your work in English and came

to realise that you so far exclled me in creative

energy that I should aim at something less

ambitious. You will understand that when

I was in Bangalore, and on therecommendation

of a friend, bought Sri Aurobindo's Savitri,

I intended to read it all and have got no farther

than Bookl, Canto 2. (I note from your poem
"Aurobindo's Ascending Foot-prints" that you
admire him greatly), I have fortune with my
limitations, and contemplating western poets

and philosophers, feel like a goose-berry in

the presence of large ripe mangoes. You have

been judged by many distinguished Indian

Scholars and Critics and I share their warm
admiration. I have read the introductions to

your four English collections of poetry, which

you refer to with refreshing humour as "the

inevitable prose". I loved that and endorse

what I find there, but it gives me an opening
to say how gratifying it is to recognise there

what is so pleasing in poem after poem - a

genuine humility because you have permitted

a sour flour to exist together with the sweetness

of praise in the foreward to "Loving is Living"

in poem after poem.

I think variety of tone and mood is

what I enjoy above all in your poetry. Variety

in several aspects. There is a wealth of

technical experiment in poetic forms, rhymes,

schemes, epigrams, a range from short lyrics

to poems as long as the extraordinary flight,

and rapid narrative overview ofEurope, a series

of inter - linked songs which you must have

enjoyed composing as much as the reader

enjoys hearing. Yes - this is highly, original

poetry, 'setting (your) life into a festoon of

Songs'. So much western poetry these days

is self-conscious and drags a weight of

inhibition, political and historical guilt along

with it, and though there are times when your

poetry is shadowed briefly by despair (Elegy

Rajiv) or in Evil's Domain (The land is unable

to halt/the hate compaign of man') your

characteristic attitude is positive, uplifting,

marked by vigour, complexity of thought,

whimsical humour and energetic and musical

affirmation of life. There is a humanity, a

committed wisdom in line after line that seems

wonderful to me, I propose to select poems
I like best or understand best, write a short

critical appreciation of them and send these

to you in batches, from time to time. I regret

very much being such a slow two finger typist,

that I have to ask my friends (now-a-days

usually computer literate) to put up with my
cursive script...

Well, a visit to India isn't possible just

at present. Who knows? but it is a very

attractive long prospect.

Yours very affectionately,

Jim Allan
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V.H. DESAI
(Recipient of Tamra-Patra)

Hon. Principal

BHAVAN'S COLLEGE OF COMMUNICA-
TION & MANAGEMENT
Hon. Director of Programmes:

BHARATIYA VIDYA BHAVAN
& BHAVAN'S RESEARCH & EXTENSION
DIVISION (BRED)

2-1-462,

University Road,

Nallakunta,

Hyderabad-500 044 (A.P)

Date : 05-12-1988

My Dear Dr. Bapu Reddy garu,

I am extremely happy to learn from

press reports that you have been awarded the

Honorary Degree of Doctor of Humanities

along with other distinguished Indians by the

World Academy of Arts nd culture.

This is the signal honour which you
so richly deserve.

May your work continue to inspire the

younger generation.

Pleaseacceptmy heartiest greetingsand

congratulations on your meritorious distinc-

tion.
Tf >

Wish you many more &stin<ia&n in

future. Jai Hind.

Yours sincerely

Sd/-

(V.BL Desai)

DR.SANJIVA DEV
Tummapudi
Guntur - 522 330.

My Dear Bapuji,

3-10-1989

I had posted a letter to you on the 23rd

ultimo and you on the 25th before receiving

mine. I am delighted to receive your "Srikara

SikharanT accompanied by the casetteofyour

songs sung by Susheela and Subrahmanyaia
It was a sheer delight to listen to them.

In your poetic creations you have been

able to catch that which often fails to be caught

by many in feeling, thought and word. Since

my return last month from Hyderabad I have

been going through all of your books, both

Telugu and English, and found them to be

the fragrant flames of illumination and inspi-

ration alike. Ihavegone with diligence through
your introspective essay "Physical Life of the

Spiritual Light" in which I was glad to descern

the subtle identity of your and my streams

of thought. Universal approaches to life and

culture the world over have been analogous
to some extent Your poetic activities are

different from those of many and thus I seek

delight in endorsing them.

I send you herein my two writings on

J. Krishnamurti, Krishnamurti, I fited the man
more than his words.

Ever yours delightfully,

SoV-

Sanjiva Dev
'

f

DR. AMARENDRA

Dear Sri Bapu Reddy gam,

1 am thankfiil for the honour you
bestowed upon me by giving an opportunity
to go through the typescript of your English



I am extremely happy to find them

exquisite. The style is crisp with the flavour

of modern poetic idiom. I find a scintillating

variety of theme and treatment, a masterly

manipulation of structure and texture, a healthy

blend of thought and feeling, cerebration,

sensation, idealism and realism.

I was particularly fascinated by poems

like 'Birthday of birthdays', 'Cosmic play',

Polemics', 'Life
1

, 'Self-addressed envelope',

'Wise and otherwise
1

to name only a few. The

volume would be an additional feather in the

cap of Indo-Anglian verse.

Your Telugu rendering of Knarig

Boyadjian's poems "There is No Time" is a

very commendable transcreation. I felt it was

a feat performed by a poet who instinctively

and intimately knows the nuances of English

as well as Telugu poetic idiom. The poems

of life and love springing from a refined poetic

creative sensibility have been beautifully

captured in Telugu free verse, keeping close

to the originl and yet bringing out all the subtle

and complex patterns of feeling and thought

I heartily congratulate you on this rare and

remarkable triumph. Your Telugu is as poetic

as the original incorporating all the vigour and

verve found in the English composition.

I pray to the celestial Muse to lead

you to higher and still higher summits ofpoetic

achievement and fulfilment in the years ahead.

Your two-fold voice shall find an echo in every

sensitive heart residing in the East and the

West, building bridges of good will and

strengthening the synthesis of cultures.

Yours Cordially,

Sd-

Amarendra

DR. KNARIG BOYADJIAN

2924, Saint George Street,

Los Angeles, CA 90027,

U.S.A.

Dear Bapu Reddy,

It is always a great pleasure to hear

from you. What an honor for me to have

been dedicated a book from a great poet like

you -
especially so since each poem is the

essence of nature and imagination. Like a

genie you rise from the mixture of your loving

observations and feelings. I am very, very

happy that you received such a fantastic review

for this book where each word delights the

sensibilities at every level. What a kind soul

you have and, behind that, the sensibility to

many with beauty
- an incomparable match

and you, by giving your time and your love,

translated my whole book "There is No Time",

with your love.

I want to thank you for your beautiful

writing on the occasion of my tribute. Your

words floated through the hall like the pearls

of the seas. You're a dear and sincere friend

to whom I can speak everything starting from

my poetry. You will always be my friend.

Enclosed is a copy of the tribute book.

Please give my love to your charming

wife and family.

Sincerely yours,

Sd/-

Dr. Knarig Boyadjian
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C. NARASIMHAM
MA, B.L., I.A.S., (RTD.)

"Sarojini Krupa"

Plot No. 246, Road No. 78

Film Land, Jubilee Hills

Hyderabad-500 034.

29.9.1988

Dear Mr, Bapu Reddy,

I was pleased to note from a news item

in THE HINDU that you were awarded the

prestigious "Michael Madhusudan Prize" for

distinguished and creative Contribution to

literature. All Andhras will feel happy that

a reputed Telugu poet achieved this distinction

for the first time in the whole of A.P. I am

particularly glad that your talents in English

poetry have been recognised and duly re-

warded. I did not know till now that you

were writing English poetry also. May you

continue to win more laurels and bring name

and fame not only to all Andhras but also

to the distinguished service to which you

belong!

With regards.

Yours sincerely

Sd-

(C. Narasimham)

MAMA ANNIE
The Hage, Holland

15-4-69

My Dear Bapu,

Just a few lines to let you know that

my thoughts are still with you, I often think

and talk about you and then wonder how you

are getting on. I often look at your picture

and that of your familiy and then get a longing

to speak to you. I wanted to write to you

for suchalongtimebutitwas always
tomorrow

. you do know of course that I am very busy

and even if it is not busy (but it usualy is)

we have quite a few guests from India at the

moment but they will soon be leaving. That

is the worst about that job; if you get to know

people start to like them and then they have

to go. I would give anything just to be able

to hear your voice again and see that smile

on your face! Please take care of yourself

and your family. Give them my love and

a big kiss, and for your yourself a grand

big kiss Please write back soon.

Lots of love

Sd/-

Mama Annie

K. VASUDEVARAO I.A.S.

3-6-183 Hyderguda,

Hyderabad
-

I,

5-12-1967

My Dear Bapu Reddy;

My joy knew no bounds when I

reacived your letter. It is always good to have

friends but few and good frends who stand

good stead though thick and thin whose

sincerely and feeling goes deeper than skin

and permeates the whole body and mind. Since

you are a poet, you must be able to draw

mental pictures
- this opportunity is very rare

and know you are one of the closen few of

the Almighty. May God bless you and keep

you healthy and prosperous and may you

climb the Iad4er of fame and name and may

you achieve glorious height in your career and

in the elevation of the soul (since my recent

illness I have lost some weighl and I am also

mentally not happy) once cannot have uni-

formly happy times always ups and downs

are the beauty of the surface. Pteasc wntc

when you find tta&

Yours Sineeriy,

Sd-

LA.S
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C.H. HANUMANTHA RAO
Institution of Economic Growth,

University Enclave,

Delhi - 110007.

5-6-68

Dear Mr. Bapu Reddy,

Many thanks for your kind letter of

6th Dec. and for your new year greetings.

Please accept the same from us. I am very

much delighted to know of your perfomance

in the courses and that you are satisfied about

the programme. You have the unique privilege

and opportunity of discussing with giants like

Timbergen and I am sure you will return

considerably strengthened as a scholar -

administrator -
poet. Although I am aware

that you will most probably not writing poetry

there now, your visits across Europe will

provide considerable aesthetic stimulus which

will make you sing as you return home!

I hope Mr. Girgilani has joined you

by now. Please give my regards to him.

With regards and best wishes,

Yours sincerly,

Sd-

C.H. Hanumantha Rao

RAJA RADHA REDDY
8-53, Pandara Road, New Delhi

6-2-1980

Dear Shri Reddy,

We are all glad to know that you
have been lately visiting Europe and the States.

We are pleased to note that you have released

your latest book 'Anantha Sathyalu'. Your

previous books are decorating our library. For

a person to be an excellent poet and writer

apart from being engrossed in the heavy

workload of Government job is really some-

thing which one should be proud of. With

pride we can boast of our fellow brother from

Telangana.

Please don't fail to visit us when you

come to New Delhi. Do let us know the date

of your arrival.

Radhi and Kaushalya are joining me

in sending their highest regards to you.

Delhi.

Looking forward to meet you in New

With warm regards,

Yours sincerely,

Sd-

Raja Reddy

PANOS D. BARDIS, PhJD.

Editor-in-chief and Book Review Editor

The University of Toledo

Toledo, Ohio-43606, U.S.A.

10-1-1989

Dear Dr. Reddy,

I have just finished reading your three

volumes of poetry.

What sublime masterpieces 1 You are

a poetic astronomer, a scientific poet... an

inimitable and profound synthesizer of the

good, of the true, of the beautiful!

Every word is a sweet note in a cosmic

symphony! You are a truly philosophical

nightingale!

Cordially,

Sd/-

(Panos D. Bardis)
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Prof, SYED AMEERUDDIN
International Poets Academy
Madras, India

26-10-1988

Esteemd Poet Dr. Bapu Reddy,

I enjoyed your brief stay in Madras.
One thing, we could exchange our ideas and
views on several matters - in connection with

creativity and poetry. I am impressed by your

spontaneity in your fine poetic creation. Poetry
comes to you quite naturally

- as birds fly
- as leaves to the trees -

you have no doubt
a gifted talent It is very dificult to come
across such a marvellous poetic expression.
You have acquired a great mastery over your
poetic craftsmanship. Your imagery is fan-

tastic and multidimensional. Your thought

perspective is metaphysical and universal.

You are an Aurobindoian in yourmetaphysical
and mystical content. You are Tagore-like

in your sensitive imagery and lyrical out

delving. You have all the great qualities of

Khaleel Gibran and Omar Khayyam -- in your

delving deep into the human emotions - and

intricate passions of life. You are almost

touching the poetic heights of T.S. Eliot and

W.B. Yeats - in your expressions of social

and Everyday of Time1

and Timelessness
1

'ephemeral
1

and the.'eternaT with your unique

exposition of powerful symbols. You are no

doubt a new talent - to have emerged wjth

a big bang - like a shooting star - in the

contemporary field of world poetry.

I have just recorded above ray immediate

reactions on going throu^fel your

G.N. REDDY
Professor & Head, Dept. of Telugu

S.V. University

12-1-1981

Dear Dr. Bapu Reddy,

Syed AmeerqdcMn

You may be interested to know that

your "Rithu Ragam" was presented by Dr. D.

Krishnamurthy here on 10th of this month as

an item in the cultural programme arranged

for the All India Conference of Geographers

held in S.V. University Campus. It was well

presented and much appreciated by the au-

dience from different parts of India including

a few from U.S.A.

Sincerely

Sd/-

G.N. Reddy

Dr. (Mrs.) S. JAGADEESWARI
Obstetrician & Gynaecologist,

Kakinada

4-12-89

Beloved Sir,

Namasthe
fj

We all thank you immensely for your

visit to Kakfeada to be with as on 30th, in

spite of your busy^sc^fifeiules. Everybody
tifce$ the programme - your Rituragam Ballet

and complimented us.

C Ife, Mrs, S. Jagadeeswari
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Dr. P. SHIV KUMAR
Prof, of English and Head

Kakatiya University

9-10-1991

Dear Dr. Bapu Reddy,

I had met you in your office on 26th

last month with a letter of introduction from

Prof. Satyanarain Singh and in the fleeting

moment I was with you I couldn't help

becoming aware that I was in the presence
of a sensitive poet, "the voice ofpeace/wisdom
of intuition/vision of life." But office was

after all no place to discuss the ultimate

questions of life and art, or of things that have

a bearing on these.

I write to you now to request you to

be our Special Invitee at the Seminar and

address the gathering at the inaugural session.

Among the distinguished participants of this

International Seminar are Shyam Senegal,
AdoorGopalakrishnan,B .NarsingRao , Pattabhi

Reddy, Prof. Joy Gould Boyum (New York

University), Prof. /Henry Bretrose (Stanford

University), Derek Malcolm, Murthy, Prof.

Meenakshi Mukherjee, Prof. Susie Tharu, Prof.

Ayyappa Paniker and others.

With regards,

Sincerely,

Sd/-

P. Shiv Kumar

VED AGNfflOTRI

Sr. Lecturer in Panjabi,

Dean, Extra-Mural Activities,

D.A.V. College, Jalandhar

7-81991

Dear Shri Reddy,

It goes withoutsaying thatanybody who
becomes SOMEBODY is very often, supposed
to face the question: to which incident of your
life do you attach much importance? In case

I get a chance to face this question I will

remember the 7th day of Aug. 1991 when

I got the privilege of enjoying the inspiring

affection from a philosophical and artistic

somebody, namely Shri J. Bapu Reddy. Let

me salute your sense of appreciation for

appreciative audience.

Yourthoughtprovoking ideas expressed
in forceful metaphors were very impressive.

But I was to disagree with you on the point

that whosoever has got something to say he/

she can say it in any language. I am of the

expression that other things remaining con-

stant, if the sayer is not fully conversant with

the idiom of the language he chooses as a

medium it will be difficult to the extent of

being impossible
- to him to say anything.

It was this very language problem which made

me feel a little belittled on that occasion as

I could not express my heartfelt feelings to

reach the ears of the audience in a language

which is basically an eye language for me.

I am sorry that I could not come up to your

expectations.

If it is true that books give birth to

books, I hope that the books your goodself

presented to me will go a long way in giving

birth to many a book in my language.

With deep regards

Your sincerely,

Sd-

Ved Agnihotri

G. ATCHUTA RAMARAJU
Advocate, Visakhapatnam

3-2-1989

Esteemed & Revered Dr. Bapu Reddy garu

"Sagaurava Abhinandans"

Wishing you a Happy & Prosperous

New Year & Pongal. Let me congratulate

you on your wonderful achievements in the

literary field during last year. I have gone
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through the two books 'Srikara Sikharam' and
'Vyavadhi Ledu' (Translaion of the book of
Dr. Knarig Boyadijan's 'There is No Time

1

)
sent to me. I have also played the cassette
in which some of the lyrics of 'Srikara

Sikharam' have been sung by eminent singers
of the cine-field. Under the music direction
of Savants, they have rendered well. Two of
them if I remember right took the liberty of

changing a few letters for Raga rendering,
though it is not needed. Despite that, they
sang very well and I hope the cassette will

go well into the public.

They bespeak volumes of your philo-
sophic bent of mind, mastery of words and
ibove all your warmth of heart.

I heartly congratulate you on your
vinning laurels in the international forums and
)octorate you deserved for your sensitive and
ntellectual writings in quest of world well-being.

Please convey my regards and Lord's

hoicest blessings on all the younger members
f your family.

hanking you,

Yours affectionately,

Sd/-

G. Atchuta Ramaraju

V. SATYANARAYANA MURTHY
eader & Head of the Dept. of Telugu

niversity of Mysore
10-7-1989

Jteemed Dr. Bapu Reddy garu!

Namasthe. After a long gap of time,

am writing to you. Hope all of you are

le there. We are all safe here.

I am happy to inform you that your

cellent work 'Bapu Reddy Geya Maatikalu'

11 be taught by me to my students next year

len they come to ffl year BA Bd. Degree

urse as a prescribed detailed text - forHieir

specialisation paper "A Specialised Study of

a Literary Form : One Act Play". I am thrilled

by your 'Geya Natikalu' and I am eagerly

awaiting the day when I get some of them

staged at our college next year by selecting

good students as actors and myself directing
the same. This much delay was inevitable

because we prescribe text books two years
ahead of the current academic year.

Sincerely,

Sd-

P.V. Satyanarayana Murthy

S.SURYANARAYANA
Senior Manager, IIFCO, Kandla

31-12-1990

Dear brother Sri Bapu reddy,

Read your book 'Urn ofLove
r

. I salute

thee for having written a magnificient one in

poetry. It is one like the book "The Voice

of the Silence
1

by H.P. Blavatsky. Prof. Syed
Ameeruddin's introduction and Mr. Krishna

Srinivas foreword are most apt. You are divine,

you are a gifted and a ligjit of one of the stars

of your motherland.

Humanity is caught up in great tumoil

of unrest looming large over the world. Every
soul is looking forward for divine help for

peace, solace and happiness. Perhaps this is

the last lap of 'Kaliyuga*. Wickedness,

selfishness, greed, hypocrisy have gone to their

crescendo and therefore fear gripped all over

the world.

This world is hard to mend or repair.

Humanity being incorrigible, God in His

frastratioo wants to destroy the world to some
extent to establish Dharraa in its true perspec-

tive. Now as you said

7 shall demise man
and kumamse God

dissolving the dubious dismcficms

in the cosmic democracy

soul-body socialism
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moulding the clay

into miniature Reality"

I am very happy to know that you are

in search of God. He is not far off. He is

nearer to you than your breath. He is in you,
with you and around you. God can only be

seen, realised by genuine love, obedience and

surrendering. Any amount of intelligence

cannot know the depth of God. God cannot

be discussed, cannot be theorised and cannot

be experimented by science. Love is life; doubt

is death. You said

"/ meet the Almighty

only in my dreams...

He descends unbidden

at an unearthly hour

I invite Him

into my wakeful life

but smilingly He shies away"

It is true, but to me, I met Him in my
wakeful state and kept Him hidden in the inner

chambers of my heart praying Him day and

night with folded hands not to flutter away
but to remain silent to keepmy love and warmth
undisturbed till He takes me to the shores of

my destination.

Unknown is known to a few, whose
love for the unknown is such that the unknown

reciprocates His love manifold and showers
His love and blessings on those few like Radha,

Meera, Meher Mai and others in that hierachy
and gave the realisation and His darshan.

I am not a literary soul, but only an

adherent to Truth.

I have writen all this not to blow my
trumpet but to make more explicable that love,

obedience and surrender to His Will help
realise the unseen through Him who is with

every one of us.

I pray to my Master Avatar Meher
Baba to shower His choicest blessings on

you and members of your family for long life,

best of health and prosperity in all walks of

life.

I solicit the favour of your reply at

your earliest convenience.

With loving regards,

Yours fraternally,

Sd/-

S. S,,ryanarayana

Dr. SANJOY SAKSENA
M.A., D. Phil.

Department of English &
Modern European Languages

University of Allahabad

Allahabad-2 11002

India

16-9-1987

Dear Mr. Reddy,

I read your poems in "The poet" and

really liked them very much. "Africa! Africa!"

is an extremely, powerful poem and the

revolutionary ardour and spirit inherent in it

shall never fail to move the reader.

You may be pleased to know that we
have launched a Journal entitled Thraina. The

first number has been released and the second

would be going to the press in a week.

Kindly reply soon.

Sincerely yours

Sd-

Sanjoy Saksena

SIDDULU GARI RAMA MURTHY
Ex-Chairman, Trust Board,

Sreevaradaraja Swamy Devasthanams,
Srikalahasti.

Respected Sri Bapu Reddy Garu,

I was highly elated to find in the 'The

Hindu
1

dated 30-9-1988 a news item that you
were one among the 22 who were the recipients

of the 'Michael Madhusudan
1

award at a
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function at Calcutta on 23-9-1988 for your

outstanding talent and erudition discerned in

your book of English poems. I honestly feel

that it is an honour not only to Sri Bapu Reddy
Garu but to the entire Andhra Pradesh. I also

feel that such an honour was long overdue,

quite legitimate and fitting. This is really an

impetus for you to continue your efforts in

the literary firmament. We, the people of Sri

Kalahasti, had a taste of your poetic bent of

mind when you addressed a big gathering of

highly educatedpeoplein SriPrasannaVardaraja

Swamy Devasthanams on 20-6-1988. Please

accept our sincere congratulations on your

achieving this and may the Lord bestow many
more such awards on you in the coming years.

We ever remain,

Yours truly

Sd/-

Siddulu gad Rama Murthy

G. NARASIMHA RAO, M.A.

Department of English
S.K.B.R. College

Amalapuram-533 201

17-1-1988

Esteemed and beloved Bapu Reddy gam,

Namaste!

You came, you saw, you conquered.

President Ramabhadra Raju of our College

Governing Body was pleased beyond words.

It might interest you to learn that Shri Raju
was made to despair that we in our college

couldn't boast of a speaker ofDr Bapu Reddy's

stature. That was the impact you have made

on Sri Rama Bhadra Raju's mind. As I told

you, he rarely praises a man. I am glad

that you sang yourself into his heart. Years

ago I invited Dr. B.K. Rao I.A.S. (He was

Chairman, Vizag Port Trust in those days) to

speak exclusively to a selected audience of

G.B. Members and lecturers of our college.

He did make a very fine speech. A couple

of years ago, I brought to the College Dr.

P.L. Sanjeeva Reddy, I.A.S. He, too, made

quite an impressive speech. Eminent profes-

sors and Vice-Chancellors have visited us. But,

none of them made such a mark on our

president's mind. Well, Shri Raju was not

the only heart you stole away with you.

Immediately after your departure, (Probably

your car was still within the Municipal Limits

of Amalapuram) one of my students rushed

to me with an urgent question on his lips "GNR,
Sir, have you known Dr. Bapu Reddy garu
for along time? What should one do to become
an IAS Officer? What did he (meaning you,
in his mind) study? Can you give his address..."

That young man's mind was fired by

your speech. God makes some chosen men
and women in a distinct mould to fire the

imagination of generations of their fellowmen.

You belong to this mould. Your visit to the

College has found its fulfilment just because

of this reason. You were able to rouse the

conscience ofmany silent listeners. You were

able to kindle quite healthy hopes and aspi-

rations. I am glad about that,

God doesn't allow our schemes and

ambitions (why even our dreams) to run their

perfect course. The Lord delights in tampering
with our most well planned thoughts and

actions. I am glad that as a poet and man

you allot to th e Almighty a place in the scheme

of things.

With high regards,

Yours sincerely,

SdA

G Narasimha Rao

Dr. VINTTA KAUL,
E201 Sonu vihar,

Sangam Marg,
R.K. Puram,

New Delhi -110022

8-10-91

My Dear Dr. Bapu Reddy

I trust this finds you well and busy

being your usual creative self. I only got
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back to India on the 3rd of this month after

spending 1 1 extremely enjoyble and educative

days in Rome. Then I spent a lot of time

in the evenings going through your really

commendable book "Longing For Life" and.

realised that you wrote from a great depth
of feeling and expreience. I think as poets

one shows a certain commonality of approach
and reactons to life and subsequently, of

cathaisis as a means of cleaning the soul and

purifying the mind.

In particular the lines I liked (most)

from your book were;

I shall convince/the cascading off

springs of night;/Iam not the dreamy coast/

that arrested their sacred march,/but/the roauing

spirit/of the mute millions/that waded/though
the forests of pain/to welcome/the pulsating

stars of the future/at the strip/of tumultuous

transistion.

And on that profound note I shall

close now. I look forward to hear from you
and would be very grateful if you could send

me the photographs which you had taken in

Amman,- if its no problem.

With warm regards.

Yours sincerely

Sd-

Dr. Vinita Kaul

SABITA ISLAM
Stilist Artist

Hunkar sok, Hunkar Apt.No.3/1,

Ankara, Turkiye,

Temporary Address:

S. ISLAM
Side Muzesi Mudurligu
SIDE/ANTALYA/TURKIYE

17-10-91.

Dear and Valuable Sir,

Mr. Bapu Reddy,

I'm writing this letter from Ankara

now., It is just 02.00 amo'clock (midnight)
Cause I've been reading some of your poems

from your book (In Quest of Harmony) just
5 minutes before., "Me in nature and nature

in me are merged whoever I be,

My defeat symbolises world's doom,

My success signifues blissful boom."

realy nice..,

I try to understand all your poems..,
On the other hand, I try to prepare my new
book of poems and also Pm translating into

English language by the way. And I'm sending
to you . Three day's ago, there was my 4th

painting exhibition (with oil colour) In my
Minister's cauntry (in Kirsehir) It's nearAnkara
I'm an Artist also, but painting is my secondary

job. Bacause I be gaduated from Hacettepe

University Faculty ofSciences Administration.

I'm working with my Minister of Culture as

his Art Assistant.

I would like to see your country. India

is allways interesting to me, But coming to your

Cauntry is impossible as my financial postion,

may not permit. Also, it is far from Turkey.

Generally, Asian Countries are fan-

tastic but unfortunately political lines are not

settled. However, the people are preferable,
as Eastern people have good and mystic
moralities.

Tomorrow, I'll go to Antalya(it is at

the mediterranean line of Turkey for my job.

(this time, my subject is about folldorical hand-

made activities of this area). If you want to

reply me, you can write to my temporarty
address please.

I'll wait for your kindly reply as soon

as possible..,

With my best regards,

Sabiha Islam

Mrs. J.W (Terry) HERSHEY

One Longbow Lane, Houston, Texass 77024

11-6-1990

Dear Dr. Reddy,

Thank you very much for the delightful book

of your poems which you gave me on the
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occasion of the COIR conference here in

Houston last week; how fortunate your country
is to have at the helm of their Industrial

Commission a person so graced in the art of

literature and culture.

Sincerely,

Sd-

Terry Hershey, Mrs. J.W.

Love is God and God is Love

BRAJA KUMAR DASH
Machkund

Koraput, Orissa

2-5-1995

Revered Great Poet,

My Sincere, Cordial, Whole-hearted,

deep spiritual, high metaphysical Love,

Romance, throbbing megarbs to your out-

standing poetic genius. Your poem "Speaking

Sapphires", which appeared in World Poetry,

has deeply impressed me. Your matured, heart-

touching, sophisticated, encouraging poem is

really an exceptional creation. The style of

depiction is also very attractive. I cannot

exactly comprehend its message. I vaguely

discover the Romatic spirit with a profound

poetic involvement. Anyway your poem
commands an exceptional excellence, incom-

parable brilliance to my saturated satisfaction.

India and world are proud of your uncommon

poetic enlightment

I am glad to know that you happen

to be a senior member of the coveted Indian

Administrative Service and an outstanding poet

in Telugu and English. You have visited about

30 countries and received many prestigious

awards. You are also the propounder of new

poetic philosophy, "BhavaBhowthikaVadam".

Your many dimensional genius deeply mo-

tivated my psychology. I am extremely

fascinated to know more and more about your

poetic genius.

May God bless me to be blessed by

you. With regards

Sincerely

Sd/-

B.K. Dash

KONDRLE SURYANARAYANA MURTHY
Advocate &Standing Counsel Of Endowments

izianagaram - 2

1-10-1988

Respected Sir,

Namaskarams. Since last paying my
respects on 18-8-'88 I could only be there on

19-9-88.

In fact I wanted to get the enclosed

corrected by you. The lines are a direct

reflection of the turbulent social conditions

everywhere in the world, much more so in

India which professes philosophy. Physical

life with spiritual light is the solution - your

poetic vision. Incidentally I am reminded of

the intersting photo album of the Convocation

which Sri. PLN. RAJU presented to you the

same time when I saw you in Aug. These

are all fragmentary collections of your world-

wide meetings but this has a significance as

one before Bharathi.

Wishing a happy time in Dussarah,

With personal regards.

Yours at Bharathi

Sd-

K. Suryanarayanamurty

S.S.T. SAI

"KUNDALINT
8-l-201,ShivajiNagar,

Secunderabad

25-8-1980

My Dear Sri Bapu Reddy Garu,

I wish to congratulate you after view-

ing your dance ballet "Bhaavi Jeevulu" which
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was telecast by the Hyderabad TV Centre on

15th August 1980. It was imaginatively pro-

duced and with this the status ofHyderabadTV
has gone up considerably. This is my personal

judgement.

Your Zeal and enthsiasm for good

writing, even now, manifested itself, at a time

when you are heavily burdened with adminis-

trative responsibilities.

With kindest regards,

Sd-

Shesha Talpa Sai

DR. KNARIG BOYADJIAN
2924, Saint George Street,

Los Angles, CA 90027, U.S.A.

Dear Dr. Bapu Reddy,

It is always a great pleasure to hear

from you. What an honour for me to have

been dedicated a book from a great poet like

you -
especially so since each poem is the

essence of nature and imagination. Like a

genie you rise from the mixture of your loving
observations and feelings. I am very, very

happy that you received such a fantastic review

for this book where each word delights the

sensibilities at every level. What a kind soul

you have and, behind that, the sensibility to

marry with beauty
- an incomparable match

and you, by giving your time and your love,

translated my whole book "There is No Time",
with your love.

I want to thank you for your beautiful

writing on the occasion of my tribute. Your
words floated through the hall like the pearls
of the seas. You're a dear and sincere friend

to whom I can speak everything starting from

my poetry. You will always be my friend.

Enclosed is a copy of the tribute book.

Please give my love to your charming
wife and family.

Sincerely yours,

SdA

Dr. Knarig Boyadjian

DR. S. SHYAMALA RAO
Head Dept. of English,

S.K.B. Ramars College, Amalapuram,

14th Dec, 1987

Dear Dr. Bapu Reddy,

I am thankful to you for giving me
yourbook "Longing for Life" - a fine anthology
of poems in English. Generally, we come
across poets who get distinguished in one

language. But you have the rare distinction

of being an established poet both in English
and Telugu.

I have gone through your poems of

anthology of "Longing for Life". There is

a perennial flow of thought coupled with

mellifluous language and lucid style. I am

particularly impressed by your 'Ocean ofLove',

Tainting Nature', 'Mahatma Gandhi', 'The

Peerless Pyramids', 'The Stars', and 'How I

Wish'. I had occasion to go through your
Silver Jubilee Souvenir and your global ex-

periences should be cherished by one and all.

I was particularly impressed by yourtwo poems
on "Jeevitham" and "Asthikulu - Nasthikulu".

Your own rendering has filled us with your

poetic cadences.

Sd/-

Dr. S. Shyamala Rao

S.V. RATNAM
Chairman & M.D.

The Coastal Chemicals Ltd.

Visakhapatnam,
10-1-1992

Respected Reddy garu,

I am highly thankful and grateful for

your kind new year greetings.

In your greetings the poems which

you have written are very thought
-
provoking

and make every body repeatedly read them

and think how small we are and how small

our span of life in the long history of this
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world is. This is really a great experience
that many people have missed to think on all

these historical things. I have read your poems
three times and felt inspired greatly.

Thanking you

Sincerely yours

SdA
S.V. Ratnam

DR. HIRANMAY CHATTERJEE
Varanasi, U.P.,

Respected Sir,

I have gone through some of your

creations, published in your collection of

poems "Loving is Living" you have presented
me. Although due to the limitations of my
literary calibre, I could not unwhirl the themes

of all those which I had gone through, I really

relished the creations "An Ideal Marriage",

"Discrimination & Recrimination" & "Sweet

Symbols". I shall go through the rest. As

my tape recorder is out of order I could not

listen to the cassette you have presented.

Yours affectionately,

Sd/-

Dr. Hiranmay Chatterjee

HIROMU YAMAGUCffl
Publication Division Chief

SCI Culture Department

Tokyo

July 20, 1992.

Dear Dr. Reddy,

Thank you very much for your beau-

tiful present of your poetic works to Mr. Ikeda.

We appreciate your heartfelt consideration for

us.

It is our great pleasure to send you

the July 16 issue of th Seikyo Shimbun, our

daily organ paper, carrying an article intro-

ducing your precious present at the center of

the second page with pictures of the work

and the Telugu translation ofMr. Ikeda's poem.
For your reference, we enclose two copies of

that issue.

In brief, the article says "Dr. Bapu

Redy, who is a prominent poet in India,

presented President Ikeda's poem in the Telugu

language, which was translated by himself,

and his poetic works to SGI President Ikeda."

We hope you will be pleased to see

this article.

Sincerely yours,

Sd/-

Hiromu Yamaguchi

DR. G. VASUSEVA CHARYA
Dr. V.K.S. Chan

Maruti Mandir

109/AD.L.W. Colony
Varanasi 221004.

Dear Atman,

Salutations to Thee!

The divine Indian Muse,Dr. Krishna

Srinivas, gaveme the Septr. '87 issue of'POET

and among 'New Voices
1

, 1 found yours.

The Peerless Pyramids
The Pyramids materialised when I read your

wonderful poem - and then I hugged and kissed

them; What an immensely factual description

and delightful imagination! I am awestruck.

Africa! Africa!

Yes, revolt-ridden Africa, Awakened Africa

Resurgent Africa
- its freedom march led by its

off-spring,
- is brought out effectively, in your

thundering poem and is a crowing eulogy to

those darlings ofmankindAfricahadproduced
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Speaking Sapphires

Is this sparkling little poem a painful cry of a

desolated life? Luminous rubies - vibrant sap-

phires,- radiant face. Magical tongue
-
mystic

breath - heaving heart. Oh! - What an enchant-

ing chain of glowing words! your poem,

breathes, sees, heaves, smiles and at last, also

leaves a drop of tear. Heart-rending and soul-

shivering
-
entrancing lyric!

Rising From The Graves

In this poem the poet's imagination has reached

'dreadful' heights. Cropses have not only risen

from their graves but are also speaking vehe-

mently, for their 'deathless life
1

peaceful life
1

.

The revolt of corpses is novel - fearsome but is

a truth -
poet's own lava of feelings at the

inhumanity towards helpless people. Hats off!

- my dear poet of worthy imagination!

Nesciance To Knowledge

From no knowledge to knowledge - this is a

thrilling poem. Skating on the known and

Dating with the unknown,- the delightful poet

has with his intuitive thought and interpreting

language, has made aware ofhis unquenchable

desire for harmony among men. Alas, if at all

the Sadistic Inhumans could listen - what a

paradise it will be! The poet's endeavour for a

call for harmony - through this Sparkling poem
is really noble and laudable. Dr. Krishna

Srinivas says, Art Springs from suffering and

poet will pour more;- ifJheJs deeply^voun3ed,

poems are all fire. Dear poet, your insiring

poems emit a glow of truth and are pouring the

cores of heart. Are you not having a divine

touch in yourmagical pen?May God bless you.
1

ANNE BUNSCHOTEN
290, Binckhorst laan,

The Hague.

30-12-1969

My dear Bapu and Family,

First of all thanks very much for nice

Christmas Card. I am always glad to hear from

you but I also heard some bad news: your little

girl is sick. Don't worry, son, she will be allright

again. I pray to God for her cure and He will

help her. Justyou wait and see. Don't lose your

faith. Bapu, tell me, son, did you ever receive

the two parcels I sent to you? You should have

had them long ago and I wouldn't like to think

that got lost, How is life now-a-days? Still very

busy? Our friendswent toLondon butI suppose

you know that I am missing them the morning

they left I metthem coming out ofthe tram and

it was snowing. Rao was running to the station

with a closed umberella on top of his head. I

asked him if nobody had ever told him that he

could open it but he had no time. The people

round him started to laugh. Well, Bapu, this is

the last day of the year and I hope and pray that

this coming year will bring you all the goods

that you expect from it, good health to all and

happiness. If there are any problems they may

get solved. My boy, I ain going to make this a

short letter because I have anotherthree to write

one to pop and one to my adopted son in Egypt

but I only wanted you to say that my thoughts

are withyou andyour family. Howisourfriend

Girglany. I heard that he had an accident.

Please give him my kind regards and wish him

allihebest.

God bless you all, son,

Love and Kisses

Mam

Sd/-

Annie Bunschoten
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TONI FRATTO
The Hague.

25-3-1968

My dear Mr. Reddy,

Do you think I might askyou to dome
a big favour, one which would involve some
work for you?

If it would be possible, I would like

you to write out both in the original language

(Telugu) and in an English translation, the

texts of several of the folk songs and three of

your poems that you recorded for me.

The songs are:

1) The one about the stingy lady and

the clever messenger. You know, she asks,

"where will you sleep?" etc.

2) The one that is meant to be sung to

a child to get it to hush and eat.

3) Song sungby awoman to tease her

sister-in-law.

4) The nice little song sung by the

worm to the fish, warning it about the fisher-

man.

The poems are:

1) The one that begins Oh cuckoo,

bird, stop your singing.

2) The poem to the river Krishna,

about the dam.

3) The new one about the girl the poet

imagines coming to his room.

Thank you so much for the help. If

you have too much work to do it this week,

please don't push yourself to get it done. Next

week will be fine.

Also will you be busy this Thrusday
afternoon? I would like to meet with you to

record some more stories and songs, ifyou can

record them. I am beginning to feel anxious

about recording this wonderful folk art, as the

time is drawing near when I must get every-

thing typed out and send it to the university;

otherwise I would not be working so hard.

After I get all my papers written and sent in, I

will be able to collect again just for the sheer

pleasure of it.

Well, then, unless I hearotherwise from

you, I will come on Thursday and meetyou in the

Common Room at one-thirty, allright.

Thanks again for being so helpful and
for knowing such delightful tales.

Sincerely,

Sd/-

Toni Fratto

NORMA LEHMAN
1407.EnfieldRd.ApLl,
Austin,

Texas - 78703.

10-12-1968

Dear Bapu,

Christmas time in America is a very
beautiful time and I wanted to share it with you

by sending you a card.

Thankyou verymuch for the slides that

you took. They were quite artistic, I thought,

with the various shadow effects. My parents

appreciated them very much.

For a while I was very worried, because

my father had cancer. He was operated on, and

seems to be doing fine now, though.

Have you been writing any more po-

ems? Unfortunately I haven't written anything

since I last saw you, but thinking about you and

Europe inspired me at the moment.

At present I am going to school at the

University of Texas. There were some special

psychology courses attheUniversity thatl wanted

to take. I will be goinghome to Californiaduring

the Christmas season, andthenreturning toTexas

in January.

Your friend always

Sd/-

Norma Lehman
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